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by Ivan Doig 



epigraph 

Intervals of dreaming help us to stani up under days of work. 

--Pablo Neruda, Memoirs 
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Dear Wally-

••• I shouldn't even be writing you my troubles but I have 

to spill over to somaom. I'd just like to have you around 

so I could put my head on your shoulder and cry • 

••• It is going on 1 arrl we haven't had dinner yet. Charlie 

is resti:q; and I thought too rest would do him more good than 

eating. Ivan is out in the back yard building roads. He had 

a foxhole dug you could bury a C<M in. 
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· .. :· .. 

In that last winter of the war, she knew to use pointblank ink. 

Nothing is ever crossed out , never a p . s ., the heartquick lines stil l 

as distinct as the day of the p ostmark, her fountain pen instinctively 

refusing the fade of time . Among the little I have had of her is that 

pen. Incised into the demure barrel of it --my father must have birthdayed 

her a couple of weeks ' ~orth of his cavhand wages in this gesture-- rests 

her maiden name . Readily enough, then, I can make out the hand at the 

page , the swift skritch of her letters racing dcw n onto paper for Wally--
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someone - -to know . But all else of her , this woman there earmrking a 

warstriped air mail envel ope with the return address of Mrs . Chas . Doig, 

has been only farthest childscapes , half - reiremberings thinned by so many 

years since . I had given up ever trying m uncurtain my mother . Now 

her pages begin her : I have to spill over ••• Upward from her held pen, 

at last she is back again . 

Aluminum and Arizona in their wartime tryst produced Alzona Park, 

the defense workers ' housing projec t which had been feeling my shovel 

ever since my parents and I alit there . I knew , with the full mania of 

a five -year- old, that the project ' s barren back yards necessitated my 

toy- truck roads for strafing , bombing--1~orld ar Two had a lot of 

destruction to be played a t yet . I was lonesome for my f ax:hole , though . 

By a turn of events you couldn ' t foresee in desert warfare it had been 

put out of s ervice by rain, my mother making me fill the dirt back into 

the brimming crater lest somebody underestimate it as a puddle and go in 

up t o the neck . 

Spies , sa. oteur s , the 1dnd of s ubversive traffic you get in back 

yar ds seemed to me t o dese rve preci sely sue h a ducking, b ut my mother 
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stood firm on foxholelessness. I s uppose she had in mind our standing 

rdth our Alzoran barracks neighbors, who, if she would just trust my reports, 

all the more justified a foxhole: hunker in there, peeking over the earthrim, 

... 
and see what tooy turned into, housewife snipers in the 200 building to be 

ferrled off with a preterrl rifle, pcho·o pchoo, the long 300 building a 

sudden Japanese battleship, the f ax:hole new needing to be a gun battery 

on the destroyer USS Ault, blazili..g away at those fiends tbreatening our 

aircraft carriers, holding them at bay until down in the torpedo room Wally--

Wally . February 17, 1986 . Four fingers of flame thrust ta..1ard 

the snowfields of Mount Baldy and extinguish into echo. Stiffly working 

their rifle bolts to reload, the Veterans of Foreign Wars honor guard 

aims and lets fire again, the combined muzzleflash flexing brig ht another 

instant. Then a last volley, and the honor guard dissolves into World 

War Two oldsters clutching at th3 ir campai gn c aps in too cel113 tery wind . 

Ceremonially Wally Ringer ' s chapter of life was over, that wind-ridden 

afternoon. But in the family plot of time , not nearly done with . Can 

this be what that brother of my mother ha d in mini with the let ters , sensing 



the carrying po er of ink as a way to go on? By making me heir t o the 
•·., ·. 

l ost side of my past, to my mother ' s own communiques of tirne and place 

doing to her what they did , he would find a kind of lastingness too? 

At tte moment I only knew I was the most grudging of pallbearers, gritting 

against the shiver--more than windborne--of haviP.g come back where I 1d 

promised myself not to • To where all tte compartments of my earliest 

self rode together on me, nephew, son, grandson, native of this valley, 

economic r efugee from it, r anch kid, town nomad, only child awash in 

famil y attention, indrawn half - orphan . Chambered as a goddamn nautilus . 

Three times before I watched a saga of my family echo into the earth here, 

and in the glide o:f years since convinced myse1f I was safely done with 

Montana burials. Those earliest voices of the heart held no more to tell, 

I ' d thought. Wally's in particular I no longer gave ear t o, even though 

for most of my life--most of his, as we were only fifteen years apart in 

age--he was that perfect conspirator, a favorite uncle. That extracurricular 

relative we need, some close-but-not-innuediate livewire in whom the family 

blood always hums, never drones. As pushful t hrough life as the canyon 

snavplow he piloted over black i ce, bull-chested, suprerooly bald , with 
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the inveterate overbite grin of my mother's peopl ,e which brought the 

top teeth happily out on parade with the rest of him: as he'd have said 

it himself, quite the Wally. Here at his f uneral were his f irst and third 

wives, both in utmost tears, and his secorrl wife sent bereaved regrets 

from New Mexico. 

In my own remembering be bursts home with that whopping grin on him, 

ever ready to fetch the boy me off tD a t r outy creek or up into the 

grass parks of the Castle Mountains to sight deer or elk, or to an 

away game of f ootball or basketball, never failing to sing out his 

announcement of our arrival, "Her e we are, entertain us ln If I could 

but choose, the go-anyw·here-but-go streak in this likable uncle of mifl..e 

I ould hold in mind, together with my go-along sobers:ide capacity to 

take everything in. Avid as the Montana seasons, the team ·:re made . 

But that all went, in our weedy argwnent over the expenses of a 

funeral, no less. By the time of the death of his mother, my- gram.mother, 

in 1973, Wally am I were the only ones in what was left of the fa.nri.ly 

who could take on the burial costs. Easy to misstep wt.en trying to shoulder 

a debt in tandem, and we faithfully fell flat. What got into ne, to ignore 
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the first law of relatives--Thou sha,lt not tangle family and money--

and agree that I'd temporarily stand his half of the burial bill as 

well as my mm? ·· What got into Wally, to succumb to the smzzier fishing 

pole and high-powered new hunting scope he soon was shCMing off to me 

while letting the funeral reimbursenant gra.1 tardy and tardier? In 

too en:i he never quite forgave too insult of being asked to pony up, 

just as I never quite forgave the insult of having to ask. (At last 

it occurs to me, no longer the ove:rproud struggling young freelance 

writer I was tten: fishpole and riflescope were Wally's a-tn tools of 

eloqueme, weren't trey.) I left from Wallace Ringer's graveside 

half-ashamed of myself that I had not been able to forget our rift, 

the other half at him for shirking that fureral deal; t~ sum of it 

a bone anger in me that we had ended up somewhere between quibble and 

quarrel forever, this quicksilver uncle and I. 

With the packet of letters, tren, ea.ch dutifully folded back into 

its envelope edged with World War Two airmail emblazonments, Wally 

reached out plSt what had come between us when re was alive. 

Long before, wren I began to relive on paper my family's aalf ;,eef~ 
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balf 11s"A:Ele1 fu~a of trying to right ourselves after the hole that was 

knocked in us that year of 1945, I asked around for old letters, photos, 

anything , but Wally offered nothing . This House of ~ grew to be a book 

faceted with the three of us I had memory record of, my father, my 

grand.mother, myself . Now, in the lee of my estranged uncle ' s funeral, 

his bequest . The only correspondence by my mother I ' d ever seen, postmarks 

as direct as a line of black-on-white stepping stones toward that mid-1945 

void . 

I believe I knCY.1 the change of heart in Wally. More tran once as 

my writing of to oks went on, I would be back in Montana en route to lore 

or lingo along some weatherbeaten stretch o:f road , near Roundup or Ovarrlo 

or somewhere equally far from his Deep Creek Canyon highway district, and 

ahead would materialize my uncle ' s unmistakable profile, two-thirds of him 

above his bel·t buckle , flagging me to a stop . The Montana highway department 1s 

annual desperate effort to catch up with maintenance , this was, with section 

men s t.:e h as Wally temporarily assigned into hard hat and firebright safety 

vest to hold up traffic while heavy equipment la.bored on a piece of road . 

Betterments , such midsummer flurries of repairs were call ed . So, as wind 
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kept trying to swat his stop sign out of his grasp, my mother's brother 

ar.rl I would manage to kill time with car-window conversation, Wally 

gingerly asking how things were in Seattle, hrnv my writing was going, .. 
my stiff reciprocal questions about his latest fishing luck, his hunting 

plans for that autumn. Old bandits gone civil . When dumptrucks and graders 

at last paused, he would declare , "Okay, she ' s a go" and flag me on 

through to the fresh- fixed patch of blacktop . And I can only believe 

this was how the dying Wally saw his mending action of willing the letters 

to me, a be tterment . 

But before any of this, before the gnarl in our family history that 

brought me back and back to that wintry cemetery, he was a sailor on 

the Ault . 

I am feeling pretty good, much better t han anytime so far since 

I 1ve been down here . Charlie is the one that isn ' t well . 

A fm-t of the letters in the packet duffeled home from the Pac:ific 

are blurry from water stains, but this first one by my mother to her 

sailor too clear that we have traded predicament in Montana 

for predicarnent in Arizona . 
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My parents and my father ' s sister Anna and her husband Joe and the 

five -year- old dir tmover that was me had had into a Ford 

coupe and pinballed our way davn through the West a thousarrl arrl fifty 
... 

miles , ration tocks straining from gas station to gas station along u.s. 89, 

me most of the time intrepidly shelved crossi-vise in tre c oupe ' s rear Nindow, 

w1ti1 we rolled to a halt in Phoenix the night before Thanksgiving of 

1944. The next Morrlay my father and Joe latched on as Aluminu.m Company 

of .America factory hands and our great sunward swerve settled into Alzona 

Park orbit . 

Unit 119B, where the five of us crammed in, consisted of a few cubicles 

of brown composition board, bare floor s and windows hcxvlingly curtainless 

until my mot her could stand it no l onger and hung some dimestor e chintz ; 

along with fifty- five hundred other Alzonans , we were war- loyally putting 

up with pacldng crate living conditions . But pull ing in money hand over 

fist : my fath e r and J oe drawing fat hourly wages at the aluminum plant--

hour ly, for guys who counted themselves lucky to make any morey by the 

month in Montana ranchwork. Surel y this , the state of Ari·zona humming 

and buzzing with defense plants arrl military bases installed for the war , 
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this must be the craved new world, the shores of Social Security and 

the sugar trees of overtime . True, the product of defense work wasn't 

as indubitable as a sheep or cow. Aluminum screeched through the cutting 

area where Dad and Joe worked and a half-mile of factcry later was shu .. "1ted 

out as bomber wings, but all in between was secret. Fol" the 119B batch 

of us to try to figure out the alchemy, my father smuggled out down his 

pant leg a whatzit from the wing plant. I rei'1lember the tl1ing as about 

the size of the business end of a branding iron, the approximate shape 

of a flying V, pale as ice and almost weight less, so light to hold it was 

a little spooky. 0 I'll bet ye can't tell me what this is, 11 Dad challenged 

as he plunked down the contraband piece of rretal to wow my mother and 

Anna and me and for ·that matter his brother-in-law Joe . Actually he had 

no more idea than any of' the rest of us what too mystifying gizmo was, 

but it must have done something supportive in the wing of a bonlbing pl.are . 

Like light, time is lx> th par tic le and wave . Even as that far winter 

of our lives traced itself as a single Arizona amplitude of season along 

the collective date line of memory, simultaneously it was stippliP.g all 

through us in instants distinct as t he burn of sparks . The sunshiny 
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morning when suddenly the storm of hammering breaks out arrl does not quit 

f or forty days, as a hundred more units of Alzona Park are flung up . 

The time Anna tries to coax me into a trip to the project ' s store for 

an ice cream cone arrl, ice cream passion notwithstarrling , I will not budge 

from my mother, some eddy of apprehension holding me to where I can see 

her , not lose her from my eyes even a moment . The night of downtown 

Phoenix after my father and mother have splurged on the double feature 

of I Love A Soldier and A Night of Adventure . Maybe we were let tirg 

our eyeball-loads of Paulette Goddard succumbing to Sonny Tufts settle 

a little, ma.ybe we were merely gawking at a Phoenix of streets tightpacked 

with cars nose to tail like an endless elephant review arrl of sidewalks 

aswim with soldiers and fliers fifteen thousarrl strong from the twenty 

bases in the desert around; we had not seen much of citi es, let alon~ a 

city in fever . Either case, here the three of us onlook, until my mother 

happens to serrl her eyes higher into the night . "Charlie, Ivan. Look 

how pretty, what they 've put up . " She points to the top of the Westward 

Ho Hotel . Dad and I are as dazzled as she at the sign on too peak of 

the tall building, stupendous jewelry of a quarter-moon with a bright star 

.• 
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caught on its horn. fathom too perfectly 

realistic silverghost illumination of the device, until my father ventures, 

"Ye lmc.:M, I think that's real." We forge a few feet ahead on the crammed 

sidewalk to test this and sure enough, moon-and-star go trapezing up..rard 

from the hotel roof to hang on sky--the planet Venus and the ripening moon 

in rare conjunction . 

On sue h a night, the fresh zodiac of Arizom must have seened just 

what my parents were looking for after their recent Montana struggles. 

We all recalled Christmas as a rough spot on the calendar, but na..r it 

was healful 19h5, February in fact, next thing to high summer in this 

palmy climate. Lately at Alcoa the management had realized hG1 rare 

,rnre undraftable colorblind h3-year-olds who knew how to run a crew, 

and my father cane zinging home from the plant nffivly made a foreman. 

Before my mother could assemble our promising news off '00 Wally on his 

Pacific vessel, though, the ink turned io this: 

His stomach bot hers him all too time. He is so thin. I'm worried 

to death about Charlie. 

Always before, it took something the calibre of getting tromped 



beneath a bucking horse to lay Charlie Doig out • But this ulcer deal ••• 

hrnv could a gas tric squall put my whangleather father on the couch, 

sick as a poisoil3d pup? 

My father being my father, he tensely urges my mother to relax, will 

she, about the situation: 11 0h-hell-Berneta-I'll-be-okay- in-just-a-little-

There that Sunday as my father tries to sleep away the volcano in 

his middle, my mother all of a sudden is alone . Anna and Joe are newly 

gone on their way back to Montana. Busy in the rear yard and childhood, 

I am obliviously pushing my roads to the gates of Berlin an:l raining bombs 

onto Tokyo. Beyorrl 119B's wirrlows, Alzona Park is entirely what it is 

built to be, war 's warehouse of strangers . &J instinct, not to say need, 

my mother goes to her companion the ink . 

Dear Wally- -

••• Somehow you seem to be a better pal than anyone else ••• 

This first letter in the chain that Wally chose to save must have 

come aboard the Ault to him like her voice thra~n aroun:l the world . 

Certainly that is what she is tryj.ng , quick as the pen will push through 
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such afraid words as worried to death , such Alzona aloneness that 

I have to spill over to soma ore . Creed of all writers : I have to . 

Noon wears past ; a missed mealtime, unheard of in our family . Then .. __ 

the half hour and she still writes , does not awaken my father . Dares 

not . If Charlie doesn ' t improve ... Yet the worst does not happen, the 

spell of ink wards it off : the cave- in that everyone fears will catch her 

when alone . 

\fell, I better calm dav-n, the lines to Wally work themselves wry. 

If a censor reads this he probably won ' t even let you get it. 

Taking to paper wi th that Surrlay of worries about an abruptly ailing 

husband , my mother knowingly or not put her pen at too turning point in 

their marriage, their fates . The very reason we had catapulted ourselves 

to Arizona was because , always before , he was worried to death about her . 

V.Jhat I !mow of her is heard in the slow poetry of fact . 

The freight of name, Berneta Augusta Maggie Ringer , with its indicative 

family tension of starting off German arrl ending up Irish . Within the 

year after her birth in 1913 in Wisconsin, her parents made the ore vaulting 

move they ever managed together and it was a whopper: in the earliest photo 
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I have of my mot her Bernet a after the west\ ard train deposited them 

in Montana , she is a toddler in a sunbonne t posed with a dead bear . 

Ringer family ille kept that hue , always someplace rough . Up in 

the Crazy Mountains , the bear lair, where Tom arrl Bessie Ringer arrl this 

i nfant daughter sorrehow survived a first Montana winte r in a snow- banked 

tent while they skidded out l odgepole l ogs as paltry as their shelter. 

Then other jounces of j ob and shanty which finally landed them near the 

railroad village of Ringling . Off and on for the next thirty years , 

some shred of the family was in that vicinity to joke about being the 

Ringers of Ringlir:g . It says loads in tbe story of my mother that a 

single syllable was utterly all those coincidental names had in conunon, 

for Ringling was derived from tbs Ringlings of circus baronage . 

Was it some obscure Wisconsin connection- -the Ringlings of Baraboo 

origins, th3 Ringers most lately from Wisconsin F..apids--or just more 

fate-sly coincidence , that broug ht about my grandparents ' employment by 

the Ringlings? Maybe Dick Rhigling , the circus br others ' nephew who ran 

the Montana side of things, was entertained by the notion that a mil lenium 

ago the families might have been cousins ac:ros s a European peat bog. 
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By whatever whim, hired they were, and the Ringers began too ir milky 

years at Moss Agate. 

Not exactly a ranch , even less a farm, Moss Agate fJapped on the 

map as a loose end of circusman John Ringling •s ~dholdings in 

the Smith River Valley of south-central Montana. Sagebrusby, high, dry, 

wirdy; except for fingernail - sized shards of cloudy agate, the place's 

only natural resource was railroad tracks . When he bought heavily into 

the Smith River country John Ringling ha d built a branch line railroad 

to the town of White Sulphur Springs and about midway along that twenty-

wile set of tracks happened to be Moss Agate, al though you would have 

to guess hard at any of that nCM . Except for a barn whi ch tipsily refuses 

to give in to gravity, Moss Agate's buildings are vanished, as is John 

Ringling ' s railroad, as is the Chicago, :Milwaukee & St . Paul transcontinental 

railroad which Ri ngling 's line branched onto. At the time, though, 

around the start of the nineteen twenties, John Ringling arrl. his nephew 

Dick saw no reason why all those vacant acres shoo.ldn ' t set them up as 

dairy kings . They built a vast barn at White Sulphur Springs , loaded up 

with milk cows, and stuck the leftovers in satellite herds at places 
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such as Moss Agate with hired milkers such as the Ringers. 

~ 
There is one particul~itter refrain of how my mother's family 

fared at Moss Agate: the cow stanza. From Wisconsin arrived a trainload 

of the dairy cattle, making a stop at too Moss Agate siding en route 

to the ballyhooed rew biggest7barn-west-of-the-Mississippi-River at 

White Sulphur Spriqss. Grandly the Ringers were told to select the 

excess herd they would run for the Ringlings. The cows turned out to be 

culls, the old and halt and lame from the dairylots of canny Wisconsin. 

My grandfather and grandmother tried to choose a bcoccarload that looked 

like the least wretched, and the Ringling honchoes began unloading the 

new Mos s Agate herd f or them. Not clear is whether the cows were simply 

turned l oose by t he Ringling men or broke away, but in either case 

cows erupted everywhere, enormous bags and teats swinging from days of 

not having been milked, moo-moaning the pain of those overfull udders, 

misery on the hoof stampeding across the sage prairie while away chugged 

the train to "White Sulphur to begin Dick Ringling 's farre as a d.3.:iry 

entrepreneur. Even the frantic roundup that Tom arrl Bessie Ringer were 

left to per form was not the final indignity; Moss Agate at the t:ilne 
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did not yet provide that woozy barn or even any stanchions, so the 

~aria t s 
herd had to be snubbed down by {8pe-s.(cow after ornery kicky cow, for 

milking . 

The Ringlings could afford Montana as a hobby; the Ringers were 

barely clingiri..g to the planet. My grandfather Tom seems to have been 

one of those natural bachelors who waver into marriage at middle age 

and never quite catch up with their new condition. My gr andmother Bessie, 

I know for sure, was a born endurer who would drop silently furious at 

having to take on responsibility beyon::l her own, then go ahead and 

shoulder every last least bit of it. Certainly over time their marriage 

became a bone-and-gristle affair that matched the Moss Agate country they 

were caught in. Nonetheless, child after child after child: Paul, then 

Bud , then Wally. My mother had reached five years old when the first of 

this brother pack ceme along, so she was steadily separate by a span or 

two of growing-up; veteran scholar at the o~-room schoolhouse by the 

time the boys had to trudge into the first grade , willowing toward womanhood 

while they still mawked around flinging rocks at magpies. The shaping 

separateness of Berneta ~ithin the Ringer family, however, did not spring 
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simply from being the eldest child a.n:i the only daughter. No, nothing 

that mere. Another knotting rhythm of fact: she slept always with three 

pillows propping her up, angle akin to a hospital bed, so that she could 

breathe past the asthma.. 

To this day, people will wince when they try '00 tell roo of asthma 1 s 

torture of my mother. Most often a midnight disorder, sabotage of s l eep 

and dream that had just decently begun, the attack would choke her awake, 

simultaneously the blue narcotic of carbon dioxide buildup bringing on 

faintness , a suffocating fatigue . At once she had to fight to sit up 

and wheeze, her eyes large with concentration on the cost of ajr, hunchir:g 

into herself to ride out the faltering lungwork. In and out , the raM 

battlesound of debilitation and effort sawed tllVay at her . Then woiise : 

a marathon of coughirg so hard it bruised you to hear . The insidious 

br eath shortage could g,o on for hours . Medication, inhalers , alleviation 

of any true sort waited a generation or so into the future . When my 

grandparents stared down into a Wisconsin cradle arrl for once agreed with 

each other that they had to take this snotheriQ?; child to the drier air 

of the West, they gave her survival but not ease. 
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She first comes to me, natura1ly, by pen. There are many disadvantages 

to farming in some parts of Montana ... The earliest item from her CMn 

hard is a grade ~school booklet she made about Montana, report of a forthright 

rural child. 80100 times there is alkali grourrl arrl in other places 

gumbo soil and than tre chinook win::ls arrl grasshoppers and all different 

kinds of insects arrl some times not enough rainfall. Langua.ge is the 

treasury of the poor, arrl Berneta minted more th:in her share even in 

the busy- tongued Ringer family- -fee- fee was her saying of barefoot , 

anything sp ooky brought on not the willies but the j i mjams , ani she it 

was who coined for t he family the marvelous eartriek mer seys f or Moss 

I 
Agate s Jersey- cows - in-need- of - mercy. Phrases were dressed up f or fun, 

~ny dar k cloud connnencing t o look like rain, any fancy angler categorized 

as having his face hung out as a fisherman. Emphasis had a vocabulary 

all i t s own in this youngster . Riding her hor se as fast as it could be 

made to go was full slam. Her father patching too Moss Agate roof , which 

always needed it t o the utmost, was Papa tarring the life out of it . 

When a chance at so met hi~, sue h as a trip to town, was seized upon, 
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it was glommed on to. Hard luck, though, was a bum go. 

And so I worrler. Do I meet my own mother, young, in too experiences 

of Western women who endured a land short of everything but their cwn 

capacities? Ts her favorite school subject of La.tin--tte gravitas of 

declensions as a , refuge, as it was for me--prefigured in well-spoken 

Kathryn Donovan, teacher of all eight grades at the sagebrush-surrounded 

Moss Agate school? Did she take to heart, sometine when she visited the 

Norwegian family tucked aver the hill from Moss Agate, gaunt Mary Brekke's 

innnigrant antrem of "You better learnJ" that marched Brekke child after 

child into educated good citizenship? Such civic women are caryatids of 

so much of that hard Montana past, they carry too sky. Yet I find it 

not enough to simply count her into their compa.tly. Too many pictures 

of this familiar-faced stranger say soo was dangerously more oo mplicated 

than that, she cannot be sculpted from sugar. 

Instead: from photo after photo with shacky Moss Agate or mar ginal 

Ringling in the background, Berneta Ringer assembles herself as sone one 

not gra.ring out of childhood but simply flinging it off, refusing w lose 

time to the illress in herself . Sick of being sick, she'd. surely have 
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said it, time a.n::l again she pals with a crowd of cowboy hats and Sun:la.y 

frocks in the pose of a person out and launched in life--but when I 

interrogate timl\ a:rxi place, I realize I am looking at five feet of 

uncorked teenager. Some dreams, mostly of the daylight sort, '7e are able 

to aim; the motion of Berneta 's mind often was horseback, her saddle-

straddling generation finding its freedom in the ride to Saturday night 

dances and two- or three-day Fourth of July rodeos. Right there, perhaps, 

is where the female youngsters of the 'l\renties part ed from t he generation 

of their mothers, in riding astride to those dances with a party dress 

tied behind the saddle; or as in Berneta 's case in t he photo taken when 

she can have been barely fifteen, mounting a rcrleo COitboy's horse in her 

napper dress a.nd cloche hat, her high heels flagrantly snug in the s tirrups. 

This teenage Berneta, then, has the strange i ndependence of a comet, 

a pushed pitch of existence that :xrakes her seem always beyond her numerical 

age. In every camera-caught mood, v..-ride-set eyes soft but with a minimum 

of illusions: on the verge of pretty but perfectly well aware s he's never 

going to ge t there pa.st the inheri ted broad nose. Wally's face was a 

borr owed coin of he r s, dt h that enlivened best-friend quality f rom the 
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central slight overbite which parted too lips a.s if perpetually interested 

and a.bout to ask. But her query +le il:i ~reathes up from the album. page 

not as Wally's romping ready to go? but the more urgent how do I keep 

life from being a bum go? What con-Es out most of all, whether the camera 

catches her as an inexplicable pixie in a peaked cap or gussied up as a 

very passable flapper, is that whenever she had enoug h oxygen, Berneta 

burned bright. 

The most haunting photograph I possess of my mother is a tableau of 

her on horseback, beneath a wall of rock across the entire sky behind 

her . This is not Moss Agate but higher bolder country, and she has 

costumed her self up to it 'to the best of her capacity. She wears bib 

overalls, a high-crowned cow·girl hat, and leather chap.g with MONTANA 

spelled out in fancy rivets down the leg-length and a riveted heart with 

initials in it putting period to the tidi:ngs. The mountain West as a 

stone rainbc:M, a girl-turning-woman poised ber.eath it. 

Enter the Doigs, at a gaJ.lop . 

Once, on a government questionnaire which asked a listing of 
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"racial groups within connnunity, 11 back from the Doigs 1 end of the county 

sailed the la.conic enumeration , "Mostl y Scotch. " The country out there 

ta-Tard Sixteenmile Creek even looked that way, Highlandish, intemperate. 

Certainly the Doigs inhabited it in clan quantity: six brothers and a 

sister, with aunts and uncles an:l cousins an:i double cousins up every 

coulee. Above the basin in the Big Belt Mountains where the family 

homestead-stretched-into-a-ranch was located sat a tilted crown of rimrock 

called wail Mountain, and my father and the other five Doig boys honed 

themselves slick against that hard horizon. A generation after the 

steamship crossed the Atlantic, trey spoke wit h a Dundee burr and 

behaved like test pilots . 

A dance , of course, did the trick; began the blinding need of 

nw mothe r a::frather f or each other . When too Saturday night co rps 

of Claude and Jim and Angus arrl Red and Ed and Charlie Doig hit a dance 

·-
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at the rail villages of Ringling or Sixteen or any of the rural schoolhouses 

between, the hall at once colored up i n to a plaid of bandannaed gallantry 

and hooty mischief--wherever you glanced, the Doig boys would be ta.king 
~ 

turns doing the schottische with their w1dowed mother and jigging up a 

storm with their girlfriends, not to mmtion wickedly auditing their sister 

Anna's potential beaus whether or not she wanted them audited. Amid this 

whirl of tartan cowboys, the ore to watch is the shortest arrl dancingest, 

a goodlooking jigger of a man built on a taper down from a wide wedge of 

shoulders to wiry tireless legs. There at the bottom, newbought Levis 

are always a mile too long for Charlie Doig but he rolls them up into 

stovepipe cuffs, as jf defiantly declaring he fills out a pair of pants 

in every way that really counts. The rhythm of his life is the chancy 

work of ranches, which began in bronc riding that left him half dead a 

couple of tilll3S and which he has persevered past to shoulder into respect 

as a f orennn of crews, and Saturday night entitles him to cut loose on a 

hall floor with slickum on it. Charlie in his habits is the fundamental 

denominator of the Doig boys, these saddle scamps who also have a reputation 

for working like blazes. Customarily after these rural nightf uls of music 
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and other intoxicants, people wobble home for too few hcurs' sleep 

before groanil:g up to milk the COW' or feed the '8an8: ~heep or other 

dismally looming chores. But the Doig boys, whatever their state, fly at 

the chores the minute they reach home and sleep uninterrupted after. 

The double energy it takes to be a practical thraver of flings is 

concentrated here in Charlie, built like a br~ shotglass. This 

tine, this Saturday night of fling, when the square-dance caller chants 

out to the gents dosiedoe, arrl a little more doe--well, there starrls 

Bernet a. 

Promisingly full of bad intentions, my tuned-up father must have 

been just what my mother was tryin..g to figure out ha-1 to ordero Boundaries 

of dream take human shape, there when our bodies begin their warm imagining. 

But beyond the welcoming geography of the first touch of each other in the 

small of the back as the two of them danced together' in that first night of 

promenade, stood twenty horseback miles between the Doig place and Moss 

Agate . My father being my father, he simply made up his mind to treat 

that as vir-tually next door. Berneta Ringer arrl her nooly given fountain 

pen reciprocated. My grammother would tell me decades later, still 
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more than a little exasperated at the fact , that she could never set 

f oot off Moss Agate without having to mail an other batch of Berne ta 1 s 

letters to Charlie Doig . urr that 1s who she wanted, I couldn ' t do any 

other.n 

So. Ther e was ink, ink, ink tren too , t rying to speak the moments 

of my parents' earlie r wartime , the battle t owa rd marriage . (My mother ' s 

youngness airl tricky health were in tre way, my father ' s s ense of obl igation 

at the struggling Doig property was in the way, everybody ' s finances, ar 

dear th of , were in the way. ) The box curt ains of the mind : we never 

in, 
fully imagine , let alone believe what was said to one another by those 

imposs i ble beings , our parents befor e they were our parents . Yet I overhear 

enough in her later letters, Wally's packet, for an educated guess that 

those Moss Agate pages crackled ·with diagnosis of her arrl my father and 

those they knew. Hcrw soft-voiced she was, I am always told; so the 

snc:M -angel outline everyone has given me of my mother luckily takes 

a devilish 

~dge when she puts on paper for Wally such gossip as the jam 

Ethel Mason Lowry got herself in. Married to 3 soldiers and no divorces, 

& getting allotrrrm ts from all three. She was doing alright unti 1 the 
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F . B.I o caught up 1d th her. Entire plot of a novel tattled there, I 

note with professional admiration. What Berneta fourrl to say by nail 

to her cowboy suitor, my father, surely had similar salt in the terrlerness. 

He gave back the tense hum of a wire in the wind. Charlie Doig 

coming courting sang several lives at once, a number of toom contradictions. 

In that dependable square-lined face it could be read that there was 

much inward about him, a tenderey to muse, dwell on things; and yet 

as the saying was, you could tell a lot about a guy by the way he 

wore his hat and Char lie always wore his cocked. A delicious talker 

when he wasn't busy, but he was busy all tbe time too. Temper like a 

hot spur, yet with plenty of knack to laugh at himself. Bantam-legged 

as he was, he practically ran in search of work, forever whanging away 

at more than one job at a time, in lambing or calving or haying on the 

valley 's big ranches an::1 meanwhile pitching in with the other Doig brothers 

to try to make a go of the family livestock holdings at Wall Mountain, 

during Montana's preview of the Depression. Such exertions sometimes 

tripped across each other, as when Berneta threw a birthday party for him 

and he was detoured by a bronc that broke his collarbone . " I could!!ve 
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sent tte horse, 11 she was notified by him from the hospital, 11 he was 

healthy enough . " It didn't matter then to my adoring m9ther-to- be, but 

how could a man i;hat whimsical be so high-strung, how could a man so 

high-strung be so full of laughing? In and out of his share of Saturday 

night flirtations, this lively veteran singleton might have been ccnnted on 

to kiss and move on. But he contradicted contradictions. From that first 

night of dancing in Ringling, my father's attachnent to the half-frail 

hall-vital young woman at Moss Agate flamed so long arrl strong that in 

th.3 end it must be asked if his, too, didn 't constitute an incurable condition. 

The brusque sagebrush would sJ.ap at your stirrups, polishing the 

leather at too bottoms of your chaps, if you ro:ie their country yet today. 

Sage like a dwarf orchard, climbing with the land as tre valley 

arourrl Moss Agate swells west into ridges , then cascades toward Sixteenmile 

Creek in more a.rrl more hills, a siege of hills. 

Except where dominated by Wall Mountain and Grass Mountain, the 

higher horizon now begins t o repeat those tough anonymous foothills 
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in summits that bulge up one af~er another in timbered sameness. 

This Sixteen country is a cluttered back corner of the West where 

the quirky Big Belt Mountains are overshadowed by the grander Bridger 

range immediately to the south. From th9 air over the Big Belts, th9 

nature of their oddly isolated sprawl beconas evident. Not particularly 

lofty, not especially treacherous in skyline, not much noticed in history 

except for the long-ago goldstrike at Confederate Gulch, this wad of 

unfa.mous mountains nonetheless stands in tte way of everything major 

around them. They haze the Missouri River unexpectedly n~rthwest from 

its headwaters for about ninety miles before too na.v can find a passage 

around their stubborn barrier arrl down the eastern slope of the continent. 

By one manner of geologic reckoning, 'the main range of the Rocky Mountains 

ends, a little ignominiously, east of Townsend where the mud.stone and 

limestone perimeters of the Big Belts begin. Across on the Smith River 

Valley side of the Big Belt range, the steady plains of mid-Montana 

receive a rude bump upward to a valley-floor elevation of 5,280 feet. 

Goblin caYJ.yons chop in and out of the sixty-five-mile frontage of the 
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Big Belts, but a scant two give any route through: Deep Creek Canyon 

where the highway has been threaded between snowcatching cliffs, and 

the Sixteen Canjbn, graveyard of railroad ventures. 

Not immediately obvious territory to find delight in. Yet my 

parents' honeymoon summer on Grass Mountain wed them tc this particular 

body of earth. 

The two of them had decided to defy the Depression's laws of gravity , 

and in 1934, when she was twenty and he thirty-three, they married arrl 

went herding sheep on Grassy. 

Again according to our family diarist, the Brownie box camera, that 

set of months agreed with Charlie and Berneta Do:ig, an uncomplicated 

shirtsleeves-rolled-up summertime of folla-ting the sheep --my mother 

slenier as filament , my father jauntily at home at timberline. Grass 

Mol.Ultain itself, a pleasant upsidedownla.rrl 1dth timber at its base and 

meadows across its summit, gave my parents elevat ion of more than one kirrl. 

Their summer on Grassy was a crest of the rising and fa l ling seasonal rhythm 

that they were n~v to follow through life together in Montana. 
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By then DrJ father had tugged himself up by the ropes of his muscles 

and the pulleys of bis mind to where re could command a season, generally 

summer. This to-ck son:e doing, given where he had to start from. Pieces 

of the pa.st stay on as pieces of us, do they? My father came out of 

the candlelight of this century, born in the spring of 1901 back there, 

on the homestead beneath Wall Moun.ta.in. More than that, born on t he 

losing side of America's secon:l civil war , the one out west where dollars 

were the big battalions. That Western Civil War of Incorporation, the 

businesslike name given it by its leading historian, p<merfully pitted 

financial capital and government against those who occupied la:rrl or jobs 

in inconvenient unconsolidated fashion. Indian tribes a'1d Hispa'YlOs : 

defeated onto reservations and into poverty's enclaves. ¥d.ners, loggers 

and other industrial working stiffs: defeated in strikes and :resista..rice 

to technological dangers. Homesteaders, small farmers, backpocket ranCl1.ers: 

defeated f rom insufficient acres. The lariat proletariat, 1'1here my 

grandparents and parents started out, was done in by mechaniza tion, ending 

up in trn·m jobs or none. As the Doig place and all other smallholdings 

in the Sixteen count ry gradually folded their colors, my fat her by recessity 
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irorked his way out and while he was at it, up. In th9 June to September 

season that was the heart of Monta.na ra.nching, he could take a herd of 

cattle or a band of sheep into the mountains for their owner and bring 

them into the shipping pen fat and profitable, ol" he could just as 

deftly 
'):e~e:aaa:eif oversee other ranch hands as a campten::ler or foreman, or he 

could even hire a crew of his otm on a haying contract from a ra.'Ylcher 

glad enough to pay him by the ton to take care of the whole long aggravating 

job of pu'f:i'ting up hay. There were summers when he did two out of the 

three, always on the go under his wcr k-stained Stetson and behind the jaw 

he jutted at the horizon. 

Up only went so far, though. Montana's vast wheel of seasons always 

had a flat, skewed side--the biggest side--an::l that was winter. You 

~ could thud pretty hard in aut~an::i. before spring managed to definitely 

get on tracl'f) ~or year-rourrl ranchi."'"lg, even a go -getter needed an 

extensive piece of inherited larrl or a hefty fa..'Trl..ly wallet or a father-

in-law with deep pockets. None of which Charlie Doig had been put on 

this earth with, and he -rell knew it. ttAs the fellow says," I hear his 

burr coming, riwhere 's all the wherewi t haJ_ ?11 
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So, a summer on a mountain that shouted its name in grass, with 

a bride both new arrl long-awaited at his side, must hav-e made a high 

season indeed for my fat her. No question about it for my mother, eit l:ar. 

I lmcw--ha:ve seen for myself in the years beyond hers--hon the elevation 

the.re on Grassy opens up the view· of country, diminishes the 

relentless sage and the raw shale cub banks and the pinched gulches where 

failed homesteads are pocketed away, and takes the eye instead tor..vard 

the neighboring an:l more generous Bridger Mom1tains; am. just before the 

Bridgers, the one cocky tilt in the nondescript Big Belts, Wall 11ountain. 

The imagination is easily led down past Wall Mountain 1 s inclined rim.rock 

to the canyon of Sixteenmile Creek, as ornery fo:r its size as any chasm 

anywhere. The first railroad that was squeezed through there required 

fifty-eight bridges in eighteen miles . Enough floods and avalanches, 

plus an earthquake or two, and the Sixteen Canyon spat out both that first 

railroad arrl the subsequent Chicago, Milwa.ukee & St . Paul transcontinentaJ. 

line. Not a rail, not a tie, is left on the scar of roadbed, but the 

rattlesnakes that the rail road maintenance men hung on the rig ht -of ..;way 

fence as sarcastic trophies are back in force . I always have a feeling, 
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along those lines, about this original .America of the Doigs, "this 

S:ixteen country am these Big Belt Mountains : that in one moment the 

look of the lam strongly stope you in your tracks, and in the next 

there is something ominous around your ankles. We were expected to 

grCM used to it, I suppose, as Scotch endurers, as cockleburr P..merican 

highlanders. But what am I to make of my mother's embrace of all this? 

Unlike me, unlike my father, she was not born into th is chancy Six teen 

country. She came as a convert. For, of course, that proudest photo 

of her, rhinestone cowgirl ber.eath the stone rainba-1, that photo was 

taken at Wall Mountain, sUil1lnit of the Sixteen country. 

After their 1934 summer of herding, my parents went on into a skein 

of ranch jobs together, my mother cooking for whatever crew my father was 

running. But ranch wages were always thin coin. Settled dmrn nav, 

comparatively, into marriage, rrw father fe.lt he had to turn his hand to 

operating a place 11 on shares," which was to say running somebody's r anch for 

them for a cut of each year's prof it. The cent er yea.rs of my parents' story 

together come nav at t he hem of Grass Mountain, the first years of World 
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War Two when the pair of them took the Faulkner Creek ranch on shares. 

A scrape of road pierced through t hat sagebrush of the Sixteen country 

\< 

toward Wall Mountain until suddenly making a veer tcward Grassy, and the 

Faulkner Creek drainage . 

Not paying much attention to the rest of the world or each other, 

the ornery mountains of the Big Bel ts did hold pockets of ranchcraft 

for people as acquainted ~tith work as rrry parents were . For better or 

worse, a place sue h as Fa.ulkner Creek met them on its own clear terms. 

A tidy sum of rangeland vithout being el bowy about it, with plump hayfields 

that 
arrl the creek almost at the front door,~ranch in a majority of ways 

represented what t he Doig homestead could only ever be the kernel of 

or the Moss Agate tenancy a gaunt ghost of. A do-it-yourself expanse, 

the West was supposed to be and rarely is. The makings were there at 

Faulkner Creek, if you were nimble enough ard canny enou gh and stubborn 

enough and enough other enoughs, to profitably handle a thousand sooep 

or a couple hundred cattle year in and year out. My parents 

The Sixteen country was their business address, t tey knew it like Baruch 

did Wall Street. 
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So they also knew about the isolation, the thirty miles to ta11n 

and most of that simply to reach a paved road, which tooy were going to 

have to put up with at Faulkner Creek. Pola.rly ranote a couple of seasons 

of the year , it was the kirrl of r~h , in nw mother and father's saying 

fo r it, where you had t o be married to the place. Ttvo other ranches 

lay hidden even farther da.-m the gulches of Sixteen Creek and Battle Creek, 

but otherwise weat her was the only nei ghbor. Clouis walking the r idgelines, 

hurried by chilly nind. Rain, rare as it was, slickening the road as 

quick as it lit. And if the winter was a t ou gh one--they always w·ere--

my father fed hay on the road so that as the s heep ate, they packed dmm 

the sna·1 arrl i mpratred the chance of getting out to the hospital at Townsend 

when one of my mother's hardest asthma a ttacks hit• 

I will always have to wonder whether s .ome of the dist ances in ne 

col'll3 from starti:qs life there bes i de Faulkner Creek. My parents had 

greatly hoped for twins, but instead got the mixture that was nxh Maybe 

the medical stricture that one pregnancy was plenty for my mother t o risk, 

that after I eventuated into the picture in the summer of 1939 there wer e 

going to oe no s i sters or brothers for me, ms.de my parents allow me into 

the adult doin s of the. ranch. As far back as memory Ii 11 t ake me, 
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I liked that; honorary nembership with the grownups, admittance to 

their talk. It does give you the ha.bit from early on, thou gh, of standing 

back and prrn~ling with your ears. 

Definitely I was doted on. My mother's photo album contains a flurry 

of my uncles holding me atop horses until, probably when I was between 

three and four years old, there I sit in the worldly saddle by myself and 

handle the reins as if I kn~l what I 1m doing. By then.A too"' World War Two 
) ) 

arrl its songs on the radio had cone, and I was the conbina ti on of kid 

doats 
who could listen to ma.irzy~an:i dozy doats, arrl. little lambsie divy, 

and staidly tell you, sure, everybody kn0tvs mares eat oats and a doe could 

too, and lambs would take to ivy; then go outside am disappear into fatho~ 

of imagina. tion the rest of the day. Touchy and thorough, doctrinaire and 

dreamy, healthy as a moose calf, I seem to have sailed through the Faulkner 

Creek years with my adults giving to m3 generously from their days. Words 

on a page became clear to me there, long before school; somebody in the 

revolving cast of busy parents arrl young Ri."'1.ger uncles hired to do the 

ranch chores arrl a visiting gran:lmother checking up on us from Moss Agate, 

one or an other of those had to have been steadily reading to me.. My 

immersion into print, the time indoors with books and a voice willing 
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to teach me all the Ttords, surely I a,rn to that ranch's loP.g winters. 

Winter also brought out the trapper, to be watched from our kitchen 

window in the snow-roofed ranch house, tending the trapline on Faullcrlel:' 

Creek. 

The bundled figure sieves in and out of the creekside willows, a 

dead jackrabbit in ham for bait . Gray to catch white, for weasels in 

their ~nowy winter coat are the quarry, their pelts fetching a 

fancy price from the fur buyer in Helena. 

The weasels hunt along the creek in invisibility against the snav, 

terror to grouse and mice, or dart up to the ranch buildings, murder in 

the chickenhouse; their sylph bodies are such ferocious little combustion 

tubes that they have to eat with feverish frequency to live. Wherever 

the double dots of weasel tracks indicate, the trapper sets a small 

contraption of jaws and trigger and neatly baits it with a bloody morsel 

of rabbit . Rituai as old as any tribe--though these traps are springsteel, 

bought from a catalogue--but every trapper possesses a trademark arrl 

this one distinctively takes the trouble to bend a bow of branch in 

attachment to each trap . When the animal sets off the trap, the branch 

will yank the entire apparatus up into the cold air and the weasel will 



die a quicker, less cont orted death . 

One after another the traps are attended to this way, an even dozen 

in all. The tr~setting illlpulse evidently is the same as in catching 
v 

fish , the snarer hates to quit on an odd nwnber. 

Not nearly all the visited traps hold weasels this day but enough do , 

each frozen ermine form dropped in careful triumph into the gunnysack at 

the trapper's waist . At last, f rom the en:i of the trapline the figure 

turns back up the creek, again toward the ranch house with the meril:gue 

of snow on its roof. The trapper is my mother. 

~ -
Her s harp-aired victories over asthma, an hour at a time there on 

her trapline while my father sat sentinel at too kitchen winda-J", were 

one calendar of the Faulkrier Creek years. Another was my father's rhythm 

of ma.staring the ranch. The livestock in his canny rotation of pastures, 

the hayfields encouraged by his irrigating shovel, a ranch hand or t wo 

deployed at fence-fixing or other upkeep, all responded to the zip he 

brought to the place. Faulkner Creek's wi cked road showed a bright side 

here; the ranch 01.mer from Helena didn't chance out to t he place very often, 

and good thing that he d:idn't. My father could run sonetb.ing as everyday 
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as a ranch fim and dandy. ·what he refused to regulate was his lifelong 

opinion of bosses. 11 Can ye imagine that Helena scissorbill wanting me 

to put too upper field into all'alfa? The sheep 'd get into that and bloat 

to death until Hell couldn't hold them. A five-year-old kid--Ivan here--

knmvs better than that." 

One more mark of my parents' aiming-upward-but-allegiant-in-other-

directions was the Ford. Our snappy sky blue 1940 coupe, rat-fendered 

and long-hooded, a gocxi two-thirds of the car prowing ahead of us as 

-ve fought the Faulkner Creek road. What the four of us, my mother and 

father and I am the Ford, are most remembered for is the ritt.a 1 of washing 

before a funeral . Pa:rked in the middJ.e of a creek crossing, we would 

peel off our shoes and socks, my father and I would roll up our pants legs 

am my mother wou]d safety-pin her dress into a culotte am out we would 

step into too pebbled water. I was given a rag and granted too hubcaps 

to wash, the steel circle·s like four cleansed moons rising from too 

creekwater. My father and mother went to work on the greater grit, 

mud caked on the fenders, bug splatters on the hood , the Ford gradually 

but dependably coming clean under tossed bucketsful of rinse. Ready nON 
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for the drive behind the hearse, we headed on into "White Sulphur Springs, 

where the deceased actually do go a last mile from town out to the cerr:etery. 

The men who were to be buried, for they almost al ways were men, were the ... 

hired hands of the Big Belt country- who had worked with my parents at 

haying, lambing, calving--people who drew no cortege while they were alive. 

People with a wire down somewher e in thei r lives, a lack of capacity to 

work fer toomselves, a'rl emigration into an America they never managed 

t o savvy nor to let go of, many with a puppy-helplessness when it came 

to alcohol, some with sour tempers and bent minds; mateless. At any of 

these fl.merals, my mother most likely would be the only woman there. 

Nei ther my mother nor my father oould have said so in words, but in that 

wiping away of the mud and dust from the Ford coupe's fenders and f lanks--

that handling of too country--was a last chore to nark those other 

chore-filled lives. 

Faullmer Creek was no closer to Eden than it was anywhere else, 

but by every family fragment of that time and place my parents seemed 

t o be in their element. Camera shots again say so, most of all in the 

trophy pictures from t he war with the coyotes. 
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Sunny day, icicles starting to shrink upward to too log eaves of 

the ranch house. Everybody has paraded around the corner of the house 

to take a pose with too vanquism d coyotes. 
\ 

My mother, especially pert in one of her striped ~housedresses and 

only a short jacket. 

My visiting grandmother even hardier, out there in apron and bare 

arms. 

My mother's second youngest brother Bud on band as our hired man, 

in dutiful ea:rnap cap. 

Then my father and his rifle and me. 

Since I, little Mr. Personality in a brass-button snowsuit, appear 

to be not quite a three-year-old, the photo likely dates from near the 

end of the winter of 1941-42. This scene speaks in several ways. First 

of all, tl'B extraordinary statement of the coyotes around and above my 

father and me as we pose, ifl..v"enty-eight of them in simultaneous leap of 

death up the log wall where their pelts a.re strung. Winterlong tl-ey had 

been picked off , f or the safety of the s he ep and the sake of bounty, 

as they loped the open ridges above Faulkner Creek; ideal coyote country, 
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but unluckily for them, also ideal coyote-hunting country for oomebody 

who could shoot like my father. Next, it always cones as a pleasant shock, 

hem on t.op of life my father looks in this picture. Forty years an:l jobs 
\ 

after his start on the doomed Wall Mountain homestead, bounty of all kinds 

seems to be finding him at last. Posed there, he is in comman:i not just 

of om season a year but a prospering ranch, he k:nc:Ms of at least 'btventy-

eight coyotes who will give his sheep no further trouble, he has a son 

and heir, his coveted wife is taking the photo of this moment, a winter-

errl ing chinook has arri ved with this s un--a day of thaw, truly• 

My mm farthest pattern of nanory is the Faulkner Creek ranch's 

generator--the light plant , we called the after-dark engine, throbbing 

diesel factory of watts--as it hammered combustion into the glow of 

kitchen an:i living room bulbs. The light plant was used sparingly, 

like sparks put to tinder when the cave most needed dazzle ; when company 

dropped in, say. And so the yammer of it in the night-edge of my mind 

must be from a few of my recalcitrant bedtimes, boy determined not 

to waste awakeness while lusci,ous l.:4;ht was being ma.de. 
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But why that diesel monotony of echo? 

Why not the toss of wind in the restless pine that overleaned the 

ranch house, or~ coyote's night-owning anthem? 

Why persistently hear, even now in the rhythms of my writing keys 

working, the puh puh puh labor of that 1:4;ht plant? 

Because in every way, t hi s was the pulse of power coming into our 

rural existeme. Not simply the tireless stutter of electrical generation 

but tre sound of history turning. We had only a diesel tidbit of it 

there at Faulkner Creek an:i my parents were of the relic world of 

muscle-driven tasks, yet, like passersby magnetized out of our custorrary 

.... 
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path, power now made its pull on us . One of the great givens of World 

War Two manufacture was that power could kettle an ore called bauxite 

into bombers kin called aluminum. 

Out of those particles, those waves, this first deliberate dream. 

The heavy rain on Christmas Eve of 1944 is contradicting my mother ' s 

notion of what both Christim.s arrl Phoenix ought to be . She is trying 

to work the mood to death, baking an arnw of cookies arrl rapidly wrapping 

Anna and Joe's presents (filmy" kerchief for h3r, carton of cigarettes for 

him) whiJe they're out visiting frierrls tl'By know from Montana., arrl. 

naturally the weather is keeping me inside, which is to say in her hair, 

until she puts me to crayoning a festive message to my grarrlmother e 

I come up with Merry Christmas Grarrlma in the countless fonts of my 

printed ha.rrlwriting arrl devote the rest of the page to dive-bombers 

blowing up everything in sight • 

The outside door rattles open, solving the whereabouts of rrry father , 

late from the aluminum plant this night of all nights . But his inevitable 

approximate whistling of 11 The Squaws Along the Yukon" doesn 1 t follow on 

in to the front room. All of a sudden he is in the kitchen with my mother 
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and me, checking us over with his sheepcounting look even though we can 

only tally up to two. Puts his lunchbox da#n. Goes to the silverware 

drawer, takes out a tableknife, heads back to the front room where he 

jams the blade into the crack urrler the doorway casing so that the knife 

snugs the door u;nopenable. (Whatever this is about, Anna arrl Joe are in 

for a surprise when they come hone arrl try to get in. ) He zips back 

into the kitchen, pours himself a cup from the constant coffee pot and 

begins his news ever so casually, as he likes to do. 

"Did ye happen to hear?" 

I have only one fact in me--that it's about to be Christ rms--and 

my mother but two--that it's about to be Christna.s and we are an 

interplanetary distaree from anybody arrl anywhere we know--and so my 

father's bulletin arrives spectacularly fresh. Leave it to him, he has 

pried it out of one of the aluminmn plant gate guards who were giving 

tonight's 
everybody a going-over atychange of shifts, making the entire workgang 

shuffle through in single-file so their security badges could be bawkishly 

inspected. 

"A whole hell of a bunch of German pr isoners got away, 11 is t he 
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report my father brings. The great breakout at the Papago Park prisoner 

of war camp had been engineered by U-boat men, tunnel-vi sioned in the 

most effective sense: somehow they dug through a couple of feet of hardpan 

a day for the past three months , an:l tonight twenty- five of them have 

moled out to freed.om, Uirler tre cover of ruckus set up by treir comrades . 

"They ' re watching for too b uggers everywhere . " 

Including, no:.v , 119B. 

"What's next in the stampede," murmurs my mother, simply in connnen'bary 

of German POWs added to the r est of t he deluge out there . Ton.i.g ht she 

wouldn ' t be surprised if the moon itself came squashing down on Phoe,nix . 

Meanwhile I am scared, flabbergasted , and inspired . A tunnelJ A 

foxhole is nothing compared to that , tomorrow will not be too soon f or 

me to start my sandhog future beneath Alzona Park . 

Huns at the door of Phoenix don ' t faze my father , at least with 

a caseknife janun:ing t hat door . He kids my mother about the Gluns a.rrl 

Berne ta, 
Zettels on her si de of t he family, "Just rerrember , if the MPs come around 

here you 1re not rel ated to those sauerkraut cousins of yours back in 

Wisconsin . " 
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What? What? I 'd done my teething on the war, could never remember 

when the grown-ups were not inveighing against the Japs arrl the Krauts . 

And now--

"Mama? Are we Germans?" 

My mother shoots my father a now-look-what-you've-started look. 

"We're pedigreed Scotch," he assures me, but can't resist adding: "Even 

you and Mama--ye both caught it from ne." 

I am determined to get this matter of breed straight. "How did 

we catch it ?n 

My father gives the handsome jaunty grin off the Grass Mountain 

photographs. "It got pretty contagious there for a while•" 

Natur'ally I want to follow up on that, but my mother, business to 

do with cookies a..-rrl wrapping paper, pokes another look at my father. 

"Do you figure you 1re about done stirring him up?" 

"I gue ss maybe so," he acknowledges as he studies her. "No:11 what 

can I do about you?" All at once he says , so soberly it breaks on the 

air as a kind of plea: 

"Merry damn Christ.mas, Berneta. 11 
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Realization lifts her upper lip in the middle, her index of surprise. 

She honestly hasn't knotm how much her mood has been shaving. She is 

at a loss. "Char lie, I only--" 

She hunches her shoulders a little, smallest shrug, but on it ride 

all the distances of this Christmas. Not only is my mother ten hundred 

miles separate from her own mother and father, they have separated from 

each other--my grandmother is cooking on a ranch in another part of Montana 

from Moss Agate and my grandfather is in parts unknown. Bounced like 

dice against the war's longitudes and latitudes, Wally is somewhere in 

the Pacific, my Army uncle Paul is in Australia , here we are in aluminized 

Arizonan Alzona. This sunward leap of ours has been my father's doing, 

for my- mother's sake. More and more spooked by her asthma battles in 

the isolat ion of the Faulkner Creek ranch, he flung the place away, 

piloted us out of Montana on war-bald tires and waning ration books, 

recast h:i.r11.Seli from ranchman into aluminum worker , he has desperately 

done what he thought there was to do, ma.de the move to Ari zona for the 

immense 
sake of health . For her sake. But he can see th~urney unraveling 

here on the snag of Christmas, homesickness, out-of-pla.ceness, and new 
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he is looking the plea to her, everything gathered in his eyes pulling 

the square lines of his face tight. 

Fuss about her health has always put a crcwbar in my mother's spine 

and it does again now. She straightens up as if sheddirg this ha.rd year. 

She tells my father all the truth she has at the moment. 

"I'll try to get over this, Charlie•" 

She takes a breath as big as she is, not an asthma gasp but just 

fuel for what she needs to put across to him about her isolation amid 

a cityf'ul of strangers, h~# she misses everything about Montana there 

is to miss. 

"It's going to take some trying, n she lets him know. 

Invisible in plain sight at the kitchen table, crayoned combat 

forgotten on the tablet paper in front of me, I watch back arrl forth at 

these gcrls of my war ld in their confusion. 

At la.st my father nods to my mother and says as though something 

has been settled: "That's all we can any of us do, Bernet~, is try ." 

The escaped Germans do not devour us in our Christne.s Eve beds--

high tailing it to nonbelligerent Mexico seems more what they had in mind--
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and so we climb out to the day itself and its presents . Up out of the 

fiber of that boy who became me, can't my Christmas gift prospects be 

readily dreamed? Tricycle? Toy t ruck? Wicked new shovel? No , beyond 

any of those . 
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Threadbare Al zona Pa~k presented an actual item more magic al than imagined 

ones can ever be . From out beyond the world ' s possibilities, I have been 

given--

The Ault . 

Blessed conspiracy of Wally and my mother, this; he by mailing it in 

time and she by sneaking the gift wrapping onto this toy replica of his 

ship . Replica does not s ay it , really, because my Ault was tubby, 

basic--a flatiron- sized vessel with a block of superstr ucture and a 

single droll dowel of cannon poking out , more like a Civil War ironclad 

than anything actually asteam in the United States Navy in 1944; but 

painted a per fect Navy gravy gray, and there on the boo in thrilling 

authentication, the black letterir.g SS Ault . Wally would have had to go 

t o the dictionary for avuncular , but he managed to give me a most 

benevolently uncle-like war ship. 

Naturally the gr0ttilnups have wasted Christmas on each other by giving 

dry old functional things back and forth , so while Anna and Joe and Dad 

and even my mother try to have what they think is a good time, my Ault 

and I voyage 119B all that day, past Gibraltars of chai r legs, through 
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the strait s of doorways to the bays of beds . (All December the logbook 

of the actual Ault has been r epeating an endless intonation--0440 Commenced 

zigzagging . Ob35 Ceased zigzagging. 0645 Resumed zi gzagging- -as the 

newly commissioned destroyer practi ced the cr azystitch t hat ~uld advance 

day by day from Pearl Harbor to Tokyo Bay. ) We make f r equent wea ther 

reconnaissances to a wimOiJ , for my mother has promised. that if the r ain 

ever s t ops we can br east t he mois t ures of Arizona outs i d e. 

All the while , all this holiday, ·although I am not to knav so until 

the letters return forty - two years lat er, my parents and I and Arizona 

are on Wally ' s mind . Al ong with my gift ship arrived his inqu:iry to my 

mother whether she thinks he would have any prospects where we are, after 

l and 
the war ; ar e there flour mills and feed stores wlBr e he might~ 

trucking j ob? 

Through us , like a signal tremor along a web strand, Phoenix is making 

its elf felt even into the most dist ant Pacific . You can feel the growth 

thrust gathering (it undoubtedly is what my mother has been feeling) , the 

postwar land rush coming when you can t hro a doorknob on this desert and 

a dozen houses will sprout . 
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Yet my mother , glad as she would have been to have him on hand in 

our future, does not sing back Nhat her favorite brother wa.nl:is to hear . 

4f As she was with iP-Y father, she will be doggedly hone st with Wally, sending 

back to him that she really can •t be sure how his prospects would be here 

where I am dreamily Aulting and where my father has brought our hopes . 

1 There is p~enty of Phoenix I haven ' t seen, she will write with pointblank 

neutrality. 

Our story, my mother's, my father's, mine, would seem to need no 

help from imagination to predict us onward from that 1944 Christmas • 

.Americans of our time lived some version of it by the hu...~dreds of thousands, 

ultimate millions, as Phoenix's population greatened beyond those of 

Boston, Baltimore, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Milwaukee, beyond that of entire 

states such as Montana , as America ' s center of gravity avalanched south 

to the Sunbelt . The picture of us-to-be is virtually autona tic. My father 

doctors his way out of the ulcer siege, my mother 1s asthma stays subdued 

arrl her homesickness begins to ebb, we c:mtinue on as self-draftees in 

the sunward march of America . Sheepkeepers no mare, now we be bomberma.kers. 
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Naturalized Alzonans , no more or less ill-fitted for project living 

and eventml suburbs than any other defense work importees . As this 

last war winter ~rew davn toward all that was going to burgeon beyond, 

we were right there at hand, readymade , to install ourselves into the 

metropolis future that was Phoenix . Except we didn ' t . 
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Dear Wally--

I always thought a desert is just nothing, but have changed 

my mind. 
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W.e two, my mother and I, navigate amoLg the cacti . The road from 

the cabin threads in ani out of any number of identical pale braids of 

wheel tracks, but we have memorized strategic saguaros, arms uplifted 

like green traffic policemen, at the turns we need to make . Behirrl the 

stee:ri~ wheel of the Ford my mother keeps watch on the cloud-puffy 

March slC'J as much as she does our cactus larrlmar ks • She hates bad roads 

(and has spent what seems like her whole life on them) but at least 

these of the desert are more sand than mud . 
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The odometer 's little miles sla~ly go , three, seven, then ten arrl 

here is ta.vn, palm-sprigged Wickenburg. My mother believes she was not 

born to parallel;-park, so she pulls around to a side street where the 

Ford can be nosed in and ma:ybe escape notice. 

On too round of town chores I tag along long-lipped at her side. 

First to the post office, with her letters ready to Wally (We packed up 

Anna 

arrl came to Wickenburg Mon. afternoon), to my grandmot her, to ~and 

Joe and others in Montana. As ever, we don •t receive quite as many as 

she· sends. 

No sooner are we onto the street again ttan I halt her with my news. 

11 Can you wait, 11 she hypothesizes as parents always strangely do in 

public, nor do you have to go real bad ?11 

Crucially bad, I assure her. 

My mother does not point out that I could have taken care of this 

when I had the entire Arizona desert to do it in, although sbe looks as 

if soo might like to. We quickmarch to the street intersection, where 

she scans unfamiliar downtown Wickenburg . The sign she seeks does not 

display a bucking horse on a rampage the way it wru.ld in Montana, but 
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at least it ~~~ Budweiser. Into the saloon we troop. The bartender, 

sallow figure in sleeve garters , and my mother perched in the lastmost 

booth preten:l each other aren't there as I trek to the m-e•n door. 
\. 

The drugstore next. Among the sundries there, my mo.ther 's triumph 

is a scarce roll of film for her camera. After paying, she eyes :rre, 

gauging how far dovm in the dumps I am. "We better have ice cream cones, 11 

she determines• 

Ice cream helps; when did it ever not? But my basic snit was rapidly 

back. I missed my father at every correr of each day, from his remgade 

pour of condensed milk into his breakfast coffee to turn it tan as his 

workshj_rt, until moonrise when he would burr his voice Scotcher tba.n ever 

and tell me it was a braw bricht moonlicht nicht. My mother, all at once 

a single householder in a bareboard cabin ten miles out in the Sonoran 

desert, with everything tbere is on her mind, is doing her utmost to fill 

his absence, I know. But this situation of only one parent ••• 

A carload of Phoenix people interrupts me in mid-mope by depositing 

themselves on too scrla fountain stools with us. We learn from their 

jabbering to each other that they have driven sixty miles to see tte snow 
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on Yarnell Hill north of t<Mn, an excursion my blizzard-bred mother 

finds so comic al that she sneaks a giggle '00 me between licks on her ice 

cream. Maybe we can go into the snaman bUJiness, my mother am I . Ir 

people jaunt from far Phoenix just to look upon sncw, what might they pay 

for genuine mitten-made statua~.r of the stuff, snow fatsos mocldng the 

saguaros. 

Onward to groceries arrl the mumbo jumbo of ration stamps: Book Four reds, 

blue C2 's, how many red points does butter take, good gosh, twenty;-four? 

Provisioned, more or less, we embark in the car again, my mother 

steering as if the traffic is a conspiracy concentrated against the Ford . 

Wickenburg is an intersection for everything--th3 Phoenix highway, the 

California highway, the highway north that we migrated down from Montana, 

that other earth. CabinsCafeCafeCabinsCafe I watch the chant in neon 

as nzy- mother conquers the hazards of Wickenburg 1s main street. The 

Hassayarrq:>a riverbed arrives beneath us, witchy leafless cottonwood trees 

along its banks. Our errand rext is to retrieve sona clean clothing 

from suitcases stashed at the edge-of-town boarding house where we stayed 

for a few nights before th? desert cabin hove into our existence. How 
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do we do it? In Wickenburg less than a week and already our belongings 

straddle two places. 

Now we face our last destination in town, the one I hate so. My ,, 

mother's expression is apprehensive;'dioo, not to mention child-weary arrl 

chore-worn. (A day is shot before I realize it, she has confided to Wally 

of this go-it-a.lone treadmill.) As so often in the way she has had to 

live, this next chore of hars--ours--is nedical. 

Alongside her, up the savage steps I trudge, braw-bricht-moon-licht-

nicht, the stairstep of chant does not work at all, I go from grumpy to 

dC1.rnright cross. I was acquainted with hospitals, don't think I wasn't. 

In our Montana life my mother's worst asthnB attacks meant pellmell dashes 

into 

of the Ford ~the night, my father rushing us through the black coil 

of Deep Creek Canyon to the hospital at Townser:rl, a.rd then a day or two 

later, her breathing as regular as it ever became, my father and I would 

fetch her hone from the hospital. Hospitals were where parents got 

substituted into altogether different beings: people who were sick. 

Hallway, perpetually a hallway smellir:g hideously clean. Our footsteps 

make the hospital sound, doom doom. Now the room with the number on it, 
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worse even than the simllhall. •• 

My father is sitting in a chair as far as he can get from the 

hospital bed, dr~ssed and with his stockma.n Stetson in his lap. 

"The medical Jesus says I can go/' he tells the two of us in th3 

painted arrl polished way that only he can. "He claims it' 11 be the 

healthiest thing for me a:rrl him both if I clear out of l'Ere.'' 

The cure for what had been ailing in my father turned out to be 

the roulette grace of fate. Here at Wickenburg pop up friends of ours, 

my parents' nearest neighbors from Montana, an old er cxrnple from the 

ranch next to the Faulkner Creek place. Like us, Allen and Winnie Prescott 

fi gured they'd had their fair share of blizzards in th3 Sixteen country, 

but very much unlike us, they possessed the family momy arrl genteel level 

of life to have long since adopted the habit of wintering warm in Arizona. 

When we made the drive from Alzona Park one Sur.day to call on these veteran 

sn~1birds, the Prescotts cast one look at my skin-and-bones father arrl 

urged him to do some doctoring with a whiz of a physician they knew there 

in Wickenburg, they'd help us get settled, be on hand for whatever ensued. 

As soon as we packed up and removed to Wickenburg, the monthlong skewer 
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of pain through the middle of my father proved to be not at all the 

chronic ulcer he'd been treated for in Phoenix, but an appendix: seethiqs 

toward rupture. ,. The Wickenburg doctor hospitalized him on a Tuesday night, 

extracted the appendix: the next morning, ani nCXrl on Saturday was already 

turni:r:g the impatient patient loose to my mother arrl me. That's what 

I call fast work, her pen commends in relief• 

This farfetched crossing of paths with the Prescotts probably saved 

my father's life an:l definitely it rescued my mother's mood about Arizona. 

At Wickenburg her ink brightens: Seems good to see somebody we knav. The 

Prescotts were good to us, good for us. I wish I could do better justice 

as 
of recollection to Winnie, who w~proximate to IOO thm as in llllmory: 

a ranch duchess who did not quite know how to connect with children. I 

remember only that she would stroll from room to room in their Battle Creek 

ranch house with her coffee cup in hand as if taking it f or a walk. But 

~=~ Allen I can see as if he has been next door these past~~.L'O Jvars. 

Round in the shoulder and middle, squarish o.f jaw and nose, he resembled 

a droll upright turtle. Where my father went at ranch tasks in a co~elled 

flurry, Allen entertained himself with trem; he thought up a name for 
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every cow he had and spent the tine to teach each one to come running 

when summomd. My parents were not predisposed to like ritzy cow-naming 

neighbors, but Allen arrl for that matter Winnie were so puckish about 

the:ir own highfalutingness that they were hard not to be forrl of. A bit 

later there at Wickenburg it must have been a sharp loss for my folks 

when the companionable Prescotts migrated back north to begin spri ng on 

their Battle Creek ranch. But they left us with all they cotuJ.d. It was 

th3 Prescotts who gave us the desert. 

The cabin i n the cactus-patch foothills wasn 't ours and it wasn't 

even theirs; the place belonged to some Wickenburg acquaintance of the 

Prescotts who charitably let us cubbyhole ourselves there while Dad recuperated. 

Not hot and cold water and so on, but more the ranch style--2 rooms, 

but we are just going to use one, nzy- mother described to Wally too bargain 

castle in the sand. The nice part is it costs no rent. 

Fie upon Phoenix, auf. wiedersehen to Alzona. Park and specters of 

escaped Germans. Out there where we at first didn't know joshua from 

yucca from cholla from ocotillo, the trio of us got up each morning with 

nothing recognizable around except one &?J.other arrl the weary Ford. Neighbors 
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now consisted of lizards and scorpions. The mountains wavering up 

from every horizon around Wickenburg looked ashen, dumpy. The highest 

lump anywhere a~ound was, gruesomely, Vulture Peak. No pelt of sagebrush 

to soften this country for us, either; saguaro cactuses,-. td.:th their spiky 

mittens out, stubbled the hills. Where the familiar black-green of 

Montana's j ackpines would have shadOW"ed, here the bare green blush of 

palo verde scarcely inflected the gulches--arroyos--an:l urrler every other 

bristling contortion of vegetation, prickly pears crouched like shin-hunting 

pygmies in ambush. Even the desert birdsounds had a jab to them, the 

ha ha of a Gambel 's quail invisibly derisive in too bush, the yap of a 

Gila woodpecker scolding us from his cactus penthouse. 

I loved every fang and dagger of it. 

Any bloodline is a carving river and parents are its nearest shores. 

At the Faulkner Creek ranch I had learned to try out my mother's limits 

by running as fast as I could down the shar,p shale slope of the ridge 

next to the ranch holSe. How I ever found it out without cartwheeling 

avalanche 
myself to multiple fractures is a mystery, but the ~ngle of that 

slope was precisely as much plunge as I could handle as a headlong four-
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and five-year-old. The first t:ine my visiting grarrlmother saw one of 

my races with the law of gravity, she refused ever to watch again . Even 

my father, with his survivor's-eye view from all the ti.ires life had banged 

him up, even he was given pause by those vertical dashes of mine, tyke 

roaring drunk on momentum. But my mother let me risk. Watched out her 

kitchen window my every wild downhiller, hugged herself to bruises wtl ile 

doing so, but let me. Because she knew something of what was ahead? 

Can it have been that clear to her, that reasoned? The way I would grow 

up, after, was contaimd in those freefall monents dcwn that shale-bladed 

s l ope. In such plunge, if you use yrur ricochets right, you steal a kind 

of balance for yourself; you make equilibrium moment by monant because 

you have to. Amid the people and pl.aces I was to live with, I practiced 

that bouncing equilibrium and carried it on into a life of writing, 

freef'alling through the language. My father's turn at seeing ne tavard 

gravi tationa.1 independence would come. But my mother's cane first and 

it cmne early, in her determination that I should fly free of the close 

coddling she 1d had as an ill child. At the Faulkner Creek place she 

turned m3 loose in that da.1nhill spree. Here in our second Arizona lif e, 
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she daily set me free into the cactus jungle. 

Where lessons were quick. One pant cuff instantaneously full of 

fiendish tiny ne~dles arrl you know not to brush by a prickly pear again. 

The saguaros seemed to welco~ me into the desert democracy of light. 

Morning shadows of several-arnEd cactus in stretching dance toward 

Wickenburg, stubby clumps at noon, reve.rsed elongation toward the Hieroglyphic 

Mountains in honor of evening. Here even I, according t 'o the shadow 

possibilities of my prooling boy-body a.n:i its swoopbrimmed hat, was a 

hive of wizards. 

And so did the Ford play into my newest seizure of imagination, 

its exaggerated ground.cloud of sh.a.de tb3 perfect pantomime companion for 

the game of Allen-Preacott-an:i-the-runaway-Terraplane. Allen told it 

on himself, ha-1 hiS Hudson Terrapl.ane--an old bebemot h sedan he had cut 

the back out of, hybridizing it into a kind of deluxe ram h runabout and 

carryall--htmg up on a lcw shale bank when he was puttering out to fix 

fence between his ranch and Faulkner Creek. When he got behind the car 

with a croobar, his mighty pry liberated the Terraplane but also fltmg 

him to his knees. By the time he couJd clamber back onto his feet the car 
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was trundling away at a surprising pace. That tale of the Terraplane 

planing across the terra, Allen in hotfoot pursuit, was tailormade for 

a lone boy and a suggestible Ford, you just bet it was. In and out of 

the parked coupe I flung myself, its sbadowline an:l mine the pageant of 

Allen 1 s frantic chase, a pretend reel of barbwire bucking out and bowling 

wickedly at his /my shins, mock ·fencepos ts clacketing against each other 

as they fly out of the bed of the rounding runaway, re-enacted dodging 

of a five-pound nailbox tipping over, the Terraplane/Ford laying a silver 

'P-ikes/'. trail of 4':J'le • 

The desert, it is said, makes people more absolute. While I kite 

around among the cactuses, my father takes on the chore of recuperation, 

and the indigo of a desert night draws down into my mother's pen. 

Everyone else is in bed but I'm not ready to go just yet, so will 

spend my t:Ure writing you • Pretty ch illy to night • Keeps :rm boo y poking 

·wood in the fire •••• 

We are all pretty well at present. Charlie is getting along alright 

or seems to be, anyway. His side is sore yet, and he has to be careful , 

but that is to be expected •• u 
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This is a good place to rest, & that's what Charlie needs •••• I 

always thought a desert is just nothing, but have cmnged my mind •••• 

It is really beautiful here, in the desert way •• •• 

Got 2 welcore letters from you yesterday. So glad to 'hear from you 

Wally, arrl know you're O.K. Was surely too bad about your buddy being 

lost in that storm. I don't think any of us have a good idea of what 

you guys have to go through. 

Logbook of the Ault, March 19, 1945, off Okinawa: 

08J1 Sighted enemy plane (Judy) making suicide dive on formation. 

Plane was taken under fire an:l shot down by A.A. fire. Plane fell off 

a distance. 

1318 Sighted two e ne lanes (Zekes) maldng attack on formation. 

Comb at air :ea: tro.l shot da·m 

on task grou arrl 
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was shot dCMn by anti~aircraft fire . 

2145 ••• Covering the withdrawal of USS FRANKLIN, badly damaged 

and in t ow to westward . 

March, 1991. I am in Wickenburg again, to write this of us. Now 

as then, a war is on; this time, American planes are bombing the boots off 

the Iraqis . Yellow ribbons of hasty patriotism blossom on every streetlight, 

flagpole, porchpost, in contrast to 1945 ' s here arrl there glimpses of 

windows shooing gold stars of the war dead~Compared with Phoenix where 

an Americanism of another kirrl , an arterial slum of the dark arrl poor and 

addicted, has consumed the Alzona Park housing project without a trace, 

this tavn as my mother arrl father ani I met it in World War Two is 

surprisingly enterable again . Wickenburg then was still mostly bur g, 

with the far:cy houses and subdivisions only starting to be poked onto 

the hills around, but then as now the place banked on the one commodity 

it lmew it had: sun. Basking bes ide the Hassayampa River composing sonnets 

for itself--11 the wine that is called air" was one trill tried out by the 

weekly paper while we were there- -Wi ckenburg was likably frank about wl:1a t 

it was up to . You didn't need to be the r eincar nation of Marco Polo to 
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recognize that the accommodations along the main street, Wickenburg Way, 

were there to sieve tourists through, while around the corner along 

Tegner Street ordinary town life was carried on. Guest ra.ncoos were a 

sideline Wickenburg quiclcly tumbled to; in a historical blink, Apache 

territory had given way to Dudela.ni. Signs for trail rides and chuckwagon 

dining notwithstanding, my parents must have only ever semi-believed 

that there existed a class of people willing to pay to mimic, for a few 

tenderbottom hours at a time, the horseback mode ttat bad governed life 

at Moss Agate and the Doig homestead arrl Faulkner Creek. 

Requiero. for the la.ria t proletariat. Even then the pools of us 

were drying up, and we never were many. Maybe cryogenic moments of 

my parents' existence, museum instances of how she sat s:rri.a.11 but vivid 

capably 
in the saddle beneath a mountain arch of stone and h~1 he ~~naabif 

performed in cattle corral and bronc arena, are tre o~ currency by 

I 
which Bern eta and Char lie Doig mean anything tc today s world. But 

c oming again to Wickenburg, I find the inscribing shadows of the desert 

saying much more of them. 

In the cabin of thm, my father is mending from his surgery day 
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by day. He is also growing jumpy, as he tends to do when he doesn't 

have work in his hands . 

We have stuck to cabin ro.titine, except when Dad reports in to the 

Wickenburg doctor once a week. A Sunday ago, Allen Prescott drove 

out to say goodbye before their trip home to Montana, so it is Allen 

who was behinl the camera, catching a bit of his own shadow on the side 

of the cabin, for the only Arizona picture of my mother and fat her and 

me together. Dad arrl I Tith our workaday hats on (his with that jaunty 

crimp, mim sitting on ria flatbrimmed as a lampshade) while my motner, 

:VearLvig a striped frock and high heels and with her hair fixed, looks 

like the one doing the Sunday visiting to this bareboard abcrle. 

Here it is Sun. again, our first visitless week. . But even in this 

pottery landscape we are not as alone as we'd assmned. Regular as brealri..fast, 

desert cattle like bony Hoss Agate cow ghosts plod past too cabin. My 

parents keep try:LJ.g to figure out how many acres, ha# many miles, of 

the Sonora each gaunt beef has to range across in a day; t re things loo~ 

likB they 'd eat the e yebrows off you. 

My f ather and I are on the hoof ourselves, each desert dusk . While 
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my mother clears up the supper dishe s, he and I take his prescribed 

daily waJ.k . "That doc's favo:ri te rredicine is shoe leather, u WJ father 

has said more than once • 
• 

Ever since Dad CaITle out of the hospital I have stayed as close 

to him as a sidecar, becaus e you never know . Now out we go as al ways 

along the road to the foot of the big hill arrl back, far enough to be 

dutiful without getting silly about it. Cactus garden to the right of 

us, to too left of us. Wicks. ol thorn stan:i especially sl'Brp in too 

evening desert light, every saguaro spacing itself prudently away from 

its neighbors' prickles, all the ocotillos in surprise binge of leaves 

between their devilwhip barbs . The last of sunlight retreats from us 

up the foothills and then the ashy mountainslopes. The mountains I 

have urrlerstood to be the Higherglyphics , because obviously trey are higher. 

"It 's going to be a chilly one tonight, 11 my fa th er tastes from 

the air, and I swear I begin to notice the cool as he is saying it . 

The feel of existence seems different here from the huge weathers of 

Montana, the desert temperature instead registeri..."'Jg itself degree by 

degree as if coat s of my skin were constantly being added by day and 

subtract ed by evening. 
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This evening we have barely turned around to start home to the cabin 

before the wind comes up, strong as soon as it arrives. Around us the 

en ti re desert ga+lops in too sudden blCM , the tops of creosote bushes 

wobbling , too stiff palo verde and mesquite abruptly restless, dust haze 

mounting into the air between us am too mountains. Everything up and 

running except the trudging us. For tt;e first time in my life I can wal.k 

as fast as my plunge-ahead father, slCMed as he is by the incised soreness 

in his side. 

"Wouldn 1t this just frost your a.ss," my father mutters as we ha~ 

on to our hats, although the wind doesn't seem to me that chilly. 

Falling night, the swooping wind, whatever is on my father's mind, 

all propel us rapidly into the cabin. My mother is not alone. 

"Look who I found," she says in a loving tom. 

The visitor skeptically sizes up my father arrl me to see whether 

we constitute fit company for tr.e likes of himself and my mother, and 

at last gives us a medium welcoroo by lickiq; his avn nose. 

There is a little 'White slickhaired dog strayed in here today, 

an old dog, hasn't been too well fed. 
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"More like, who found you,u my father says in his driest manner. 

In his stockman life, dogs had been a natural necessity. Cowdogs, 

sheepdogs, dogs that were rr.erely dogs arrl barely even that, the FauJJm.er ... 

Creek ranch had boiled with dogs. So my father got along fine with dogs 

in their place, which was 8.nywhere but in the house. Or as he had to 

put it constantly in his years with my mother, not-in-the-da.m.."'l-house. 

Of course I let him in and fed him, you know me. 

No neutrals among us, but I was closest. From tl'e tin'e I was big 

enough to toddle, I possessed a dog of my c:Mn, a perfect German shepherd 

pup who g~ew up to be a kin:l. of furry gendarme assigned to me as I caromed 

around next to Faulkner Creek. Pup had lasted until the summer before 

we embarked to Arizona , when we were living temporarily in White Sulphur 

Springs. The tO'fln had a dog poisoner, some strychninic fiend , and after 

Pup died in crawling agony before our eyes I was never the same about 

dogs again. Now I edge up and put in a minority share of petting, but 

this desert mutt is no Pup. 

My father is on that same toome, pointing out that this specimen 

amounts to more mooch than pooch. My mother, though, is all but ped.igreeing 
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her guest on the spot. 

11 There you go, yes," as she scratches his mangy ears, 11you just 

want to be petted and petted, don't you, r.1 f ul.1.y doing so. 

"Berneta, 11 my father takes his stand. "You 1re not having that dog 

with us. We don't reed a dog in Arizona . 11 

111 know," says my mother as if she doesn 1 t know any such thing. 

"But it's cold out there on that old desert tonight, isn't it, Mooch? 

Here, up on the chair, up, Mooch. 1
·
1 Professional tramp that he is, the 

mutt obligingly scrabbJ.es onto the seat of a straight back ctair ar.d sits 

with his head turned toward my mot ter, who imroodiately pa.ys off in cookies. 

11He gets put back out in the morning," my father tries another 

declaration. nFor good ." 

The dog looks at my father, gives a sniff, then arranges himself on 

the chair for a nap. My mother laughs and gets out her letter paper 

while my father am I settle at the other end of the kitchen table for 

our other routine of his recuperation. He and I are usiP..g his enforced 

· leisure on a jigsaw puzzle of the Grand Canyon, yielded up by too cabino 

(Big one, 500 pieces, my mother r e cords appropriately into t he letter . 
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She wisely holds back on helping us except when a piece is so obvious 

she just can't resist.) Naturally we saw the actual colossus of canyon 

on our journey from Montana and were properly astonished that the Colorado 

River, responsible for it all, amowited to a mere brown string of water 

off in the distarice . But whether our ~m assembling of the Grand Canyon 

is ever going to catch up with the Colorado's is an open question. The 

canyon's sho-.M of oolors, layered as rainba·rn, lies like chopped up crayons 

all over our half of the table. This five-year-old me has tbe unholy 

patience of a glacie r, which means that my father must conterrl not only 

with half a thousand puzzle pieces but with my method of torturously 

trying them one after another in a single amoebic opening . Also, I keep 

~ 

wanting to know ha-v this piece or that looks in terms of his color/blindness-
\:./ 

11 But Daddy, what color do you think it looks lik:e?" 

My father chews his lip a lot during our innings at the jigsaw, 

but he is determined we are going to finish the damned puzzle <:1!' know-

the-reason-why. 

The dog suddenly wakes up, sits up bliri..king at us as if indignant 

at the excessive noise of puzzle pieces being moved. My mother puts down 
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her pen and gives his ears a restorative scratching . 

:V.ty father has been eyeing t he dog as if pretty sure its next trick 

will be to pick our pockets . But nar1 Dad cocks his head toward the 

kitchen wall. "Listen a bit , everybody. 11 

Grutch. 

The three of us and the dog listen, all right, too ve~.r knots in 

the wall seem to listen. 

Grutch grutch. 

The sound keeps stopping, then furtively grutching again . A scraping 

on the desert gravel, whatever this is . Wor1d.ng at--digging un:ler the 

cabin? 

By n0tr WJ father knO"itIS in alarm 11hat--who--tnis invasion is . And 

as q uick as he knorn, my mother and I kna-1. Prisoners of wa.rJ More 

of those German submariners who tunneled out of the Papa.go Park camp 

through caliche tba.t the U.S . Ar-my f igured was en casing them like vault 

steel. The SOBs ~ere regular Teutonic badgers . 

My father rises out of his chair into whispered action. tt Berneta, 

get in the other :room with Ivan and tha.t--11 The dog is already gone, 
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scooted under the bed. 

"No, 11 my mother whispers back with utter firmness. 11 I'm coming 

with." The time in the Sixteen country wren my father tangled with a 

bear that was marauding nightly into the sheep, he looked up after having 

thrust the rifle in the bear ' s ribs for a desperate fatal shot and found 

my mother standing on the cutbank just above him, holding a lantern, 

watching the whole show. Now again, for better or worse, sm is adding 

her ninety-five pounds against th3 submariners of the desert. 

"Ivan, fuen, go in the other room," my father directs. 

''But I want to fight too Ger--n 

11 I-tell-ye, get-in-that-other-room.11 

I compromise as far as the doorway to the other room. My father 

grimly scans the cabin walls, tryir:g to conjure a gunrack and .30-06 

rifle out of bare board. GRUTCH, the in-tunneling all but grinls up 

throu gh the floor. 

My father grabs the only weapon at hard., which is the broom, and 

eases to th3 door, my mother closer behini him than his shadow. 

In the lantern Jight the lone attacker blinks, as startled t o see 

my father arrl mother as they are by its incursion. 
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Then the wa.rrler~ CCl-1 gives a moo and a chew, and goes back to 

gobb~ tlE potato peelings my mother had dumped in the garbage ~ox, 

" skidding the box bottan across the desert floor with another grutch. 

My mother and father ribbed each other for days about the ccw shairdown. 

Cabin life seemed ready to bloom alor:g with the desert. 

We have learned to like Arizona, so far as tte cruntry is concerned, 

my mother at last is able to tell Wally. Probably not coincidentally, 

her report on my father is also sunny. 

Charlie is improvif€ every day. I do so hop3 he can feel good nOW' • . 

Mea.m1hile the issue of the slickhaired dog took care of itself; 

i tinerant 
the next morni~ after breakfast, t~och demanded to be let out 

am kept on go~. 

I still am scooting back an::i for th from the cabin to the cactus 

shadow show, fired by my latest chapter of imagination. 

Ivan is busy loo~ for gold. Every rock he picks up he asks Charlie 

if it is gold. 



.. ·· .. ·. Then the weather turned. That last of winter, late March of 1945, 

Wickenburg as the world's toasty oasis all of a sudden lacked the element 

of sunshine. Oh~ yes, the rains were tinting up th3 valley of the Hassaya.mpa 

in rare fashion, as a matter of fact the lushest year since before the war. 

Everything so green, my mother's pen granted. It wasn 't just our outlander 

imaginations that the saguaro cactuses looked more portly every day; trey 

indeed were fattening on the rain, the precious moisture cameled up inside 

their accordion-style inner works. But gauge it as you will, st.£ h a spate 

of precipitation still amounts to, well, rainy days. The Wickenburg Sun, 

trying weekly to convince us its masthead name wasn 't a fib, resorted 

to running the words of a faithful annual visitor who claimed that as 

chilly and rainy as this season was, he still would not trade the north 

half of Maricopa County (i.e., Phoenix pointedly excluded) for the whole 

blooming state of Caillornia . 

~ 

Plainly this desert climate waslmore complicated proposition than 

we bad thought. My mother and father started working at the weather in 

earnest, telling each other that a little cloud cover now nnybe was no 

bad thing, shade in the bank, so to speak, for they'd also been hearing 
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about the local summer temperatures that would by-God-bake-your-eyeballs. 

Cross tha. t stove top i:l'~ :and when we came to it, they took turns maintaining, 

and in the meantime maybe a little cloud cover •• • 

Then they woke up one morning to the desert urrler snow. 

Sure been having the weather, my mother jabbed onto paper to Wally. 

Make you think you're in Mon~ana. 0 

Make you think your mental compass needle was off course for more than 

just that day, in fact. The snCM vanished as spectrally as it arrived, but 

the climate we sought here stayed elusive, chill arrl rain 'in its place. 

My father couldn't take life easy too much longer, particularly in this 

ill1easy desert spring, and ni ghts new , he and my mother talk things over. 

The possibly not too dis t ant end of the war. The way Arizona is sorting 

itself out to toom and isn 1t. Ha.'l'ltmers are in song in Wickenburg as t hey 

were in Phoenix, the subdividing of Arizona an idea that has occurred 

t o every boomer at once. But what are the prospects for people such as 

us? Wickenburg aside, there did exist a ranching Arizona too, where they 

grmi something besid es blisters on d udes. My father had his eye on t he 

comfortably western ta.Jn of Pres cott--favorably narood--in tra veldt-a.ike 
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cattle country ac~oss the Hiero 0 lyphic Mountains. The Grand Canyon 

puzzle more and more becomes my own enterprise as the two of them p ut up 

their pieces of I wonder if an:1 -fuat we maybe ought m into the air of 

our fut ure. 

Quite a gabfest, my mother puts down in her desert chronicle to 

Wally and ultimately to me, arrl I am surprised when I find she doesn't 

even remotely me an hers and my father 1 s • The old miner did all the tallci.ng, 

just about. 

But yes, t he miner. Guerrilla cattle aside, our only caller at 

the cabin. 

Before realizirl?; dudes and tourists we:re the real 100.e, Wickenburg 

origina.t ed as a golds trike town, and prospectors still were tramping around 

in the hills trying to hit the yellow rainbow again. I dream our miner 

upward from his visit to my mother 1s recording pen on the twenty-secorrl 

day of March, 1945. Story become-person, he comes refusing to look like 

a desert oreseeker is expected to, other than a few missing finger joints. 

I nstead of shag am beard he sports a precise white mustache like a sharp 

little awning over his mouth, and a sna.Jy pompadour he keeps in place by 
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lifting his hat straight up when he takes it off in highly reluctant 

acknat1ledgment of my mother, womankind. Or maybe he is simply uncorking 

everything stored up since he last kept company with anyone besides ·himsell' 

in his s having nrlr ror. 
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In windjammer style he fast sets as strajg ht about the war (Engla.rrl 

is who we ought to be fighting) arxi about the President (Franklin The-

Hell-No Roosevelt, in the miner's indignant rendition of the person who 

took the IBtion off the go1d standard). 

Wide-eyed I wait for the battle to erupt over President Roosevelt, 

great voice that strode out or the radio with every word weari:q; epaulettes, 

President for perpetuity if the votes or Jlt9" parents have anything to Ci> 

with it. 

But skirmish is all anybcxiy wants to r:iB k ha-e, Jey" mot her sqing 

only that at least people don •t need to eat gophers any more as they did 

durir.g Hoover 1 s Depression arrl my rather · saying at least Roosevelt is 

aware or the existence or the wor~ nan am the miner sa~ that when 

you come right dmm to it Englani and Roosevelt are on:cy- pretty much the 

sane blaned thing, you can hear it in how they both talk. 

Politics disposed of, the miner plunges on to bis experiences in the 

desert generally and here in the Wickenburg oountry in part:icular, ·which 

is what my fol.kB want to hear from him, local knowledge. Arizoniana, not 

to mention Wickenburg weather wisdom, they could stam to have by the bale. 
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Used to de~ wi. th loopy sheepherders, m:r father am mother cross their 

arm and let the soliloquist unravel while I restlessly wish he 1d get 

going on h<M tD t•ell gold from rock. 

Then om particular squirm of mine seems to remllri our filibustering 

guest of something. Montana he is unacquainted with, be annou:rx:es, but 

he has been to Dakota, practical.ly the sane. 

"I was about the size of your f'ella'1 hEre," he indicates me, t~n 

squints as if making a vital adjustment. "Little bigger. Anyways, both 

my am folks had passed S!#Tay with mountain fever am so rq uncle tucked 

~ inw his family. This was when he was rmming a freight outfit into 

Deadwood, Dakota, too kin:l of mule train they called 'eight eights.' 

Eight teams of eight mules each, three wagons-no, I'm ~ again--two 

wagons to each mule team. This one day my uncle hustled home am got us 

all, nzy- aunt and his own kids and me, and said we better come downtown 

an:i see this. So we went down a.Di here was a big freight jam, rjght in 

that one lo~ street of Deadwood. What's happened was, all these freight 

outfits had lit in from Fort Pierre am. Bismarck and Sidmy on one side 

of the gulch and from Cheyenne on the other, ani now couldn •t none of them 
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get out either way, frontwards or back. There was teams there of just all 

descriptioM, eight-yoke ox teams pu111~ three wagons, littl.e outfits 

with two horses er four horses, mostly mule teams like my un:le's on 

the Cheyenne end .Jf the traffic. Everytbllg jamned up so tight for 

about a mile, you could have run a dog on the backs of those freight teams 

frC1T1 one errl of Deadwood to the other. Everybody' a s tan::ling around 

saying •Tb:L5 is no good 1 
1 alXi finally the big freighters got together 

ani talked it ove~ slsoab eighb &P tc of th~ man in tlE bunch 

matle a motion to appoint my uncle the captain of straightening this thing 

out. My uncle said, 1Well, boys, :1£ you want me to, I'll take charge.• 

They said, 'We want you to take charge. Whatever you Sf13' is law a.Di we 1ll 

back you.' My ur:cle said, •Let 'a get a little more backing than that,' 

ani he went over to his lead wagon and ·come back with two s:ix-shooters in 

bis belt. So him and the rest of thfumh started through to1m looking 

over the mess and my mx:le said, •We might as well start right here,' 

ani he started them in on moving the little outfits to the sidestreets 

by ham. The little rigs of two horses, four horses, they put them up 

alleys and onto porches ani just anywhere they could find, ard that way 
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they 1d get son! room to berxi out a bj;g ox or mule team. It took my 

uncle am them all night and into the next morning, sorting all those 

outfits out. He did something in getting that jam cleared, my uncle did•" 

Magical uncles. Out there ropewalldng the dream latitudes, Deadwood, 

Okinawa, scrting oxen an3. mules by burl 1 prese~ the Ault from subnerines 

below and dive boni:>ers above. Uncle Sam even, . in the cartoons kicking 

the behiIIis of Hitler am Tojo. Whatever DBrVel needed doing, uncles 

were the key. Wait a minute, though. Wasn 1t this mustache-talker 

awful old to be in on knowledge about uncles? It was a new thought 1 

that uncles were available to just anybody. 

Abruptly the miner declares he has to skedaddls back to his claim, 

as if needing U> collect tb9 nuggets it •s laid that afternoon. Dad and 

I walk with him to the road while my bemused mot her ns.kes a start on 

supper. 

Still talking a streak, out of nowhere the miner breaks in on himself 

and asks what brings us tD Ariz om. 

Dad could answer this in his sleep. "My wii'e 1s health--" 

nFigured so. Could hear it in her•" The miner knocks on his 
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awn chest. "Got a chuteful of rocks, don't she, there in her l~s. 

She 's young to have it like tba t. " 

My father lovks as though be has been hit from a blind side. To 

him, my mother 1 s breathing is not nearly the alarming whee'Zes of her 

Montana seizures, or fer that matter of our first harra1~ night in 

Arizona four months ago. North of here in the auto court at the ta1n 

of Williams, high up on the Coconino Plateau, ·she had put in a horrerxious 

night of gasping spasms. My father wou1d swear on a stack of Bi bl es 

that sm lad improved every foot of the way down from nightmarish Williams 

one other 
to this desert floor. True, ~eve re spell hit her during our 

Phoen:ix try, but not nearly as bad as that wnuams siege, as any of 

a dozen heart-ha.mme~ emergency runs trCIJl tb:t Faulkner Creek ram h. 

Surely to God this desert air is ma.king Berneta better, im 1t it? Yet 

ha1 much better, if' an utter stranger can pick out tm trouble in her lungs 

as casually as tie tumult in a seashell. 

My father stares at t he miner • Final:cy- he can say only: "She 's • • • 

thirty-one." 



Dear Wally--

·winona and I spent Sat urday making formtls ar:rl catching mice . 
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I can hear that day of mice and thread. 

The needle of Winona's portable sewing machine sings over the material 

to the treadle beat of her foot, our ld.t chen table is gowred with the 

chiffon she is coaxing to behave into hem. This way and that and the 

other, she jigsaws the pattern pieces she a.n:i my mother have scissored 

out. My mother is no bigger than a minute in build and Winona minuter 

yet, so they are resorting '00 a lot in these prom dresses. The latest 

nomination has been ruffles. 
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nr think ruffles would go okay, Nonie, don 1t you? Give us a 

I little something to sashay?" 

"What the hey~ we'll ruffle a bW1.ch up arrl see," pronounces Winona. 

Her voice is bigger than she is, deep, rext thing to gruff. "If I can 

find my cussed ruffler•" The sewing ne.chine treadle halts wtl.ile Winona 

conducts a clinking search through her attachments bax:. "Did you have 

the radio on, Berneta, the other day? I didn 1t knc:M a thing about it 

W1.til the kiddos told ma the next morning. I about dropped my teeth." 

11 1 wish to Hal ifax I hadn 1t beard, but I did . I had it on while 

I was in here trying to s crub down that old--n 

Where I am holed up behind the couch in the living room, as usual 

overhearing for all I am worth, comes the somersault snap of another 

mousetrap going off. 

"My turn at the little devils?" Winona volunteers. 

"I'll fling this one," says my mother, "yru 1re do~ so good on 

the dresses." 

"I thought Ringling has mice something fierce," Winona gives out 

with. "But cripes, this place J11 
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"We tried a cat, did I tell you?" An old marmala:ie stray one, half 

tail 

its~ gone, whom my mother nonetheless cooed ki tten-ka t ten to • "He 

\>-

only lasted two days. Charlie swears the mice ran the cat out of tmm •" 

4f Both women laugh, until I hear my mother puttir.g oia overshoes tD take 

the expired mouse out to the garbage barrel, feel the win:l make its 

presence all through the house when she opens the back door. Bla-ly April, 

a thousand and fifty miles north of our Arizona try. We have reverted 

to Montana, pulling out of Wickenburg at the end of March (Kind of anxious 

to get home, see everybody, find out how I'm going to feel, figure out 

what we are goi~ to do this summer, my mot her 1s la.st words to Wally 

from the desert cabin) to climb back up the continent through Flagstaff 

arrl Kanab and Provo and Salt Lake City a:rrl Pocatello and Dillon and Twin 

Bridges--and after all that, we still are nowhere much. This rented hruse 

on a sidestreet in White Sulphur Spri~s is as dreary as it is drafty, 

its only companionable feature the mob of mice. 

Busy busy busy, Winona's Singer goes again. I laze in my CMn 

territory, the triangle cave of couchback arrl room correr it angles across. 

My lx>oks, my trucks, my tubby Ault, are cached in here with me out of 
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the prevailing weather. The wind steadily tries to pry out the nearest 

wirrlowpane. Seems as though it blows & storms all the time, my mother 

has reported this ~olar Montana spring to WalJ.~, we 1 re having our March 

weather in April. We are having gabstorms arrl earquakes, if I know 

anything about it. Since Thursday I've nearly listened myself inside out. 

Th.is is a job with work to it, this spyil'lS on history. Who can tell what 

will dis till mxt out of the actual air, after Thursday afternoon when 

my mother had her progran5 on, Ma Perkins or some such, I wasn't much 

listening until the news voice cut in: 11 We interrupt this program to 

bring you a special bulletin ••• " 

When the bulletin was over, I came out from behind the couch on 

all fours, then stooi up curious into another age. 

In the kitchen, stock-still, scrubbil'lS brush still in her bani 

where she had been slaving away at the rust stains on t~ ancient sink 

drainboard, my mother stocrl staring at the radio as though trying to see 

the words just said. 

"Mama? When Daddy gets home, are we going to wash the car in the 

creek?" 
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"I ••• I don't think so, dear. President Roosevelt's funeral isn't 

going to be here." 

Everything ra'ttles on in the kitchen now, full days later; the 

dressma~, the chitchat, their medical opinions on my father who, 

sore side or not, goes winging out of the house every day to put in 

ten hours in a lambing shed (he really shooldn 't be working but then 

you kna-1 Charlie), rosters of who's hone on leave from too war ani apt 

to be net up with at tte prom (the White Sulphur Sprir:gs high school 

spring formal amounts to a community dance, as any dame in that lonely 

Big Belt-edged country tends to), denunciatiorn of this wintry spring, 

you name it and the smart cookies in the kitchen will do you a two-woman 

chorus of it. This peppy visit from Winona amounts to a special bulletin 

itself. Cute yet industrious, Winona looks like a half-pint version of 

Rosie the Riveter except that, slang am gravelly in-this-for-the-duration 

voice arrl all, she is a schoolteacher. Winona I suppose I am a bit shy 

of, her firecracker energy, her sassy eyes. Kiddo, soo cal:Is ne. But 

really, ld..ddo is a hundred tines better than the excruciating Pinky 

which some of White Sulphur 1 s downtown denizens call m:t because of my 
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red mop of hair, arrl in the right tom of voice I think it also makes 

an improvenent over Ivan. 

Now Winona is' off on hats. She's seen a zippy spri~ nwnber in 

the Monkey Ward catalogue she is sure she coulrl make for rrry mother. 

Living out of suitcases as we have been for the past half year my mother's 

wardrobe can sta.n:l any first-aid it can get, so the women talk headgear 

until the next mousetrap spr~s. Tb.is ti.me Winona, insisting she wouldn 1t 

want to get out of practice, takes a turn at dispc:eing of the deceased 

mouse. Quick as she scoots back in from the garbage barrel, the conversation 

again becomes fabric 8.Irl color and whether to veil or not, yet how much 

more than hat chat is going on. 

Wally, you asked me my opinion of you ani Winona. 

"Going together" was the description for Wally and Winona, fine 

fudge of a phrase. Did it mean merely fooling around with one another 

while the gocxi time lasted or dr~ toward each other into inevitable 

destiny of matrimony? Evitable or in1 that is the question for Wally 

out·: there on the Ault with an ocean of time to think• He has put in 

about a thous· and days in too Navy by ncM, a.rrl Winona even more in the 
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teacherage at Ringling, an1 across such a ape.ca of young life maybe 

a sag sets in. Her V-ma.il to b:iJn stays bright and ldddi.ng, but as she 

points out, there~ is only s:> much of yourself you can prov:W.e in 25 words 

or so. 

Nonie has a good education ••• 

Tricky duty for Berneta 1s pen here. Close chmn to Winona, but also 

Wally's older an::l married sister being asked for advice. 

My mother en:is up doing th3m a tick-tack-toe for goiq; beyond going 

togetl:er • 

••• is a good cook, a fair housekeeper, a.rrl a real seamstress as 

well as a good sport. She has her faults, so do we all. But I think 

she is the kind that if she laves a guy she 1ll stick with him through 

Hell & high water. So if you ~h_ink you two can make a go of lil'e togethe.!..,. 

I •m certainly far you. But it is up to you to kn~i what you feel in 

your heart. 

pauses over 
Now sh~ factor that has winked between Wally ail'.i Winona 

since their first moment and is neither I nor o. 

Thar e is a few years difference in your age •• • 
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Quite tre picture of a strapping young beau, the pre~ar Wally 

amounted to. Abundant black teenage hair in the long-ma.y-it!"'Wafe 1940 •s 

style; that ever likeable face, ready for anything; muscular frame you 

could pick out clear across tGln wh3n the t<lin happened to be Ring~. 

Decades later when he had become royally bellied, amid one of our 

trout excursiom I cama up on him dabbling over his tackle box as he 

sweetly crooned, "I just want a Paper Doll, to call 1113' <Mn ••• but those 

flirty-flirty guys with their flirty-flirty eyes •• •" 

Which way the flirting originally ran between Wally and Winona 

would be instructive to know, as it would clarify whose waiting-out 

the :war was the more serious: the durational teacher holding the fort 

at the Ringling schoolhouse or the shipboard combatant seven years younger 

than rer • 

• • • but I can 1t see where tra.t shruld mal<e much difference. It 

hasn •t in my marriage, I knc:M, a.rd there are more years difference between 

us than there are you kids. If a cou;ele loves one another enough tOOy-
I I 

can overcone most anything that happens to come along. 

Those four words were the only ones my mother underlined, ever, in 
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her entire set of letters to Wally. 

September 6, 1990. Winona sits at the table in the double-wide mobile 

"' . atrocious 
home, thirty-five)eeRS:naell'miles from the nearest paved road. Her face 

glamour girl 

is beyoni wrinkled, rivuleted, but her eyes still are)inznoP eiPC I 

flinch at her chronic ripping cough, brutal echo of my mother •s lungs. 

I, though, must be even more alarming tD Winona: freckleface redheaded 

kiddo of forty-plus years ago now silvering like a tree snag. If my 

mother's face or Wally's reside anywhere bemath the gray storm-mask of 

beard on me, Winona can't seem to firrl them. 

Nonetheless I have been coffeed, fed, welcomed in out of a past, 

half a Montana away, where so much happened an:l just as much didn't• 

Whichever of them first tapered the enthusiasm for going together by 

V-mail, Wally ani Winona were over with before World War Two was. Not 

long after, she traded in schoolteaching for a return tD this--a remote, 

almost reckless reach of larrl which had been bar pat•ents ', homesteaded by 

them, clung to sonehow through the Depression, thro~h any nurri::>er of years 

even more arid than usual in this dry heart of the state. Winona bas 

been married, "since ooming home, 11 to a wiry ranchm.n who patiently 
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installed twelve miles of pipe to furnish reliable water to their cattle. 

Evidently a matched set in all ways, Winona and her husban:l both are pared 

\-

down U> life in this short-grass coWltry, not a gram of excess on them 

or their groun:l. I figured I had seen every kind of Montana. endurance, 

but the ranching done here by this weatherstropped pair, na.1 into their 

seventies, is very nearly Australian-outback in its austerity, a scant 

herd of cattle specked across twenty entire miles of r~eland. "It's 

all like this, 11 Winona 1 s husband gives up-and-d~ motions of his hand 

to show how their land sta.rrls on end in a welter of abrupt buttes an:i 

clay cliffs. Thell' mobile home he catsld.nned in by tractor, no trailer-truck 

able to fit around the hairpin curves of the dirt track into here. 

From here Ringling seems as distant as Agincourt, but Wally even 

yet is a chancy topic for Winona. After the war, which is to say after 

they had gone separate paths to the al tar, she met up with him only on: e, 

at a rodeo. Neither of them, she tells me carefully, had much to say to 

the ot rar. Ba.re word did reach her of his death; but until now she 

has not heard of his second am third marriages, two 'wives out of three 

at his fureral. 
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After a lo~ moment she says in a voice dry as dust: 

"Nice to be so loved." 

Winona speaks more gladly of rrr:r mother arrl my father. She re100mbers 

regularly mailing cartons of cigarettes to Arizona for my father that 

war-rationed winter. My mother she paints without surprise as 11 a real 

good conversationalist"--then Winona breaks into another terrible coughing 

spasm, terribly reminiscent. When her breath returns, Winona suddenly 

switches memory to m when I was a tyke falling in love with words: 

"You knew a lot of things. I rerre mber ycu goi?l?; through your books, 

telling me all the things in them." 

Smoke interrupts the afternoon. Winona 1s husband catches the whiff 

first, she about one miff later. I still don•t, having inherited the 

useless Ringer nose--substantial in every way except the capacity to snell--

but when they pile out of the mobile home arrl start scanning upwirrl
1 

I 

certainly do, too. A prairie fire would burn through this country until 

the moon was cooked. So I am relieved when Winona arrl her husban:i categorize 

the smoke as general, a haze from far-off forest fires. 

Unincinerated one more time, the ranch couple take it for granted 
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that I'll folla\' back inside for furt~r gab aIXl caffeine, although I 

tag behind to keep peering around at this backland enterprise of theirs. 

In one direction J;he giant bald ridge which the road kinks da\'n from, 

in two others sharp slopes eroded at the 'tx>p into chopped-up fonna. tions 

of pale ashen clay, am for a finale the distant river badlanis which 

aren 1t much worse than any other of the country crwnpled all around here. 

Every horizon ruptured and stark. Liver~ating Johnson supposedly lurched 

through this neck of the weeds, hunt~ Indians like they were partridges, 

in the previo~ mad century. Since then, this stretch of land has been 

occupied by people willing to give it the benefit of the doubt for forty 

or fifty years at a tine. I struggle to :Unagine Wally here, super~ose 

him as the husba.rd cop~ with this drylarrl de1-1ry, so far away from h:is 

fishing holes an:i elk meadows. Never. 

~ .. 
';ft- --____.. 

Ba.ck in too kitchen arsenal ar 1945, my mother am Winona wage on 

against chiffon, mice, life and fate a:rd bud.get. 

"Before I forget. How much did the material set us back?" 

"All of $4.63." 

'7Then your tine. Nonie, I have to give you something for all 

I 
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your sewing." 

"Like fun you will. You cane all the way to Ringling and got me, 

so you •re out th~ cost of your gas, let 's just--" 

"No, na'1, that 1 s not the same as--" Another mortal whack of a 

mousetrap cuts off both voices. 

"Hit •im again, McGinty111 Winona whoops. "Berneta, how in the 

world many is that, ju.st since noon?" 

count 
"Twelve, this 111 mke. Keeps a person busy just keeping~" 

This mu.st be the trap in the grocery cupboard, from tl:e sourrl of my 

mother's voice going enclosed. "How many more jillion dceen do you 

suppose--" Then she exclaims: "Nonie, talk a tout mouse trappers 1 we 1 re 

it1 Ivan! Coioo seeJ 11 

Already I am out of my couch cave, scrambling in from the living 

room. A lilac cloud of chiffon smothers half the kitchen, but over at 

the cupboard Winona is on tiptoe beside my mot her peering in at their 

catch. I hop up on a chair to see. 

Double bull's-eye J '!Wo dead mice in ~ trap, clamped neck to neck 

in their permanent race for the bait of cheese. 
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The victors are already at the next stage, hav to har:g on to credit 

for their feat. "Charlie will never believe we 're in here catchiri..g them 

two at a time." 

11 I knav what . We 111 just save the trap for him the way it is, 

for proof • 11 

Winona arrl my mother ruthlessly giggle. 

~ -
What can account for my mother's high spirits at being back in that 

drafty mousy attic of Montana, the mile-up-arrl-then-some Big Belt country 

where sour winter stayed on past the spring dance? 

I have stared holes into those mountains, those sage-scruffed flats 

and bald Sixteen hills, trying to savvy their hold on her am thus on us, 

particularly there in severe 194.5. The village of Ringling, its raiJroa.d 

future already behind it, was waning into whatever is less than a village. 

The town of ·white Sulphur Springs had been harrlled roughly by too Depression 

and the war, sagging ever farther from it s original dream of becoming a 

therma.1-spri:r:g resort. Out around the Smi.th River Valley, the big ownerships 

still a.vned. Moss Agate was being borne down by time to that sole leaning 

barn of today. All the members of the Ringer family besides my mot her 
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were struggling with the armed forces of Japan or with tremselves. My 

father's arena, the Doig homestead and t he Wall Motmtain rangeland, had 

fallen from family hands long ago. Looked at clinically, there was not 

much to come back to, after half a century of Doigs and Ringers hurling 

themselves at those hill s. 

But earth and heart don't have much of a membrane be'b11een them. 

Sometimes decided on grounds as elusive as that single transposable !::_, 

this matter of siting ourselves. Of a place mysteriously insistL'l"lg 

itself into us. The saying in our family for possessing plenty of 

something wa.s that we bad oceans of it, an:l in her final report from the 

desert to her s i lent listener on the Ault, my mother provided oceans of 

reasons why we were struggling back north to precisely what we had abandoned. 

One adios to Arizona she spoke was economic. So few possibilities for 

people with a limited supply of money like ourselves to get anywhere 

in any ldnd of business. She saw corporate Phoenix and landvending 

Wickenbur g plain: It might be better af ter the war but I think it will 

be worse. And the contours of commt4"'1ity were beckoning us. We don't just 
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like t he idea of being way down here and all our folks in Montana. 

Valid enough in itself, that -hoaPtde~ed for pe ople and pl aces, frie!rls 

and family, with well-trodden routes of behavior ; home is wher~ when you 
J 

gossip there, any hearer knows t he who what why. 

Yet , yet ••• t here ,;ras tmwordable territory, too, in our r eturn to 

what my mother 1s letters as early as Phoenix bega..n to mention as home. 

Ref usal to become new atomized Americ ans, Sun Belt suburbanites , and 

instead going back tD Montana 1s season-cogged lil' e is one thing . Going 

back specifically to the roughcut Big Belts , the snakey Sixteen country, 

too Smith River Valley where we Doigs and Ringers could never quite dodge 

our own dust, all that is quite another . My parents can only have made 

such a choice from their bottonnnost natures, moods deep ai""ld inscrutable 

as t he keels of icebergs. 
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Ivan and I were over to see Mom. 

My grandmother could hmpf like a member of royalty. She is h..rnpfing 

in a major way to my- mother, although not at my mother; Grand:nn 's range 
\ 

of fire simply tends to take in the entire vicinity. 

"At least I got letters from you, dear. I haven't heard f:rom 

Wallace and Paul in ages, darn their hides." 

Like her, I can't ima.gim why a mere war keeps them from writing. 

Here I am at not quite six, same age as the war, arrl already I am matchless 

on this matter of correspondence. Isn't my Christnns greeting of merry 

divebombers here on Grarrlma's kitchen wall as though it were by Micrelangelo? 

How natural it cones, hmpfproof artistry, when you are the first grandchild 

a.rrl so far the only. 

My mother has been shrer..rd enough to bri.qs me along handy at her side 

on this diplomatic mission to her CX>m mother. This is not as supple a 

scene for her as exterminatill; rl th Winona. Our first after-Arizona visit 

to Grandma. carries complications that extend back to the Moss Agate years, 

,gr,.ire.S..,. 
where t e-to woman provided my- mother with that peculiar girlhood, 

threadbare and coddled, and nCJN there's a deal more to coIIE which m;r mother 
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dreads to have to tell. 

Say this for the situation, my grandmother never takes long to sort 

out to you what ''f3 on her mind. Ra.pidfire, she deems our visit tardy 

(we have been back from Arizona whole weeks ) ani assigns too logical 

reason (my father). She is also snorty that this call of ours is going 

to be so abbreviated (overnight) . Her points made, she proceeds to flood 

us in fresh-baked cinnamon rolls, oatmeal oookies, arrl all other kinds 

of doting. 

Between pastry feasts we each furnish Grandma our versions of Arizona. 

Mine is heavier on cactus than my mother's. Both women are tanking up 

on coffee, and I a.m intrigued that Grand.ma cuts hers with cold water 

dippered from the sink bucket. I negotiate for a sip--a sipe, Grandma 's 

;ray of saying i t--jus t to confirm that coffee in this diluted fashion 

is as awful as it figures to be. It is • 

Maybe watered coffee sums up my grandmother's lot. Compared with 

even my parents, who were not exactly at the head of the caste parade, 

my grandmother 's existence was just this side of the poorhouse. It had 

been that way from Moss Agate where, 'With at least a roof over their heads, 
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the Ringers maybe had not been penniless but there were plenty of times 

when they were dollarless. My grandmother ever after referred to any 

item that remi~~d her of Moss Agate as 11 old junk, 11 which in fact was 

pretty much rthat the ille there had consisted of--junk cows, a junk ranch. 

It wouldn't have taken much for society to consider the Ringer family 

itself junk. True, this grandmother of mine arrl even my grandfather had 

fended greatly better as community members than their economics suggested. 

My grandmother, only a third-grade education to her name, served on the 

school board so that the Moss Agate country- could have a one-room school, 

ar:rl sonehCM raised the Ringer kids as though their home life wasn't as 

patchy as it was. My grandfather Tom at least toughed out their marriage 

until the four children were gravn and gone, arrl brought in whatever be 

could from secorrl jobs of carpentry an:i general cra.ftwork. He, I nov1 

realize, may have been deviled by a different danage within him than he 

was ever ascribed; a house painter in his younger life, his mood am. health 

may have fallen prey to the lead used in paint at the time. By whatever 

shaping, to the end of their separate existences my grar.rlparents, Tom Ringer 

choring on ranches, Bessie Ringer cooking on ranches, perpe tu.ally shifted 
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around under mid-Montana's mountain horizon but could never rise. 

Now that she had left him, she has taken shelter here in the Shields 

River country in another lopsided situation, as cook for a Norwegian widower . 

Living lilre nun and monk as far as anybody can tell, the pair of them 

operate too old Norskie 's tidy little outfit, part farm and part cow ranch, 

here ur.der the long slopes on the west side of the Crazy Mountains. I 

would bet hard morey that the old Norskie never saw fit to break his 

creamy silence and sa:y so, but the place could not have been run without 

my indefatigable grarrlmother : she even did the plowing, 1dth a team of horses. 

Jv1y father or any other veteran ranchman would have shouldered labor like 

this only on shares. For doing much the same work, and the cooking and 

housekeeping besides, she eked out a wage from month to month and beyond 

that she literally had nothing--what we call berefits were nowhere in the 

picture because even Social Security tren was regarded as too great a 

paperwork burden on owners of farms and ranches, ard "agricultural workersn 

such as my grandmother were specifically excluded from its coverage. 

Rather, she had what she was. The only thing about my grarrlmother 

that ever went gray was her hair. All else stayed brisk, immutabl e; 
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the plea.sant enou gh pr oclamation of face where the origin of my mother's 

arrl for that matter mine is instantly read, the body of German sturdirl.ess . 

The harrls and a!jlls of Bessie Ringer were scarred f rom ever y kiirl of 
~ 

barbwire work, yet there she sat hooking aw~ .. y a t t he most intricate of 

crochetwork snotvflaki..ng t he rough rooms of her existence wit h doily upon 

schooliJ¥5 
doily, After a~hat petered out so early, she coul dn •t much more 

than ha.rrlle 1 and 2 for you, but anything you could hum she could sit 

darm to a piano and faithfully play. 11 The baby is born arrl his name i s 

Dennis , 11 s he would r attle off as her proverb of completing anything, 

fingerlace or ear-taught tune or the perpetual twi ce a day of milking of 

ca-rn in that bent -pail lif e at Moss Agate . There at Moss Agate too, she 

had been the pa.rent who somewhere always foun:' time to pull on boxing gloves 

when her sor.iS went t hro ugh a. pug ilism phase . And to pampe r an ast hmatic 

daughter . Situations she didn ' t have the foggiest notion of hCM t o handle, 

she harrlled . The chicken chapter: sof thearted as s he was toward all 

creatures except the human, s he could never bear to chop t he head off a 

chi cken . Ear l y i n her Montana l ife , when my mother was still a to ddler , 

there crune a Sunday oon chicken was t he only avai lable meal and nobody 
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else was arourrl to do the chopping . My grandmother caught the chicken, 

tied its legs , put it in the baby buggy w:i. th my mother , and trwidled dCMn 

the road a couple of miles to the next r anch to have a nei ghbor do 

the neck deed. 

Grandma ' s str aight- ahead set of mind came useful f or her here in 

the Norskie situation, too . On no known social scale ought she have been 

able to fit into the stolid local W'oman ' s club - -merely an itinerant cook, 

and beyond that , married to somebody she wasn't living with but who 

defini. tely was not the Norwegian widower she was under the same roof with--

but s he impressed t hose fa.nn wives and ranch womn with her own stiffbacked 

rectitude a.Iii was brought in. Annually t he ,women drew u secre t pe.111 names 

out of a. hat arrl each sent whomever t hey drew little surp r ise gif ts and 

cards throughout the year . My grandmother undoubtedly was tb~ only 

peasant plow-woman who was also a se cret pal, but she had a saying r eady 

f or the way life revealed its surprises , too. 11 80 that's the ha..r of it •" 

So that was the how of her, my storm.front grandmother . Wide-grained 

am with ha.rd knots of stubbornness' rilesome am quick to judge and 

long to hold a grudge . And in the turbulent time to come , I learned 
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to love her for even the magnificence of he r shortcomings. 

Back there in our visit it is Gr a.n::lma, you can bet your boots, 

who comes out with i t about my grandfa t her . Have we seen t he old- good-

f or-nothi:ng ? 

Dreadfully, we have . Tom Ringer i s l i ving in one :room of a shanty, 

t he rest of which is used as a chickenhous e . The alfalfa chaff scratcted 

up by the baby chicks got him down, my mother r.ias passed t he word to Wally 

f rom our visit; one of those s hort-winded S}Xl lls ••• a bad ore • 

Gnarled and bent as a Knockadoon walkir{S stick, my grandfather ; 

rrry grandmother, on the other ham , so sturdy she could carry too rest 

of us over the Crazy Mountains on her back. 

My mother, the product of the extremes, tries to give an uJ1flavored 

report . 

"Hmpf, 
11 

she receives for her trouble . 11 1 just wish to gosh he'd 

behaved hisself when we were-- 11 

By- now I pretty well knav where Grandma is going with this, and 

out I whip to explor e t he Norskie country. 
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As ever, Gran:lma has a panting overfed dog arcurrl like an old lodger. 

Shep instantly wants to go helling off wj_ th n~ in every direction at once. 

Him aside, thoug);t, this ranch is disappointingly kempt and quiet . No 
It' 

suicide slope for m:i to roar dcwn as in WJ Faulkner Creek daredeviltry 

days. Next I thrash around in vain for the shop, a.s a blacksmithery is 

called on a. ranch; no alluring rusty nests of iron, no fo ~ge with a 

fanwheel to turn faster and faster into a wondrous straining screech. 

Nor , can you believe, is there even a 'tunkhouse, let al one a mussy crew' 

Zoot 
of ranch hards with names like~ and Diamond Tony; the Norskie 1s son 

from up the creek ani the Norskie -~ Grarrlma".'"-handle the calving by 

themselves. 

I have been shortchanged. I know to the snick of his jackknife being 

opened what my father is doing exactly no;1, fifty miles north of here in 

his lambing shed kingdom, jacketing a bum lamb with the hide of a dead 

one an:l en.forcing the suspicious ewe to adopt the newcomer: "That's right, 

ye old sister, this is your new one. Get under there, Jakey, and get 

yourself a rreal before she catches on to you." I am missing out on that, 

for this be cal.med mission to Grandma? 
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Gone goofy with the thrill of having someore to romp with, Shep 

keeps giving na baths with his old tol1?; ue • Dog slobber :is limit ed. fun. 

I evacuate from the ranch yard to the kitchen congress again. 

"Sit you down, dear, 11 Grandma welcomes me back to the table as if 

the sun rises and sets in me, and then their talk buzzes on. At last 

my mother arrl her mother have got going on the populace beyond the family. 

Other people's doings, blessed. relief. I nibble the one-more-cookie-

but-that 's-a.11 which my mother decrees to :rm whiJe news of this one and 

that is ruthlessly swapped. So arrl so is just as much of a scatterbrain 

as ever and of course thinks she was terribly abused in the service. Had 

to work a little, something she isn't used to. Thus and such are going 

to have an increase in the family . Have to feel sorry for any kid with 

them as parents • 

Never more than a sentence away in any of their gossip is the war . 

The war has oonsurred Montare . Not in the roaring geared-up military factory 

f ashion of Arizona, but in a kirrl of mortal evaporation. Young mn, 

and no few women, have been gone for years and in their place the ghostly 

clink of dogtags from the charnel corners of the world; striplings who 
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have. eaten plateloads at the ranch tables of my gran:lmother and square-danced 

with nw mother and pranced ne on a knee are wasting away in prisoner-of-

war camps in Gerne.ny, have perished in the Bataan death march, been 

1•rounded at Palau, fought in the Aleutians am the Marianas and Normandy. 

My ears all but turn inside out wren Grandma frets to my mother 

about Wally, where his ship might be, what's happening there in the Pacific •. 

She is mighty right to do so. 

U>gbook of the Ault, May 11, 1945: 

1010 Sighted enemy plane (Zeke) which CB.1'00 out of low cloud astern 

and dived into the after flight deck of USS BUNKER RILL . Observed another 

enemy plane to come from a.stern . Opened fire. :_=-P:µme crashed into Bffi'lKER 

HIIL flight deck amidships . Maneuvering at emergency turns and speeds. 

BUNKER HILL was burning furiously. 

1023 Observed two enemy planes shot down in dog.fight. A third began 

a rtm in ta-Iards formation at low altitude with a friendly fighter on his 

tail. Opened fire with all guns as plane passed starboard quarter •••• 

Plane attempted to make suicide dive on this vessel and was shot dcwn by 

this ship, falling close aboard the port quarter. 
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And only days ago, the wa.r ate dovm into my own age bracke t . This 

ha d happened a block or so away from us in V.Jhi te Sulphur, during a 

collection drive. of waste paper for the war eff ort . Schoolchildren darting 
t> 

from house to house, carrying the scrap to t he truck, hopping onto the 

truckbed to ride to the next houses , the truck dri ver thinking everyone 

was aboard and starting ahead: cr ushing under the r ear wheels his CMn 

seven-year-old son. 

Such a death of a child , even these life-calloused Ringer women do 

not talk of . What happened to that boy has been my interior topic , the 

i ma gining of how the wl'x:::lels couJ.dn 1t/wouldn 1t have made t hei r fatal cl aim 

i f it had been roo . The not-quite- six-year-old t s dream insulation from 

the world, quite convi_nced I am deathproof . 

Out of nowhere, which is to s ey everywhere, I abruptly am hearing : 

" • •• afrai d you 1d gone to old Arizona for good , " my gr andmother to 

my mother . My mother back to her, "Charlie figured- -we figured we had 

to give it a try there •" 

Grandma manages not to say anything to that, but her silence about 

my father i s as starchy as her apron . 
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I did not know so until the letters, but the vendetta between my 

father and my grandmother was already raging. The message inevitably 

has gone out to Wally from Grandma: Charlie doesn't have much to say 

to ire but I 'm used to that no:..v. All the later years of my growing up, 

trying to solve the world of consequences brought on by this pernicious 

feud , I hunted wildly in the two of tlam for the reason. Did our Arizona 

trip itself set things off, Bessie Ringer with two son.s gone to tbe war 

simply finding it the last straw that my mother was moving so far aMay? 

My grandmother had endured beyon:i other last strawse No, my in-the-dark 

guess was that the mysterious matter of family itseJ.f, its si:ecific weight 

arrl gravity, brought on their wrangle . In the Faulkner Creek ranch years , 

there had chronically been a cluster of Ringers around, one or two and 

often all three of my mother 's brothers working seasoml jobs f or my father, 

and Grandma visiting every instant she coUld pry loose from the Norskie 1s 

chores . I figured my father then ar.d there wore out on in-laws. But 

to my grandmother, after Moss Agate--because of Moss Agate?--familywas 

the true tribe, she and the four kids bourrl together forever by having 

survived the utmost that my grandfather and the cow ghetto could bring 
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dcnm on them. If a Doig clan buckaroo married into the family, then 

he had simply been lucky enough to gain himself so ire family, by her 

notion of it . 

So, the motives I found in those factions that I grew up between 

still howl true. As far as they go . Wh..at I was too near to my father 

and my grandmother to see ~as t heir greater ground of dispute, beyond a 

winter of veer to Arizona, beyond the ornery jous.ts of being in-laws . 

Their deadly tussle was over my mother. 

u ••• Not another cookie . Hones t to Ele anor, Mom, you '11 have him 

so spoi l ed ••• " 

u ••• Grot-1ing ooy needs a little something to grm-1 on, don •t you, 

Ivan, yes ••• " 

All said arrl done, although for an i ron eon ye·t it would not be, 

the contest of spite between my grandmother and my father was about 

treatment of my mother . Nothing to do with medical terms , nor in any 

physical or even emotional sense; one thing nei ·ther could ever accuse 

the other of was lack of pure devotion to t r1e girl and woman Berne ta. 

Call it the geogr aphy of risk, of how best to situate my mother . lii.fy 
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grandmother desperately wished that my pa.rents (my f ather) would simply 

cho·ose someplace in Montana--right about across the road from her would 

be ideal--arrl hunker in there at whatever the job happened to be and 

hope for the best . Surely-for-gosh-sakes it couldn't be gocrl for Berneta 

to be living here , there, and everywhere, could it? To my father, just 

as desperately trying out footings until one felt secure for us , the worse 

risk was to sink so economically low we couldn 1t afford my mother 1s medical. 

costs and whatever else might help her. He saw permanent ranch wagework 

as more of the mire of Moss Agate for her, and surely-to-Jesus-H.-Christ 

that can't be the best anybody can do, can it? 

u ••• sure awful glad, dear, to have you back where ••• " 

11 ••• couldn 1t tell beforehand hCM Phoenix ••• 11 

Now comes the moment my mother has been bracing toward ever since 

we arrived on this visit. Viy grandmother wants to know where next; 

where my mother and my father and I will spend the summer. 

11Gee gosh, Berneta! 11 Grandma. lets out when told, which from her 

is high-octane blue language. "I dread to think of you out there l n 

11 We don 1t knO'"~r for absolute sure we •re going, t1 is resorted to by 
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my mother the daughter. "Maybe something closer will turn up.n 

nyou just get back .from old Ariz ona and then you ' re gone to out 

there. 0 It is t.pe mark of my grandmother that she can blurt this and 

:,ret not have it scald out as complaint or blame or pain or plea, but 

simply her thought of the moment. The headturn of her endurance tarn;rd 

w-ha t needed to be faced next. 

I help mysel.f to the cookie plate, in child's sly wisdom that 

another oatmeal cookie or two won •t even weigh in the scale of what 1s 

occurring aroun:l me just nGT . My mo'l:;her is busy telling my grandmother 

whatever good sides she can of our rext notional move. My grandmother 

woul d dearly like to be reassured but, with a catch in her throat, at 

last can't help but sound her worst warning : 

"You be careful with yourself, dear ." 

To that my mother utters nothing, for anm'1er is none. If careful 

could make a great enough difference in the chokehold in her lu..'Ylgs, 

then that most enormous leap of care, my father's uprooting of us to 

the lenient altitude and climate of Arizona, ought to rJS.ve done it. 

What Bernet a Ringer , noi:.Y Berneta. Doig, has grasped out of the discard 
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of her Moss Agate girlhood is the conviction that she all too easily 

could careful herself into being an invalid; that the triple pillotiS 

of asth."1la could ~oax m..ray her days as well as her nights if she didn 1t 

adamantly stay upright on the ground, heart-chosen ground . If this 

constituted reckless , this seemed what she still wanted to be . 

trCareful as I can be, Mom," she sizes it down for my grandmother. 

"Anyway, we 111 write," she announces as if letters will be the reward 

packets f or our vanishing over one more horizon. Suddenly my mother 

gathers me a:way i'rom the cookie plate in a big tickling hug, lau ghing, 

holding hard to me . 

n Ivan and I will write you, won 1 t we, kiddo." 
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Dear Wally--

It is surely nice to lmow that the Germans are taken care of, 

anyway. 
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December 25, 1962. Orange as an ember, too canyon plow slips out 

onto deserted Highway 12 and skims west through an hour ago's snow . 

Here at the rurnbling start of its plowing run the huge bladed truck 

appears to be grooving a pathway into too crystal heart of a cloud, the 

,.. 
highway only barely creasiri..g the snowed-over sagebrush flat larrl . But 

v 

this first stretch west of the highway imintenance section house is 

merely the top-of - the-stairs landing before the road dives between 

Grass Mountain and Mount Baldy, dropping and dropping like twisty cellar 
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·· ... 
steps, nineteen unremittirg miles of curves and constrictior~. Winterlong, 

Wally drives t re plow down the canyon of Deep Creek as ns.ny times of 

day arrl night as needed. 

Beside Wally in the truck cab perches my father, guest passenger 

for this dusk run before Christnns supper. (I am in bellicose Texas, 

activated to an Air Force base there during the Cuban missile crisis.) 

A blue cigarette haze of truce accompanies the men; tooy both smoked like 

a fire in a coffin factory. Otherwise as unalike as brothers-in-la:v1 

chronically are, the two of them get along when tray 're out like this; 

a loose fit, somewtere outdoors, has always been the best between the 

Doigs arrl the Ringers. There in the snowshoving truck my uncle arrl nw 

father are still pleased with th3mselves and each other from their hunting 

season that autumn, the pinnacle day when, with Wally's eleven- and 

thirteen-year-old sons Dan and Dave along, they got into a herd of elk 

on an open slope in too Castle Mountains and blazed away, taking three 

big bulls in a minute 1s rmrksmanship. Dad's aging little Jeep was too:ir 

hunting vehicle. Soim ha-J· the two mm and two boys cra.nuned the most ma.ssi ve 

elk, nearly horse-size, behirrl too seats, antlers out too tailgate like 
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bizarre table legs; tten strapped the other two beasts across the hood, 

drew a deep breath and started down the mountain with their inn and a 

half of elk. In&ta.ntly the Jeep's brakes gave up. Dad managed to swerve 

sideways to a stop, peered down too miles of mountBinside to the Smith 

Hiver wlley below and told Wally his nerves were not quite up to this. 

~aking over (I can see him grin a little at too windshieldful of elk 

carcass, hear him give out another of those pronouncements you ccnld 

always count on: "The nain thing is, not to get excited''), Wally hunched 

his brawn over the steering woo el and crept the Jeep into motion, groaning 

the load of wild meat down the mountain in low gear. 

My father was sixty-one years old that autumn, and with the bad turns 

of health ahead of him, tre elk bonanza was his last great htmt. Now, 

in the canyon plow, he is keen for another wizardly drive by WaJJy . 

Fa.milied up for Christmas, the two men share a past bigger than their 

in-house divisions from each other. Snow-tented Grass Mountain ahead is 

something mutual toG, Wally 's recreational horizon every worldng day here 

on his section of highway, my father •s reimmbered sunnner mountain from 

the herding honeymoon with my mother. But on this run of t he snowblade, 
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what my father looks forward to most of all is the defeat of Deep Creek 

Canyon, the one piece of earth I ever kr.ew him to despise. To look at, 

Deep Creek is a beauty. Summoned by the l'd.ssouri River in the Broadwater 

Valley ahead, the clear creek speeds along within touch of the road, 

twnbling rhythmically down white steps of elevation, bumping raucously 

past rock.faced cliffs and between mountain vees of for est, pretty as can 

be pictured; but as a driver you are inside a snake. "I 1d rather take a 

beatir~ than drive that damn canyon, 11 my father forever declared of this 

gauntlet he went through during the years of hospital dashes to Townsend 

with m.v mother. Deep Creek engorged us as quick as we returned from 

Arizona in 1945. Took us 4 hours to come home after a ,supper visit to 

our relatives in T~nnsend, my mother wTote to the young Pacific version 

of Wally. The gas line on the car was plugged and we 1d go about a mile, 

then get out and blCM the thing out with the tire pump, all this to be 

i.ma,gined in blackest night with other cars hurtling around Deep Creek's 

blind curves at our gasping Ford. 

My fa.the.r has never been rap:id to credit any Ringer except my mother, 

but he swears that Wally could drive this treacherous canyon blindfolded. 
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He gets a particular charge out of Wally ' s latest stunt with the canyon 

plow. The highway safety engineers have busily installed reflector posts 

to mark the sho~ders of the road all through the canyon; these are in 

the way whenever Wally goes m shove a snowdrift off the road, so he has 

demonstrated to Dad how he i s eli.minati 11..g Deep Creek ' s new metal posts 

one by one, acci dentally-on-purpose dropping the wi ngplow a t jus t t he 

r i ght instant to clip a post off at its base and send i t zinJP-ng up into 

t he t imber like a phosphorescent arr~w . 

At too head of the canyon, my father sits forward to watch, arrl my 

uncle gears down the five tore of truck and blade . The snowplow starts 

dmm the brink beside Grass Mountain into the first curves of Deep Creek 

and commences zigzagging. 

When the German ha1f of World War Two was taken care of in May, 194.5, 

V-E Day couldn ' t even fin:l my father and my mother and Ire by radio . 

As you can see from our address, a map speck called MaudlOiJ which 

actually was seven miles from us, we have moved again, on into my father's 

second seas on of sheepwork that spring, Jambing for Frank Morgan. Our 

chosen land this tioo was t hat eye-taldr.g rou gh horizon where the Big Belt 
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Mountains and the Bridger Mountains butt up against each other. 

The Morgan ranch buildings nestled on the Bridger side of this 

collid~ geogr~hy, which is to say the prosperous side. Out the back 

door of the ranch stood the northmost Bridger peaks, Blacktail an:l 

Horsethief and Hatfield, but at its threshhold the land took a ruI1.n.ing 

start down to the Gallatin valley, fertile as a green dream. Based there 

on the rim of the broad Gallatin, the Morgans could afford to use the 

high country only for sunnner pasture and the rest of the year simply be 

thankful they were down out of the mountains' commotions of weather. To 

my parents, whose Big Belt history had been high country or higher, bad 

weather or worse, this was velvet ranching. 

Charlie wrangles bunches, spen:ls some tine with the drop bani 

I 

my father is going like a house afire, but he isn't the only Oll9 who 

feels the green vim of the Gallatin country. Ivan goes wraq;;ling sheep 

with Charlie after supper •••• He is growing, getting tall. My' mother 

herself is in command of tte Morgan cookhouse this staccato month of May. 

I have 7 to cook fer. Twenty-one appetites a day don't faze her--seem 
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battery. A person hates to be without a radio when there are so many 

things happening. Elderly Frank Morgan and his son Horace are wonders 

to work for, ranch bosses who pitch in at all tasks themselves in a style 

that shames the baronial Smith River country. Mr. Mor. hardlz stops a 

minute sure gets a lot done for a man his age. Because the war is still 

on, the Morgan lambing crew is short-handed arrl my mot her viavs a couple 

of them as short in the head, too. The kid herding the drop band--the 

maternity ward of ewes--has a saddle horse and he never gets off all da;r 

lorg outside of to eat lunch. I fabulously come into wealth when Frank 

Morgan promises ten dollars to anybody who kills a coyote, Dad 1s rifleshot 

bowls one over, but the corpse can't be fourrl. Charlie said he didn't 

want too money as he cou ldn 1 t roduce t h3 co ote so Mr. Mor. ave the 

money to Ivan. Winona pops in for a weekerrl visit and sets off flutters 

among the bachelor ranch hands. Did she tell ou one of the she herders 

fell for oor? my mother can't resist passing along to Wally. Poor Winona 

we razzed her so much. When did any of us ever sleep? 

MaudlGt, though. Any tinier and it would have been microscopic, 
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any mor e remote and it would have been off the planet. Mau:i lair was 

the deepest depot alo!i..g the Milwaukee Railroad 1 s route through the 

stubborn canyons of the Big Belts, a maintenance spot which had accrue d 

a post office and a store of sorts. Here ar ound the corner from the 

Bridger Mountains, the country went wild in a hurry. Hardly anybody 

possessed the mental compass to settle in this isolated bottom end of 

the Big Belts. Even my mother from none too cosmopolitan Moss Agate and 

Ringling called the Maud.low country the s ticks . 

Maudlo;.1 mattered because of the summer ahead of us. 

I never saw such muddy roads in my life and a.s you know we 've 

traveled some pr etty muddy oms. 

The storm is coming toward us on lightnir.ig stilts . CRACKuu..nnggg, 

t he thunder-am -echo. 

11 Rain some more, why don't ye, 11 my father resporrls from the mud.hole 

where the Ford sits axle-deep. 

We want t o get a horse pasture .fixed up ar:rl a few odd jobs done, 

but all we did was get out of tcw n a.s far as the Dave Winter place and 

got stuck. 
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ily mother waits behind the steering wheel, wearing the look that 

says she and muddy roads do not get along. I am out of the car clumping 

around in her overshoes , not about to miss this chan.ce to wallav in t he 
*tr' 

mire in an almost off icial capacity. 

Arrl actually, if you have to be stuck hubcap deep in mu:i , this is 

a scenic spot for i t . Will ows cluster nearby in testimony of the seep 

of springwater that causes the mudhole. Wild roses and wild carrot arrl 

lupine bloom around . Nor, in spite of an absence of other people for 

f ifteen miles in either direction, are we alone. Gophers are plentiful 

that rainy spring, and a hawk is having a feast . Silent 1y drifting dmm 

he makes his grab and fl i es off , the snatcood gopher's back legs pedaling 

in air . 

" Try it nor11 , Berneta, 11 my father di rects, stan:ling on the Ford 1s 

back bumper hoping his 130 pounds will add vast traction. 11 Just give it 

the littlest bit of gas--" 

11 I know. " 

11 - - until it starts going --" 

n Char lie , I knov1. 11 
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11 --and th en gun it •" 

-Vhile my father bounces energetically on the bu.111.per, my mother eases 

dmm on the gas pedal as if trying to tiptoe out of trouble , but the 

back wheels spin like greased tornadoes. 

"No good, 11 my father calls a halt to my mother's accelerator foot 

and hops down off the bumper, fresh freckles of mud all over him. He 

chews the inside of his mouth as he tries to see through buttes to Maudlow, 

a lot of miles aMay, and then in the other direction to Ringling, just as 

many miles. Closer than either is too coming island. of lightning, thunder, 

am ram. My mother appears distinctly unsurprised at the verdict my 

father reaches. 

Had to jack the car up, put boards under it. 

The boards are the old Dave Winter homestead, collapsing at the foot 

of a butte about a quarter of a mile from us. ff.ty mot her makes me sploosh 

back to the car so she can have her overshoes, administers me into my own, 

whi ch seem even more babyish now after the roominess of hers, and the two 

of us march out of the mudhole . My father is waiting for us, barely, at 

the bro .. 1 of the lit tle dip that holds tre mudhole . Here we all talre off 
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our overshoes , because t hey ' re not needed on the shaJ.ey ground across 

to the old Winter place ; the Maudlow road has the monopoly on mud. 

At the Wint~r buildings we scavenge fast , plucking boards from 

t he dilapidated sheepshed and anywhere else we can find loose ones. 

What's lef t of the windowless house of this homestead , though, we stu::liously 

avoid in our plunder; Dave Winter in bis ti.me had married into the Doigs , 

and so this house of his is in a w~y us , too . 

Back to the mudhole we totter with our armloads of boards . Our 

overshoes are there waiting for us like three sizes of floppy puppies . 

Hurrying to beat the rain, we .ferry the boards to the car arrl 

my father seizes the widest one and lays it into the soupy area beneath 

the rear bumper as a base to se t the jack on. He rolls his s l eeves t o 

the elba.r . nTime for the Armstrong methai , " he says as general encouragement . 

However frazzled the rest of my father may be, his arms always are strong 

and ttey now pump the jack handle vigorously, whup-down whup -davn wh~-

d0t"ln . During these exertions my mother stands arms-crossed and watches 

him a.s if trying to reac h a diagnosis. 

Char lie feels pretty good most of the time . Says he gets a pain 
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in his side once in awhile, but not often. 

When Dad stan:ls up from the bumper jack '00 rest for a moment, my 

mother steps in arrl teeters her full weight, such as it is, on the jack 

harrlle. The jack head ratchets slavly up ar.rl catches :in the next higher 

notch, ratchets up another oh so slow notch when she does it again. She 

manages to contribute half a dozen notches up the jack stem before my 

father judiciously takes over again. 

No matter who works the jack handle , though, the rear bumper rises 

very little but the board submerges steadily. My father cusses, releases 

the jack, arrl layers more boards on top of the first one. 

This time the jacld.~ b~ings up the entire back of the car enough 

to slip boards lengtmvise u."'Jder the tires, arrl , the first spits of rain 

beginning '00 f irrl us, the three of us hastily lay paths of boards in 

the ruts ahead far enough--we hope--to give us a running start out of 

the mudhole. 

This time my father ma.ns t he gas pedal and steering wheel . The Ford 

shoots ahead the length of the first - laid boards , onto the next set, 

then slews off a.rd drops, mired, again. My father cusses a nd we all 
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climb out to start over on the jacking . 

CRACK l 

--from a 11£ht ning bolt striking the butte nearest us • 
ti 

11 Ivan, get in the car, right now, u my mother oommand.s, flinging 

the passenger- side door open and poi sing to follow me in. 11 Charlie • • • ?11 

Even in a fuming mood, my father knows enough to listen to thtmder 

that i s too close to cast an echo . He ducks into the coupe on the driver's 

side as more lightning slams to earth not very far , and here we are in 

the insulating rubber- tired Ford . Grounded, in numerous meanings of 

the word .• 

Again we perform the kicking off of overshoes, as the rain tapping 

on tre car roof lets us know it is going to be around for a while . I 

promptly squirm. into the back seat and ledge myself crosswise in the 

rear winiow, a la Arizona . I find I don't fit as well as I did. True, 

there 1d been enough rain in the Maudlotv country this spring to shrink 

the Ford, but I knew I was growing, outgrnNing. Lying curled against 

the car glass , this is maybe my final chance to chiJrl spy on the mysteries 

in the front seat. 
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My father lights a cigarette to try to bribe his nerves. Then he 

contemplates the ruts ahead, troughs of brown jel]y. "We could use about 

a hundred feet ·llf that Arizona desert just nor.'1 • 11 .. 

My mother says nothing. 

My father's Stetson is damp an:1 he takes it off an:i crimps the crmm 

arrl brim here a.rd th ere to make sure it keeps the crease be likes. Under 

the disguise of that comes his question. 

nye feeling all right, are you?t' 

I •ve been having a little more asthma, her report to Wally during 

the strenuous Morgan lambing season just past, but not so bad. 

"Tuckered out on mud, is all, n my mot her answers. uwhen we get 

through being stuck, let's don 't fight this road any more today. 11 

My father weighs that. Beyorrl the mudhole are the day 1 s chores 

that all need doing: fixing too fence of the saddle pasture, then rounding 

up into it the necessary horses of summer, Tony, Duffy, Sugar , Star. 

"Berneta, we need to lay hold of those damn horses." 

"This isn 1t getting it done." 

inspects 
My father~he rain pittering onto the windshieJrl and now 
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he says nothing. 

Bunked where I am, I carefully s tay more silent than their silence. 

Sure as the world , my fathe.r rouses to the weather, the freshening 

sea.son. "All this rain is bringing the grass , ye have to say that for it.u 

He smokes as if thinking over something my mother had just asked. 

uwe can corra out good on this sheep deal, don 't ye think?" 

The sheep deal. It has been in the air all the wr:w back to Wickenburg . 

My father had not given up on Arizona for good, in those desert nights 

of talld.ng things over, but he'd discerned that he had to be stronger in 

his wallet arrl a few other parts of himself to niche us a new life there. 

The other side of the Arizona mirror went tcrN' ard north : one more mountain 

summer in Montana, a last high season of livestock while they were drawing 

fancy prices. The sheep of war. In a band of sheep--a thousand ewes, 

the :i.r thous and and some lambs, and their wool--you were looking at a war th 

of maybe ten thous and dollars, and these were dollars of 1945 o Wages wou 1d 

hung 
neve!' add up that fast, even if they couJ.d be found an~nto . Would 

11 

be nice here fer the summer, my mother allowed hersell' to pine momentarily 

at the Morgan cookhouse near the errl of that spring, trees in the yard, 



a lilac bush out in front. But the caµLble Morgans ran tooir ranch by 

toomselves once lambing was over, ar:rl sha recognized that by the first 

of June we would ·have to load ani aim the Ford again. Sonehow, summer 

had to be mined for all it was worth. So when my father began to think 

out loud about a sheep deal, she was ready to listen. Looks like we 

should be able to make quite a little money at it. The sheep deal was 

a masterpiece of carvery. Dad and his favorite brother, Angw, a good 

business head, went in together arrl bought the band of a t housa.11.d ewes 

and their nEM lambs from Frank Morgan, turned right around and sold them 

for delivery that fall. Shearing time came before that, so the wool moray 

came to us ~11.d Angus. But the s tmmer range to run the sheep on needed 

to be rented from the ¥10rgans , at so much per head; on the other hand, 

Dad would ameliorate that charge with some work for the Morgans--

When everybody had ta.ken every whittle trey could out of the hypothetical 

profits, up we would go into the high country with the actual band of sheep. 

"Looks like, 11 letter becoming ill e in the dreamc hamb ar of the F',ord, 

"we should be able to make quite a little mo09y at it, 11 my mother repeats 

her vote far the sheep deal, far the summer of calculated risk we are 
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trying to get to. 11 Give you a chance to take life a little easy, too. 11 

"Wh&t, easier than this?" my father indicates our immobile condition. 

"Just sitting here lett~ the tires rest?H 

"I'll rest you, 11 my mother rejoins. I can't see her smile, but 

her voice has it. 

"This sheep deal, Berneta .u This comes serious, pledge-like, from 

my fat her. 11 If it ever gets t o be tc o much for ye, we '11 back down out 

of there." 

"Don't worry, I hired out to be too gh," she heads him off on that. 

She makes a fist and rubs a hole in the breath fog on her window t o peek 

at the weather. 

11 See there, the rain •s letting up," my father points out. 11 Ivan, 

you 1re not having much to say for yourself. What do ye think·, ready 

to build sorre more road?11 

Back to the jacking, and trying to roof the ruts with boards, a 

task which I adore . Then a miracle. Bob Campbell--one of Dad 1s army 

of Scotch relatives riding the Big Belt coulees--happened along on a 

saddle horse and gave us a pull, ani we finally did get out • 



As he coils his lariat Bob Campbell tells us what we already have 

figured out, that any- passing shadar1 of a cloud is enough to turn the 

Maudlow cou..Tltry ~nto a gumbo quagrnire. Then he cheerily mshes us luck 

an:l resumes his riding. Which again leaves the three of us, arrl the nearby 

homestead- haunted butte, and the horizon mountains, a bit farther from 

us than usual, of our past . Such hOill:l as we have is this country where 

my parents are trying and trying to taste the risk for each other. 

Married to the place. 



Dear Wally--

The herder we had planned on. lost 30 lambs in about 10 days, 

so at that rate we'd have to buy him another band o:f la.nibs by fall. 
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For the first tiire in half' a year , Berne ta •s letters seem to 

catch their breath. 

June 8, 15, and 19, 1945. Her glad reports begin with what 

neighbored Ota:' meadow cabin on the face of Hatfield Mountain, a nice 

stream. Where my father , getting caught up on his fishing, made its 

waters our supperla.rrl of rainbow trout. Almost as softly as if talking 

to herself', she puts to the pages tte three of us starting up our 

spiral staircase of summer. 



We aren't working very ha:rd at present. Were out for a horseback 

ride this afternoon, first tilre I 1ve been on a horse for ages. Ivan & I 

rode Duffy, Charlie rcde Sugar. That tandem ride likely was our last; 

this was the getting-big-for-my-britches perioo woon I wok it into my 

head to require not only a horse all my a-m but the ruggedest possible 

saddle, a sawbuck packframe, for myself. 

Received our band of sheep last Mon. Nice bumh of la.m.bs, 1230 

of them. Sure hope tl'Ey weigh good this fall and we can keep the loss 

down •••• 

We have a herder for now, but when t re sheep go on the Forest Reserve 

the 1st of July or about, Charlie, Ivan & I may herd them. We aren't 

sure yet. Charlie is going up to look at the Reserve range & see how 

trugh it is •••• 

Don't kna-r just yet when we will shear. I shouldn't have a lot of 

work t o do after shearing, an:i that should only last one day unless a 

rainstorm catcres us •••• 

Ivan is busy drawing pictures . Does pretty good . He 111 soon have 

a b:i.rtmay. doesn't seem possible he 'll be six •••• 
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When my fatnar sho:uldered open too door of that cabin of then, 

packhorses and wife and child aIXl twenty-two hundred sheep at his back, 

a mouse nest fell down onto the brim of his Stetson. Ceiling paper 

drooped in shreds. The greenblinds on the windc:Ms were speckled with 

mashed flies, the floor was soiled with mouse droppings a.ni pack rat 

lea~s. 

The place was a sty, but not for long. The floor of' a housing 

project cubicle on the factory outsld.rts of Phoenix, mybe Berneta would 

wash with tears. But this cabin on the summer mountain she launched into 

with soapy water. Led by the hurricane broom of my father, who cocked 

a look out every window he swept past to check on too behavior of the 

sheep. 

To dream us this last time, into the twists of Jure, I harbor there 

at the very first hours of the swabbed cabin. 

And watch Be.rneta as she gives her mop a conclusive wring . On tne go, 
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beds and plenty else to be seen to, she brushes by the foot of the 

scant cot beneath the southmost window arrl. sings out, ''Ivan, look how 

you '11 just fit.:' I inspect, solemnly bob my head, and claim the bunk 

with my tarp-wrapped bedroll. A corner of my cwn, all I ask. My parents 

will share the plank-sided bed in too opposite corner, snug for two but 

they do not seem to mind tre prospect. No pillows to this sheepcamp 

existence, so Berneta mounds our three mackinaw jackets at the head of 

her side of the bed to prop herself against asthma in the night. 

Bleary windowpanes to be washed next. Berneta debates to herself 

whether to do away with the nasty greenblinds--nobody for five miles around 

to see in on us--but ends up scouring the f1.y matter off them. Blank 

windows have never seemed right to her. 

Even though the morning outside is wearing its summer best--hasn 1 t 

rained the last 2 or 3 days, really seems good to see some sunshine--I tag 

af'ter Berneta there in the cabin. Follow her eyes while she inventories 

~ this domestic side of the sheep deal, the three-mouuLi\-•~u~~e. The cookLstove 

is frankly puny, a midget two-lid job not much more than kneehigh even on 

her, but it will fire up fast and tl'En not hold hot through these summer days. 
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•·. ·. The elderly table, scarred and stained from extra duty as a butcher block, 

at least presides at the proper window, the west one which lets in a good 

view of the willow course of the creek. Across the room, the canned-goods 

cupboard for once is huge enough, homemade logic of someone who, like her, 

has needed to store away most of a season of groceries at a ti.me. And 

she is glad of the smaller cool cupboard, the outside cabinet of shelves 

~ handy' beside the door and tinned against rodents; leftovers will ke~p~ a 

day or so i.n there, and for longer term, butt er and cheese and any grouse 

m:r father manages to hunt can be sealed in jars and coldstored in the creek. 

4 Could be worse, her kitchen veteran's appraisal and our recent history of 

the drab White Sulphur Springs house and drabber Alzona Park both say. At 

the other end of the cabin's single room hunkers a heating stove big as a 

blast furnace, so close to tre main bed that it seems to be trying to sneak 

under the covers. Winter here halfway up a Montana alp must be icily beyond 

even what we were accustomed to at the Faulkner Creek ranch, according to 

the double set of stoves only a dozen feet apart and the triplicate cabin 

walls--broad rough boards undermost, then clapboard siding nailed to their 

outside, and a surprisingly cozy interior of short boards pieced together 



bricklilt.e--and the roof of corrugated tin sheeting for snow to slide off . 

We are summering here, not wintering. Could be worse. 

My father tromps in with a reaping armload of firewood, goes to dmnp 

it in too woodbox, cusses and lets the wood th urrler down next to the box 

instead of into it. "We're going to have to get after the pack rats, 

first thing,n he declares as he scoops out of the woodbox yet another junk 

trove accumulated by them. Marauders so quizzical, swiping a torn handkerchief 

one night, a thimble the next, you had to wonder if they d:id it from 

sense of humor • 

The trapper Bernet a kids him, "So if I catch them, think that'll 

make tram easy enough for you to shoot?" Two scabbards are slung on 

my father's saddlehorse. In one, the .22 rifle that is the shooting ma.chine 

for pack rats and grouse . In the other, his .30-o6 coyote artillery. 

"Other way around, any I shoot first ye can sneak up and clamp a 

trap on, can't ye, n he gives her back and starts luggi~ in the contents 

of the packs. 

Groceries to the big cupboard, enough to last until tre Morgan 

camptender begim weekly provisioning. Our change of shirts and pants 

onto tenpenny nails spiked in a ~ow on the wall next to the door. Washbasin, 
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floursack towel. Frying pan and tin plates and pair of cooking pots 

and a dishpan. Utensils and box of wooden matches and lantern. Luxury 

item, a flashlight. H:lbitation is 95% habituation, so the cabin begins 

drugstore 
to seem familiar as soon as our own clutter_ is in place. Rexall calendar 

to keep track of the days • Small pane of mirror on the washstand for my 

father to shave by, Berneta to groom by. Our own galvanized bucket for 

our drinki~ water, because there's no telli~ what has visited any bucket 

you fi.nd in a disused cabin. 

My father, everywhere today, is at the barn unsaddling the horses. 

I hesitate. But Berneta too has reached a last chore, stretching to arrange 

her writing materials on the top shelf of the tin-lined cool cupboard, the 

only place wrere stationery and black little bottle of ink and her inscribed 

fountain pen can be safe until tre pack rats are dealt with. I unmoor from 

the completed cabin and speed out toward the saddle side of things. 

Outdoors here is more elaborate than in. The cabin site is cuddled 

against the girth of the Bridger Mountains like a tyke on a giant lap. 

All directions from this perched place, you see to forest-tipped peaks 

of Bridgers or Big Belts and grassed ridgebacks of fetching green; view, 



No pillows to this sheepcamp existence, so Berneta mounds our three 

mackinaw jackets at the head of her side of the bed to prop herself against 

asthma i.n the night. 
" 
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., · .. : .. ·: .. view, view, gangs of views. Nearly three twisty miles by horseback down 

t he gulch is the Maudlow road, where the Ford sits stashed behind chokecherry 

bushes. The timb~rline of the Gallatin National Forest, with its Reserve 
• 

range where tre sheep can graze come July, stands in back of the cabin 

another couple of miles, mainly up. High country and higher, this nestled 

but abandoned homestead, even by Doig and Ringer standards. The place has 

the feel of getting away with something, pulltng a trick at odds with the 

surrounding geography. The ever so level deck of meadow; how in the world 

did that slip in here between convulsive gulches that nearly stand on end? 

Then the cabin knoll, just enough of an ascension to lord it over the meadow; 

terrace in the wilderness, no less? And the water helling off down the 

gulch is a surprising amount of creek, yet its flow is disguised away, 

hidden bereath steep banks until you peek stra ight down into the disturbed 

glass of its riffles. 

Barn smells never masquerade, though. Musty hay and leathery harness 

and almost neutral old manure tinge the air as I clock in on my father 

and the saddle stock. Unexpected as a chateau, the steep-peaked barn 

holds stalls for all four horses and there enough fenceposts 



as prett y as you please. 
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around it, askew but still standing, to resurrect a pasture. Liberated 

from the chore of picketing Sugar and lliffy andi Tony and Star on thirty-

foot ropes, llld moves through the unsaddlings whistling the same chorus 
\ 

over and over in pleasure. 

He and I emerge to th9 cabin knoll again, and the next unexpected 

construction. 

- 7 
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"lliddy, the outy is logs l" 

"That's a new one on me," he has to admit. So overbuilt is the immovable 

log outhouse that it's more like a blockhouse, hefty to the point of ponderous. 

"He must've wanted to make sure it wouldn't pick up ani rtm away , 11 my 

f ather says as if he knew sue h cases• An earlier- Char lie had striven on 

this mountain shelf of earth. Bachelor homesteader Charles Run~ who applied 
_,) 

himself enough to assemble the cabin and the barn and the preposterously 

redoubtable toilet , but his intended t wo-story house was still stacked as 

lwnber, a mighty pile of weathered boards sitting neatly amid the weeds. 

The Morgans, maybe halfway maning it, had joked to us that tooy bought 

old Rung out for that stack of lumber, with the rest of the place thrown in. 

Not much known about Rung, said the Morgans. He filed his homestead claim 

o/ 
back in tre ttme of World War One, slaved away at the place except 

to get a little money ahead as a fieldhand in the Gallatin Valley grain 

harvest some years; wintered all by his lonesome in here. Whoever re 1 
d been, 

Charlie Rung had the knack of putting up with his own company in style. 

In tre timber of the gulch a little way from the cabin was his cache-hole 

where he stashed homebrewed wine and the venison he shot out of season, 

which was to say virtually all the time. 
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On our way across the knoll from the barn to the cabin, my father 

can't balp but stop for a minute and palm his hands into his hip pockets, 

happily proprietqry as he scans the gray grazing band. The sheep 

can't believe their good luck. They stand in their tracks gobbling 

the lush meadow grass like a serving of hay, then plunge ahead three quick 

steps to gorge the same way, time and again. By noon they are so roly-poly 

they don't even head for the bru.sh to shade up, simply flump dawn in the 

open meadow. 

Our own meal, this first cabin lunchtime, is Spam sandwiches, drawing 

the accusation from my father that it's a plot to send him directly out 

fishing. Berneta teases back that that sounds to her like the right idea. 

But both stay sat, in the beginning of the afternoon, and quietly 

take in the cabin, the country outside, this first stairstep of summer. 

Kool-Aid 

Our reward to ourselves af'ter the Spam is~e family passl.on for 

lime-flavor glinti.ng green in our three tin cups. As i.f he's just thought 

of something, my father leans across the table toward the window to check 

the posit1. on of the sun, then compares the alignment of the cabin. 11At 

least the place sits straight with the world, n he verifies. What is it 
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that arranged us this way in our thinking: the squares of a mile each 

that the land in tlE West was surveyed into, the section~line roads that 

rulered us where,)oer we drove in that ccuntiy, the l:>oxlike rural rooms 

fittiq; no other logic? Whatever ingrained edge it is, to this day I 

have s~ of the family unease with any house whose axis angles off from 

a compass reading of absolute north-south or east-west. 

The cabin wasn't through with my father. He tips his cha 1.r back 

and alms his most studying look at where the door stands open, pleasant 

cool of noon breezing in. "But what the hell was he thinking of with a 

north door?" North is storm country, snow and blow waiting to swann in 

reach for 
any time y~the doorknob between November and April. 

A 

Berneta serrls her gaze out the rickety screen door, down the lunge of 

gulch toward the Maudlow read. ''Bet you a milkshake I can guess why, 11 

she mischievously arrives at. "He wanted a good long look at who was coming.'' 

My father chuckles at her point about that other Charlie, the in-season-

and-out homesteader R~. "Like nsybe a game warden, coold be." 

So, straight with the world or not, we've cone to rest in notorious 

territory. Not simply in terms of t he comatose old homestead's history of 
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contraba.nl venison, eit re r. Where we are, this start of June, is the 

extremity of the Sixteen country. Under those horizon-bumping views 

from this meadow, Six:teenmile Creek scampers through the confused. ge.ography 

from every direction, the main channel twisting dmm from the Wall Mountain 

basins in t~ north and skewing west to its union with the Missouri 

River, joined mid.way by the Middle Fork sailing in from the east and 

the Ringling cotmtry through a sharp canyon. Then there is a last, 

orphan section of tre creek springing from entirely different drainage, 

too sly tether of the Big Belts to the Bridger range. The strea.i"ll streaking 

down our gu.lch is that offshoot, the South Fork of Six:teenmile Creek. 

Behind us, Hatfield Mountain of the Bridgers sits like a mile-tall 

apartment building facing doon on the rock alleys of the Big Belts. 

We are in f'Or a climbing summer, too saddlehorses huffing constantly 

on the slopes behirrl the cabin~ we kna-1· that much. But the meadows of 

the back of the lofty Bridgers are goi~ to be worth i t--such grass, 

this rain-fed ea.rly swnmer, that the sheep will fatten on it as. if' 

it were candied. 

Dog, we 're rjSe with dogs again. 
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Sheepdogs, at least in theory; Flop with a wonderful half-mast ear 

"'• 
that begs affection and Jack with the pale eyes, barely blue, of a born 

chaser. 

Even my father can find no grounds to object to their instant conversion 

by Berneta into hous edogs, because it just as fast became plain that only 

one or tlE other can be used on the sheep eaeh day. When the two dogs 

are worked together, they add up to less than ore. Jack sulks whenever 

Flop is sent around the sheep with him, Flop takes a yipping fit any time 

he is held back from a mission with Jack. 

"Whoever invented dogs," rrzy- father apprais,this nerved-up pair, 

11 has a hell of a lot to answer for • 11 

But perhaps our prima donna canines figured they were putting in 
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. i ' ~ '·· 
their shifts just as much as anybody else. Charlie ~has been watching 

the sheep early in the morns. & late in the eves. while the herder gets 

his meals, ran Be[Deta•s latest report to the~· The sheep deal had 

advanced to a phase known as tepee herding. Iay-and-night sentry duty 

with the band of sheep because of coyotes and the tough terrain, it amounted 

to. Occupied enough with settli~ us in at the Rung place and trying 

to gauge Berneta 1 s hardiness and readying for shearing and thinking aver 

a big hayi~ contract that was being dangled (Walter Donahoe wants us to 

put up the hay on too Loophole-~~$ck in the White Sulphur Springs country--

again, but don't know whether we will be able to take that on), even my 

father couldn't find a second twenty-four hours in the day to spend with 

the sheep and was resorting to a hired herder. The one who came recommended 

didn't seem to be any whiz--"I wouldn't call him the greatest," Dad left 

it a t--but he trooped through the day w i.th the sheep as required and bedded 

down on the mountain with them every night without complaints. Except for 

those turns at sheepwatching while the herder fed himself 1 we had only 

to move the herder's ~epee to a new bedground for each night and generally 

supervise. 
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"Pretty easy living, 11 nid has to admit as he and I bounce back into 

the cabin, day of our own yet ahead, after a morning shift with the sheep. 

"About time .you tried some," Berneta ratifies with a pleased look up 

from the letter she is writing. 

This lasted an entire week and a half, until the morning my father 

and I found a lamb gut-eaten by a coyote practically at the doorflap of 

the herder• s tepee. · 

The instant the sheep shaded up at mid-day my father was sifting his 

way into them on a walkthrough count of t~ lambs. Tricky to do, step 

by ever so slow step, negotla ttng a route without ro 1.lit:g the sheep. Low 

at his hip, his right hand flicks its little stroke of arithmetic at each 

lamb he tallies, and ewry time a hundred is reached his left thumbnail 

gouges a mark in the soft wood of his pocket peneil:=ltas walkthrough 

ma.rks out at twelve :trondred lambs, thirty short of what we had handed 

over to the tepee herder just ten days ago. (At that rate we• d have to 

buy him another band of lambs ••• ) This herder is a scerery inspector, 

idling away under tree or tepee whUe the coyotes have been using the 

band as a meat markete 
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My father wheeled, strode over to the herder and snapped, 11 Roll 

your damned bed. " 

The next rerder, escorted i.n by the Morgan camptender, my parents 

immediately dub Prince Al for his rapidftre consumption of Prince Albert 

tobacco. When he isn 1 t smoking the twisty shreds from the red can, he 

of snoosejuice, apparently permanent, hang 

at the corrers of his mouth, but what really catches attention are the 

tracks of his roll-your-own habit down the front of his shirt, the burn 

specros where dribbles of ash fall from his handmade cigarettes. My father 

is heard to mutter we' 11 be lucky if th is one doesn't burn down the mountain 

and t he sheep wi.th 1.t. 

~d and I are barely back from moviqs the helrder' s tepee the first 

morning when rifleshots break out on tl'l:? mountain behind us. KuhWOWt 

KuhWOW-kuhWOW-IfahWOW. 

of any fonn of bombardment, but my father the 

coyote marksman listens skeptically to the herder's fusillade. If you 

don't knock over a coyote with y01r first shot you're probably wasting 

your lead. 
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Berneta comes out of the cabin to cock an ear at the uproar. "Makes 

you wonder lf the coyotes are shooting back at him, doesn rt it. u 

~~e that) 
When the three of us ride up that evenin p and Jack the dog 

are as jittery as if tl'Ey, not the coyotes, have been under barrage all day. 

Not that any casualties can be counted among the coyotes. Prince Al, 1.t 

develops, has the philosophy of touching off a shot whenever a stump or a 

shadow looks as tr it conceivably might be a coyote. My :father tells him 

that's an interesti.qs theoijT, but how about saving his anmmnition unless 

he's goddamn-good-and-sure about the target. 

The next morning, Dad and I just reach the cabin when a new salvo 

of kuhWOWs·· thunder from the m<?>Untainstde. 

Very soon the Jack dog comes arcing across the meadow in a neurotic 

slink, belly to the ground as i.f begging us please don't bl~me me please 

I slmply can't take any more of that commotion until ending up, inevitabl~ 

under Berneta' s trErciful petting hand. 

She am I watch my father with apprehension.~e, though, seems 

dO'wnright; gratified to see the deserter dog. "We'll just let Mister Prince 

) 
Al have a day of handling those sheep without a dog. See if that slows 
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him up on the shooting. 11 

By that evening, having chased sheep over half the Bridger Mountains, 

the herder was the frazzled ore and the cannonading was cured. 

~ 
But a few more days into Prince Al 1 s term of herding, on the fifteenth 

morning of June, my father comes into the cabin disgusted. Right there 

with h1m as usual, I'm excited, a bit traitorously, by this latest bulletin. 

"Can ye believe it, u he lays it out for Berneta, "that scissorbill 

of herder has to have a trip to town already. Compensation papers of 

some ~ he needs to fix up." 

She too is getting her fill of wartine sheep help. "Quite an imposition 

on these herders, isn't it, to ask them to actually herd.,,, 

My father steams out the choices. Deny Prince Al the trip and he'll 

most likely quit the job. Or much worse, sulk for several days of misbehavior 

with the sheep and ~ quit. Hang onto Prince Al until shearing if we can, 

is the least nasty conclusion. Tm only virtue evident 1.n him is the one 

that counts, he isn't losing lambs left and right. 

"I better take the sheep tom.orrCM1 " my father brings himself around 

to the necessary, "wh ile you run him in to Bozeman, how about. n She has. 



done this endless times before, ferrying a hired nan so that a toothache 

or a case of l:oils or, as narr, a pesky piece of government paper could be 

taken care of; for any ranch wife, as usual as a can of coffee on a 

grocery list. A day away from the Rung place, medicine agai.Tlst monotony, 

it provides too. 

My father is going on, nrt '11 give you your chance at too mail 

arrl some fresh goods, am while you 're in there do something nice for 

yourself ani shop for--" 

He stops. Bernet a is shaking her b~ad. 

I'll play shee,pherder tomorrat.r. 

"What, instead of making too trip to tor1m? Ha-7 'd ye get that in 

your head?'' 

I'd rather herd than to take him in. The roads in this country 

get my goat. 

My father rethinks. A possibly slippery dri:ve through the Maudlatt 

mud.holes, versus a horseback d.ay with the sheep for har • "That 1s 'What 

you'd really rather, is it." Then too central concern: 11 You •re sure 

ye feel up to that?" 
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"I can get by with the herding," sre reassures bim. "The horse and 

the dog will do the most of it. Don 1t worry none, I'm not about to waJ.k 

nrysall' to death chasi..'Tlg after fool sheap. 11 

She cheerfully turre to the matter of me. "Which for you, Ivan? 

Playing sheepherder or into tmm ?" 

I blink. It had never occurred to me the ta-ln trip might not include 

me. By now I am practically the child gazeteer of bns, Phoenix to :£1.'.faudlow • 

Later it dai:"1tlS on zoo, too late, that going herding with her would have 

been an entire dream.day aboard my a·m horse. But instead I choose 

horsepower, th3 Fora, habit of journey am whatever obtains: "Town, I 

gooss.n 

The next morning my father arrl I and Prince Al slet>Ted our way 

first of all into Matrllor.v ~ Maudlav· gumbo : a bum go 1 Mauilow. Whipping the 

Ford's steering wheel th is way and that, my father cones up with the 

sarcastic theory that the only reason the railroad was routed through 

this country was because the mud is thick enough to float a train. Prince 

Al, chawing away, mutely doesn't get it. 
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Six miles of slip arrl. al ide, and we tromp into t ta tiny Maudlow 

post office to collect our backed-up mail. Wal ly is heard from, Winona, 

Anna and Joe, of course my grandmother (three of those envelopes), four 

or five other frien:ls or rela.tiYes, the weekly JS.per from White Sulphur 

Springs and a batch of my comic books which I would have read before we 

were out of the post office if Dad had let me. Berneta has hungered for 

these letters: haven't had the mail for 2 wks. Went dam to get it Tues. 

but the road was washed out this side of Maud.low. Her letters in turn 

cascade in'bo tee Maudlow mail slot, avtay to the Ault goes her dispatch 

of us written just yesterday. We are all pretty well. Som days I den 't 

f'ee1 too good but can't complain most of the time• 

More mire, between us and Bozeman. The windshield keeps threatening 

to go blind from mudspots, so whenever my father guns the car through ruts 

of standing water he flips the wipers on after the splash. Dirty water to 

wash dirtler. The slap of the wipers sounds frantic, as if the Ford is 

trying to bat away the accumulating muck. 

We smear our way pas t ranches now, fundama·ntal sets of buildings, 

t oon the Morgans' workstained sheeps hed. The arched backs of the Bridger 
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:Mountains slowly file along beside us. 

Eventually the road drops, arrl drops son:e more, into an eyelet of 

gap between fa~~d ridges, arrl the Gallatin Valley opens up prosperously 

for twenty miles ahead. 

Da-tnhill naf, glide all the way to too long main street of Bozeman. 

My father points out a field wter a as a young ma.'11. he worked in the grain 

harvest. (Land tlat later grew four lanes of freavray and a Holiday Inn~) 

Downtat-111 in Bozeman, we let Prince Al out at the government office and 

tackle our own ehcres. First thing, fill the Ford with gas; rationing 

still rules. Then something I was distinctly not keen on; urder orders 

. . 

from Bern.eta, what nty" father cans gett~ our ears lavered. 

Normally our haircuts were homemade, arrl a barbershop •s fuss and 

strangenesses spooked me. Green eyeshade worn by the hovering barber; 

why put lime color a.top the eyes, why not skyblue? The barber chair 

with those corrugated arm-errls as if the chair was enough of a participant 

to tense its own knuckles. The mirrors on the walls l:ot h in front and 

back of the haircut victim, I actually could see too use of; ease of 

glance for the barber so that he wouldn 1 t snip you lopsided. But the 
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surplus of re.flecti.ons echoing away, where do those bounces ever stop 

and why don't they? 

Even my taii seemed to know it was in odd circumstances. The barber 

tucked the whispery cloth in arourrl my collar a.rrl critic ally combed my 

flop of red shag across my head. Then asks, as though it might matter 

in how he proceeds :: "Where you fellows from'?u 

Where indeed, given our road record since too Ford was loaded and 

aiiood to Arizona last November . But my father flaps a wrinkle out of 

the newspaper he is reading arrl encompasses everything from the root years 

of the Doig homestead to the Morgan summer range of the moment. 11We 're 

out here on Sixteen--u 

·Sixteen kinds of weather a day this year, Berneta is saying to 

herself as she unties the yellow slicker from behind the saddle and slips 

it on • . Knots the saddlestrings firmly dam on the meldnaw jacket she 
1
d 

been wearing since she left the cabin" arrl climbs back on Duffy to ride 

. through the sun shower, f'reste t of rain about the size of a sprinkler can's 

output but thoroughly dai11p. Makes you ·wonder 'Why June days need to be 

so unpredictable. Hour to hour there's the sense that summer is being 
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invented over again, one sky after another. 

She rides with a bit of deliberate jangle, from the ring of cans--

empty condensed UJilk ones, strung on a loop of baling wire, which you 

shake for a clatter to make sheep hustle along--hung handy on her 

saddle horn. 

Ahead of her the trail zigs and zags up the mountain like a carpenter 1 s 

rule unfolding. A quarter of the way up the mountainside, no, already 

more like a third of the way up, a mob of wool is expanding in rre.ny too 

many directions at once, helter-skelter. Say for Prince Al that he started 

this morning, 
the sheep out onto the big slope decently enoug ut too ir behavior is 

have 
disintegrating in a hurry, and she arrl the horse and dog 

.I\ 
get right 

at it to head them off. She 1d decided first thing to leave Jack leashed 

at the cabin arrl use Flop for the day, eagerness over temp13ra.Ill9nt, and 

at her in gratitude as trey travel 

tte trail. 

Ten minutes 1 hard climb by the saddlehorse carries Berne ta t hreugh 

the rain climate--off with the slicker, back into the mackinaw--and up to 



where sre feels she can start dealing with tre he.rd sitmtion. The 

sheep are full of run this morning. Every secon:l minute, tre lead ewes 

stream out across the mountain just to be traveli:r:g. You'd think the 

fools had appoii.1tnents somewoore. Here a.n:l there a bunchbreaker erupts, 

a solo sheep dithering off toward the timber with forty lambs fallowing 

like a tail on a kite. The worst vagabond, a haughty high-headed ewe 

determined to stomp off back to the bedgrourrl, Bernet a slings the ring 

of cans at an:l has the satisfaction of clouting her in the rump and 

causing a panicked veer back '00 the protection of the herd. Don't dare 

do much of that, as it means too exertion of climbing off and on the 

noisemaker / 
horse to retrieve your ~ag e;f ed, but it sha;rn the old biddies you 

mean business. 

She uses the dog to take the run out of them, directing him with 

backhand sweeps of her arm as if clearing away a curtain of air. 11 Go 

aaoum ·them, Flop. Around them, boy. 11 The dog races aheidt )of tre sheep 

in short arcs, stopping every fifty yards or so to give her an enough? look. 

Ewes 
~till are stubbornly squirting off in tangents of their own on 
/\ 
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the other side of the band from too dog, so Berneta keeps sending him 

.. . . 

on his rainbow dashes until he's circled the Whole b.mch. Just as 

obstinately as they'd been scattering to tre four winds, the sheep nar1 
\r 

keg up, huddle the re in a two-acre knot of W'ool blinld.ng at her and 

the dog. 

She catches her breath arrl, ugly though a non-eatirg bani 0£ sheep 

wrapped around itself is to a:ny selt'-respecting herder, sm waits. 

Am. waits some more, facing darn the tv1enty-two hundred saturnine 

sheepheads. Let ttem get tired of beii:g bunched up, too lunatics weren't 

gaining any grass into themselves anyrAay cantering off across creation 

the way they'd been~ 

The sheep mill a little in an unruly circle, eyeing the dog problem. 

All at once the whole bunch catches too inspiration '00 mother up with 

their la.nb s ~ The epidemic ncu is ewes sniffing furiously to make sure 

the offspring is their own, lambs diving to their lmees tD suckle. After 

the session of this, the band of sheep begins to graze up the slope as 

polite as you please. 

Even when sheep are on their best behavior, you don't simply 
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lollop across \ the countryside with a band of ttam, es~cially if the 

country is as mountainy as this. Eight thousand eight hundred hooves 

to oontrol, in ~more or less simultaneous pursu.it of grass, while 

avoiding ooyotes arrl bear and deadfall snags an:l poisonous weeds ard 

any other assassins that shadow the travels of sheep. Berneta sheds 

too mackinaw--coa.t on, coat off, that kini of day--and takes stock~ 

Tcrlay's grazing territory is from the gulch on up th3 flank of Hatfield 

Motmtain toward the timberlir.e 1 then down again. "Bring them into camp 

tonight, let •s do," Charlie had formulated with her. "Halfway up along 

there is a great plenty for the day, then swing them back down~ I ought 

to have that geezer of a herder back here by tt.e time you head them 

da.tn." Which will mean, for her, seeing to it that the bani grazes 

as far up as the halfway point on tte mountainslope before shading up, 

toon easing them in a half-circle turn back dcun this afternoon, toward 

the upper errl of the cabin meadow f <Jr tl'B night. Getting sheep to do 

anything by halves goes against their nature, but she hired out to oord 

for all ste 's worth, didn 1 
t she. 
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"That includes you, Duffy, 11 she converses to the horse~ ''Let's 

go, boy." 

As the horse answers that and the dig she gives him with her heels 

by grunting his way up the slope, Berneta is glad. her body is becoming 

accustomed to tte saddle again. Getting tavard toug~ ned in, al though 

not entirely there yet .• , Already, this early, she oan notice that horsawork 

is work for the rider too. She always marvels at Charlie. Beat up as 

he is in various parts of himself, he can climb on a horse anl go at it 

all day without ever feeling an effect. 

The sheep fan out a little as she wants them to, trair interest 

perfectly where it ought to be, one clump of grass to too next. She 

reins up beside the hooved cloud, her horse pointed upslope a certain 

neck-bc:Med way, herself posed attentive to the mo~nt a certain wa:r, 

and it happens. The years peel away and she is the photographed horsewoman 

again, arch of a mountain framing her. Some differences; there always are. 

Here, she is dressed not for the caner a lens but for the job; warkshirt, 

workpants, workshoes that she knCMs she must be careful not to thrust 

through the sti rrup when climbing on even imperturbable-seeming old Duffy--
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one of Charlie's worst poundi~s hit him wh!n his horse onied at a 

snake as he was mounting and the sti rrup snared his foot through to the 

ankle, dragging .pim like a gunnysack alongside the kicld.ng hooves of the 

runaway. Nor is aoo quite the ha tbrim-shaded leather-chapped cowgirl 

cometing against the stone sky of Wall Mountain, any more. No leg-swatting 

sagebrush grows at this altitude, and the best that she could find for 

headgear to herd in is Charlie •s winter cap. But in wanting to be 

herself on horseback; in the neighborhood of hifjl eye-opening earth; in 

June dream.scape of her own; in the solitary essentials of her outlim 

today, she is enough like that picttre of .girl-turning-woman again~ 

-
Dre~ give us lift, sbe 's knc::Mn that ever since Moss Agate. The 

trick is to bear up after too weight of life cones back. 

Sla.mjam it all into herself' at once and what an avalanche everybody 1s 

circumstances make. Her father in his coughing old age, ancient choreboy 

stuck in an annex to a chickenhouse. Wouldn't think a life could go 

dc::Mnhill mu.ch from Moss Agate, but his has. Her mother, tou gh as a 

grirdstone against her father arrl yet puttirg up with all the allowances 

asked by the Norskie. Ani her mother and Charlie, scarcely able to be 
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civil to each other. Bernet a knows too well she is at the heart of 

that situation, daughter-wife tug of war, but can't see much of anything 

to be done about\ Charlie Doig ani Bessie Ringer neither one is ever 

going to be quick to g1 ve in, ani a person had better charge it off as 

one more price. of' f'amily. You can pick your clothes/you can pick a rooo/ 

but kin am nose/you can't pick those. Includes brothers, who 're somehow 

both easier and harder than parents. Paul, closest to her in age and 

outlook, but a distancer atxi being made more so by the war; ttare in the 

army in Australia, he has married a Queensland nurse ani gives every 

indication he may stay on there after the war. Wally, out on the Ault. 

She thinks his is the unfa.:irest story, in a W88'. The one of all the 

fate-begrudged Ringers who has his essentials intact, youth and health and 

a warmth toward life's possibilities. Instead of the duty of war, be 

could be devising a llie wi. th Winona. Even when he isn't in battle, it 

must be hard, penned up with so many people. HOW" sba 1d hated that herself' 

at Alzona Park. Aboard ship must be a double c onfimm3nt • Wally la. te ly 

wrote that he woniers sonetimes if he is really informed about how things 

are with the family, whether hard rews of the never-easy state of the 
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Ringers is kept from him. Not k:now:i.ng can be worse than knowing, 

Berneta has always savvied that too, arrl so she bas written back a 

lire which cane out odd yet is in too pointblank a.ttitwe '00 seems to 

need from somebody on thz homefront. Don't worry, Wal]\y'--if there is 

anything very bad happens here at hom, I 111 write ani tell you.. 

-
A few lines once again to let you. kna.r ttat I am fine, my gran:imother 

works 8!11ay at her weekly letter to him from her Norskie kitchen captivity. 

And I ~ope these firrl you . the sane , Wallace• 

Her third-grade penmanship toils for whatever oan be reported. 

Another hard rain slowing up the pl<Ming but helping too ~. A fire in 

a neighbor 's chiokenhouse. The o ta.nee of maybe go~ into town to a rodeo 

on the Fourth of JuJ.y. 

Then, amid her account of rhubarb canning and doing a big load of 

wash, suddenly hEre is Winona being written oft. She's a nice enough kid 

in a way. But Mama learned Winona 1 s ways what little time I spent with 

her. I nearly got my head bit off several times over nothing. It kind 

of amuses me about these sill girls. 

Wally':s break-up loyally ratified, my grandmother makes the usual 
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turn toward closing. Well, dear, there doesn't seem to be much of any 

thing more to write about ••• 

She detenninedly says nothi~, yet, about Berneta out there farther 

than ever in the Sixteen country. 

"Sixteen Creek. Sixteen Creek." The barber contemplates with his 

comb still trying to find some natural order to my hat~. "Never been 

up into that country . Can a man catch a fish there if he holds his mouth 

right?" 

"Oh-it 1s-so-so; the -water 's-pretty-riley ; ye 1ve-got-to-fight-brush," 

my father guards the stream which is all but tossing trout into our 

frying pan. ---?> 
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The scissors are starting to operate around my ears. 11 Hold still, 

Sunny Jim, 11 the barber warns me. To my father again: "Suppose we about 

have this war woh? What do you think of this nan Truma.n?n 

Affairs of world and nation get pronounced on while I goggle out 

the barbershop window at all-business Bozeman. Women and more womn 

beeline into the shops and stores. An occasional calcified nale goes 

creaking past to a bar. Cars have the street in frequent but not .frantic 

use. This is neither martial Phoenix nor wirrlworn White Sulphur Spr.ings, 

this is a sound-as-a-dollar little city cateri:qs to its plwnp valley. 

Here comes the part of" barbering I really hate, the hair tonic. 

This of course is a barber who likes to slosh on the pooh-pooh water, 

positively dousing a person's scalp with the smelly stuff and rubbing it 

in like analgesic. Gabbing a mile a minute while his fingers mess around 

up there: nThis 111 fix you up for the Fourth of July, got your firecrackers· 

picked out yet?" 

Now it 1 s my father's turn under the scissors. You have to look at 

him twice to figure out that he only slimly has the majority of a head of 
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hair le.ft. The sides .from the temples back are per.fectly .full, and 

the stand of hair in the middle of his head is still holding strong; 

it is 

Y.i ther side ~ of the middle that has thinned away, widow's peaks that 

kept on going. He has had his glasses on for reading tre . Bozeman paper, 

and looks abruptly younger again with them of.f. 

".&lways have to have tre noon news, n the barber announces, and turns 

on the radio. 

Broadcasting the sheep, Berneta's patient activity now is called, 

in the original sense of the word. Casting them broad across the range, 

in a scatter so that there is maximum grass for each. 

"So far so good, Flopper," she says aside to her dog partner. 

Their morning pandemonium .forgotten, the ewes and their copying lambs 

have drifted coifortably up the mountain rearly to ti.nberline; this .far up, 

stray jackpines stand dark against the otherwise open slope, drifters from 

the belt of timber. A slow-motion gamble, letting the band scatter from-

hell-to-breakfast this way, but the best kind of herdiil; if you cr:an manage 

to do i~. Doesn't take much tickle of the imagination to see the lambs 

puttiq; on pounds as they nibble along. Keeps the herder and horse busy, 
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·· ... · though, riding a community loop around the wide-spread band 

all the things that sheep can get into and that can get into them. Even 

prettiness serve~ as a poison to sheep, the standing white blossoms which 

Berne ta charges into atop Duffy and hyaahs a bunch of lambs away from. 

Fight them away from deathcamas in spring bloom, and away from lupine when 

it forms peas in autumn, you have to • 

As broadcaster of sheep her mini is free to go while the rest of 

her has to ride the horse, arrl she dreams ahead new. Wouldn't know it 

to look at her this instant, but she is tired of being portable. She 

arrl Charlie have talked th:ings through, the evenings in the cabin when 

dusk lasts in t he air for hours, arrl reached their decision against 

contracting hay this summer. Stay here at the Rung place instead, is 

the impulse they ooth have. Take on the herding themselves once stea.i.-:Lng 

iS out of the way, using the cabin as their camp. Charlie could stand 

a slow swmner of mending his health some more arr1, truth is, so could 

she. She can't account for it, how much better soo feels in mountain 

circumstances, but that's th9 physical how of it. Not easy traveling, 

this rifleshot country, but you can't beat it for grass, scenery~ verve 
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of the mountain air. The rest of June and July an:l August here, on 

their a.tn, will be a rhythm sre and Charlie have not had since Grass 

Mountain. Even ~he Maudlow road can't stay muddy aJ.1 summer. 

Beyond, though. After August when the sheep deal is over, she 

am. Charlie are going to have to quit thinking in seasons. Settle dom 

and stay settled a good long while. With Ivan starting school we are 

going to have to ~tay in . one place 1 Wally has been confided in, the 

wish told to him more than once lately. Some :place of our OVl'l e 

Time of her own, how different that' 11 be too. Ivan out of her mid-

day hours. She enjoys a sardonic moment thinking of that transfer, like 

handing along a clock that boings whenever it feels like doing so. Going 

to be a handful for the first-grade teacher, M is. Try start him out on 

c-a-t and first thing he' 11 show her he can read catalog and everything in 

it. There are times sm has wondered whether it was such a snart idea 

to further h:hn in the reading as she tirelessly did, there in the winter 

and night of Faullmer Greek and since; he's quite enough of a little old 

man, growing up around adults aJ.. l the time instead of other children, and 

having his nose in a book all the tiroo will make him more so. But she 
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herself never could wait, could she, to quit bei~ a kid. Ext end yourself 

full slam; if she has found anything to believe, it 1s that. I t reached 

her to Charlie, lyrical wire in the w:ini. It was what pushed her to the 
\-

gamble of Ivan, chancy pregnancy atop her chancy lung health. No, the 

rea~ and the rest of it she would not change. She can't feel regret 

for how any child of hers ridge-runs the country of his head. 

part \..part~ 
A deep sound suddenly announces itself at hS!:' ,~1lhoot, ~ 

airhorn. A grouse 1s cry. She is sure too a larm cane from a big pine just 

up tbe slope from her, out by itself'. She checks on too sheep, finds no 

catastrophe in sight, and turm to the pine. Nudging Duffy slCMly toward the 

tree, she tries to single out the bird. Grouse make a riddle for the eye. 

Camouflaged virtually to invisible, trey can sit as motionless as the 

treelimbs themselves. Berneta reins the horse to a quiet halt as close 

to too pine as she thinks she dares, and rests forward in the saddle. 

It takes her five minutes to discern the blend of feather pattern against 

the bark. 

As if dislodged by her view of it, the grouse plunges out of the tree, 

wings set, sailing down the mountain. Qut bk and far; a hundred yards, 
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two htmdred, three hundred, the breathtaking unflapping glide goes on. 

At last, still without too tremor o:f a wing, the grouse vanishes into 

another tree. 

All as it was; mountainside of businesslLke sheep, her horseback self, 

tin roo£ of the Rung cabin far below. 
"Flop 

She notices ;;lfte i!l.9'1 do6trayi.ng 

off in inveterate curiosity and calls him in, her voice drumming back from 

the mountain. That air dance of echo allures her. The play of words 

crisscrosses in her trial shout: 

"Ringling, Ringer, Rungl 11 

Charlie Rung teeters in the cabin doorway, a dozen summers before, 

drawn by a disturbance in the air. The toot of a grouse, was that? 

He squints at the rreadow, qu let with hay and the blossoms of his 

potato patch, then up the slope of Hatfield at his handful of cows, their 

heads already dug into the grass again. 

Not sure now he heard anything, he regrets the nips of his chokecherry 

wine. Honebrew for lunch is not a sound idea. 
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He steadies himself to look around the place, sort out what wants 

doing next. As ever, his eye can• t get past it; the stack of house lumber, 

no longer the fresh yellow oitwhlm he hauled it here three years ago, f our? 

Took receipt of it straight out of the boxcar at the Maud.low depot, borrowed 

in 

load by load, damn near 

tipping over every time corning up that gulch. And there the pile sits, 

board footage for four rooms downstairs an:l three up, not counting attic 

and screen porch. Rafters and studdings arrl ga.ble.s am shingles, the 

whole shebang. 

The thing of it is, the house exists in Charlie Rung's mind. The 

only discrepancy is that it needs to be framed up and nailed together. 

Time he did that. He can't fully fathom how it hasn't happened already. 

Hadn't he done fine with the barn? And been triple careful with the walls 

of the cabin, so as not to wake up sane clear January morning frozen stiff? 

But the carpentry of the house he has not quite attended to. 

Middle of June, already. Hqing is about to need doing, then the 

ba.rn patched and mucked out for winter, then sixty bus.hels of potatoes 

to be dug and gunnysacked arrl stored in the root cellar for winter, an:l 
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cord after cord of stovewocxi to be chopped for winter too, an:1 he is 

no youngster any more. All at once he lmcws be will never budge that 

lumber • 

- .. 
Blat is in the echoes now, the sheeps 1 medley of a thousand nails 

of ~bouncing here to there on Hatfield Mountatn as the ewes are mothering 

up their lambs. They're ready to shade up, am Berneta too drops down for 

a rest. Anrry of mothers, encamptoont of wool at the top of the mountainslope. 

,. 
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Berneta unwraps her sandwiches for lunch and gives Flop a share. 

Out of the barbership Dad and I march, shining at tre back of the 

'\ 
neck, and hurry through egg salad sandwiches at the lunch counter of the 

drugstore. The day is going and, last bite down, so a~e we. 

Ommrd to conspiracy. This is the part that is secret from Berneta. 

My father had confided it to me as soon as we turned Prince Al loose. I 

outright dance to the idea, and rrry father looks like he could spring down 

the street in a burst of jigsteps himself. 

At our destina ti.on, though, two of the women shoppers who seem to be 

the occupying force of Bozeman are passing by, one shaking her head and 

telling the other: "You ought m just see th3 prices they've got in ttere." 

" 1Spensive?" 

"Awful. I walked in a.rrl walked out•" 

The Doigs are not daunted. In we plurg e, nzy- fa th er' s jaw geared 

f orwa.rd into determination. 

Shelves, counters, racks, boxes. Store load of stuff, and the 

saleswoman is hlsy- with a woman customer buying something whispery. We 're 

on our CMn and glai of it. 
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11Wnat 1s it a present for?" I'd asked my father wren he unveiled this 

intrigue of his. 

That threw him for a moment. Nearly three months yet to -Berneta 1·s 
\. 

bir thday, and their wedding anniversary had been s:ix, no, already seven 

weeks ago. 

"The first day of summer," he resorted to. nApproximate. 11 
-

This was good, though. My father feeling relieved enough, about 

tre arc of the sheep deal so far, about cabin life and the summer range, 

to think in gift terms. Barneta has been through a lot, this hobo quintet 

of months since he fell sick in Alzona Park. Time for her to have a 

surprise of tbe decent sort. 

My father zeroes in on the merchandise he has in mind. Pie ks one up 

and 

"What color wouJ.d -ye say this is, Ivan?11 

How to define that it has a kirrl of off-reddish tint, neither quite 

om color nor another, stumps me until I think to declare: "Hereford." 

trThat 's no good to us tten," he puts it sharply dam. "We want 

straight bravn, so i t '11 go wi t h anything.'' 
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I manage to single out undiluted br~n, my father decides on the 

fanciest style, ani we 're already halfway in business. Away we swagger to 

om. 

There, the saleswoman catches up with us. We feel we don't noticeably 

need her help, but she seems to think otherwise. 

"This brown is close enough to the other one," she undertakes to 

shor.N us, uto go together nicely." 

uc1ose enough isn't what we're after," Il\Y father lets her know. 

DCMD. cascade more boxes of the item, the saleswoman displa.yill$ one 

after another until I exercise our proxy on the precise same color. 

I 
Dad na.nes the size, and the saleswoman won:lers if that dooon t 

sound too big. My father gives no ground. He knows the size of everything 

Berm ta wears, ani · barely keeps from telling the snooty salesclerk 

it was all volunteer arithmetic, too. 

The saleswoman wants to know· what other assistance sm can render us • 

informs 

the spree is over, how much are the damSiJBS? She 

adds up the set of purchases, he flips his checkbook out and writes the 
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figure as if it was pocket change. Away, rich in gifts, we go again. 

Groceries next, by the bax:load. The trunk of the Ford swallows 

it all away ani my father looks twice at his wristwatch. All we need 

na-r is Prince Al. Naturally he has not sh<7..tn up, here at the hour Dad 

absolutely instructed him to. 

My father starts to stew. The thirty-fi V&-mile drive yet ahead, 

mudholes in ambush; a stop at th3 Morgans to tell them we've done our 

. : ~: 

ONn cam.ptenli ng this weekJ tarping the groceries into slingpacks behini 

our saddles; the three-mile horseba.ck ride from the mouth of the gulch 

up '00 the cabin--he doesn't want added into all that a door-to-door 

search of Bozeman for Prince goddamn Al. 

11 Daddy, are you going to can him?" 

"To even do that we need to find the sonofabuck." As much to the 

lengthy ma.in street of Bozenan as to himself or ma, he addresses: 11Where 

) 
do ye suppose a bird like him would hang .o,ut?" 

Choices are plenty, although all in one category. Just from where 

we stand I can read too twinkling signs of several nominees--the ~t~ 

) Bar, the Rocking R Bar, the Park Bar, the Stockman Bar. 



The barn was as unexpected as a chateau. Stall for four horses , and 

with the meadow grass around, a horse pasture could be built . 
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My father casts another time at the sun, midway down 

the afternoon sky, and starts us tcward the nearest of too bars at his 

racing pace. uBastard him anyway, we don't have the ti~--" 
..., 

· Time to bead da-ln out of here1, , Berneta can tell from 00?' glance 

at the sun; start the sheep moving down t he mountain toward the place 

for nighto 

have forgotten tte:ir earlier affection for tbe bedground. anl want to ke~ 

on stuffing grass into themselves. Words fly oub aver the mountain: 

"Around them, Flop. Way around them." While the dog makes 

Berm ta adds whistling and a clatter chorus of cans. Grudgi~ly, the 

ewes shift arotmd ani mince slowly down the slope, their lambs skittery 

at tte ir sides. It will be a push, to make them move dam to too cabin 

meadow before dark. The horse an:i dog both are showing themselves tired 

and, message from her body, she is getting seriously that way, too. 

Stay on tbe horse, she again raninds herself. Riding is work, but walking 

this vast sidehill is more so• She spurs Duffy closer to the herd. 

·"Of-all-the-goddamn-times-to-have-to-herd-the-goddamn-ha- der, 11 my 
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father tells the world. He and I ransack the drinkeries on the south 

side of the street first, Dad givi~ a description of Prince Al which 

grc:Ms more plaziq; with each bar. But the bartenders shake their heads, 

eyes on 

chorus that they sure any such specimen. We even resort to 

the Oaks Cigar Store, on the chance oo 's in there stoking up on chaw. 

No luck. "Worse ness, if we go back out without him, 11 my father 

reminds himself by stating to lTl3, and we begin canvassing the north side 

of the street. 

Who would have thought it of scruffy gopher-cheeked Prince Al? He 

was ensconced in the cocktail lounge of the swanky Baxter Hotel, the 

absolute last place to look, pickling himself with mixed drinks called 

Brown Bombers. 

"Got your compensation fixed up, it looks like," my father begins 

with mere sarcasm, then he really lights into him. Takes tl:e hide off 

him for breaking his word about meeting us on tirre, for going off on a 

ber.der, for general misbehavior while a mman has to han:ile his sheep 

for him. Yet not quite firing him. We still desperately need a herder, 

even one of this carrllepower, until shearing. 
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Without a woro, Prince Al follavs us out and folds himself into 

the car. 

The route from the Maudlcw road up to too cabin was begiru1ing to 

take on familiar features, like a caravan run. The creek dodged through 

the thick brush, every ripple purring in hiding. Yellcw s haley rock 

cliffed out wherever the gulch broke at a berrl.. Ahead, overhead, Hatfield 

Mountain toppirls out in its thatchJof timber. At the halfway point, 

the sudden stand of low-branched cottonvoods to watch out for or they 

would slap you half off your horse. 

I nod along in the drea.mslrn rhythm of the ride, perched , lulled, being 

carried by event. But go to my father arrl he is remaking the day, casting 

away the delay ani Jateness, churning wcrry into reassurance: if it would 

only stay churned. Holy-J .-Christ, his mood runs, how-can-ye-ever-figure-

it-all? Prince Al possibly would've behaved himself, not gone off and 

got plastered, jf Bertleta had been too om to take him to tmm. Yet, 

couldn 1t really blarre her for not wanting to fig ht the Maudlow road; 

lucky enough that my father didn't get us stuck himself, in those mtrl.holes 

that would swallCM a person's shad<M. Besides, maybe Prince Al woo.ld 1ve 
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fallen off the wagon even if a doz en Bernetas had taken him to tam, 

maybe he was just that kind. But oh damn the weather that we were 

always having to try to sneak past, outguess, make muddy choices. If 

restful when it 1s not 

a day of commotion lim this. The sheep deal ·will pay off in just a 

couple more weeks, at sra aring. Then there 111 be the lamb morey this 

fall, and even a bit of profit at selling the ewes too; momy enough to 

set us up for a good long time. We can see if Berneta will try Arizona 

again, that country around Prescott. Or if she can get by in Montana 

as well as she has this sprl ng, maybe that 's as much as can be asked. 

Ivan in school this fall, we 111 need to place ourselves ani we will. 

Not far now to the cabin. Damn-it-all-to-hell-anyway, how late in tbe 

day it's gotten to be. But oor stint with the sheep ought to have gone 

well, browsing them a little way up the mountain like he had laid out for 

her. And tl'E weather hadn't been terrible, which qualified it as good. 

And sre is veteran at all this, after all. Knows the camtry, Berneta does. 

Knows herself, better even than he's ever managed to. What was it she'd 

said? ".&n• t worry none, I'm not about to walk myself to--" 

Dearth of activity at the meadow, the cabin, as we file up out of 

the tangly gulch. 

It is rearing dark. The s heep are bedded at the upper e rrl of 
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the meadow, where my father r..a.d conveniently sited the herder's tepee 

tha. t morning. Prince Al, sobering up grumpy, heads his horse toward 

the tepee. 

Duffy, still saddled, is grazing in tte high grass alongside the 

barn. Bernet a is nowhere in sight. 

My father stands in his stirrups, suddenly tiptce with the strain 

of trying to see behi:r:rl the cabin windows slurred with dusk. 11 Berneta, 

we 1re home, 11 he shouts almost as if it were a qua stion. 

The cab:in. 

The barn. 

Tbe bedded sheep • 

Nothing answers him except echo. 

Then in the frame of the cabin doorway, just distinct. Wiping her 

hands with a sack towel, she calls out : 

11 Back the same day, are you." 

The sheepdogs appear, ore on either side af rer, yawning from their 

cozy cabin stay. 

Burden of mrry off him new, my father clucks his horse into faster 
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pace across the meadcw. I bounce on the back of Star, tryil'l6 tD keep up. 

' . They've al 1 kissed ani gone on to ger:er aJ.ities about the day by the time 

I slide down from my horse. My mother hugs me an:l calls me her Bozeman 

Ivan, laughs that Dld and I don't seem to be cut out for town barbering, 

we 1ve come home looking like a couple of scared preachers. 

My father does a recessary asking. unow 'd ye do with the sheep?" 

Her day on too mountain revolves again. The sheep when they were 

pigheaded, tta sheep when they were perfect. Varieties of weather. 

Taste of the sandwich lunch, sound of the grouse. Exasperation, exaltation, 

sufficiency of each. Connnon day in the week of life. 

She sums it as she will for Wally, in transoceanic ink, in the morning: 

I got along okay. 

The ma:i 1 and groceries have to wait. First out of the pa.ck are 

the consptratorial boxes for her. This, my fatlhler t~ cowboy suitor could 

perform blind. "We happened to bring ye a couple little s omethings, dear," 

he pronounces and flourishes the first box to her, toon with a grin hands 

me the other one to hand to her. 

"What have you two been up to?" She gazes, as captured with surprise 

as we could wish, back and forth at my identically grinning father and ne. 
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"Try •em on," my father says wi t h acey-deucey confidence • 

Publicly done, as everything is in t he single 

She slips the first item on, exclaims to us about the perfect fit, which 

of course we knew. She peeks in the second box:. 

Lifts out the other half' of the outfit with an 110h, I ought to 

send yro two to town all the tine." Puts it on by ducking down to 

adjust it just-so in Dad's shaving m:irror. 

Turns to us, rigged out mw from head to toe. 

Charlie arrl I van brought me the Dices t pair of bram boots and a 

big hat. 

So I run a combination cc:Mgirl sheepherder now. 

Away to the Ault flowed that third June let t er of hers, full of her 

herding triumph and the summer to be ridden into wit h newly given garb. 

Somewtere it crossed mailpaths with the only letter from Wally that has 

come to light • 

All his others, nearly a steady year's worth from sue h war addresses 

as Pearl Harbor an1 Eniwetok and I.eyte and Okinawa eud '.!'okJo ~nt the 

way of dis card and loss. But this single,_· one hid in plain sight, i n print •. 
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Proudly sent to the editor of the White Sulphur Springs weekly newspaper 

by my grarrlmother, it appears in full on the front page of July 4, 1945. 

Now don't think tfuat this is all that could be said, Wally tags on an 

immediate warning. It is what they will let past the censors • 

• • • Many exciting encounters ••• helping to make history each day ••• 

bringing the end of the war nearer. • • Greatly beyond the dehydrated handout 

to send to the folks at home, the Ault was wending its own route through 

the last of the Pacific war. The ship is in Samuel Eliot Morison's naval 

history of World War Two, a photograph of the destroyer taking on fuel in 

reavy seas, white water smashing over its every deck. The Ault and Wally 

ultimately would make it into Tokyo ~ for the ceremony of surren:ier 

by Japan. A night soon after, son:ething Wally an:l the other young sailors 

r..ad never seen: their ship's runnllg lights. (Logbook af fue Ault: By 

order of Commander Task GroUp, all ships turned on navigational lights 

for the first ti~ since December 7, 1941.) Three hundred forty-five men 

cocooned in a skinny vessel three hundred sixty-five feet lo~; the Ault 

crew survived to do its own telling of the war. 

Don't think that this is all that could be said. What was slighted 
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worst of all in the officially prepared letter ho:ioo for Wally and too 

other Ault men was the actual business of war, taki~ toll. Nowhere 

the sense that tp.is promised to be the to-the-death swnmer when an 

American bomber sent down a new namer of bomb which torched the city 

of Hiroshima in white-hot radiation, and then repeated on tre city of 

Nagasaki. Deliberate amnesia of hurt and death is tre order of the day. 

The Ault 1s sailors had watched plams burst into fireballs ovar them, 

had plucked survivors arrl bodies from the ocean when the carriers Wasp 

and Franklin airl Hancock and Bunker Hill were aflame, had felt the close 

pass of kamikaze attacks, had fed ammunition into hypnotic gunchambers 

through eighty straight days of Okinawa. combat. But the warworld of 

Wally 1 s ship is roun:led off to : Wt! have our less ba.ppy ti:roo s •• ~ 

Only the letter's closing lines seem not canned, start to sound 

like true Wally again._) 

~e Wally who can't bring himself to stay listless even 1.n censored 

circumstances. Some of it is not as bad as it sounds, the feel of his war 

comes out on paper, Some _of it was worse. He leaves off in a dreamtim.e 

of his own, sailor Montanan trying to deploy himself into a future. This 

is just about our last operation ••• oMaybe next spring we will get to see 
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each other again. 

In tte column exactly beside Wally's letter was printed my mother's 

obituary. 

Word came aboard too Ault in t h3 wors t possible wa:y, in a p.s. 

miserably penci led onto one of my grandmother ' s weekly letters to Wally. 

Dearest Wallace, some awful sad news to tell you since I wrote your letter . 

Berneta passed away last nite. That ' s all the word I 've gotten so far . 

I don ' t kn.av where they ' re at or where she died at" 

) 
She didn' t suffer any at the las t , Wally--the penci l script now my 

f ather's shaken hand in an ensuing letter--for which I am thankful. 

She was feeling extra good all evening and we talked unt i l eleven that 

night . She passed away at 2 :30 A .i\f . on the 27th of June , Ivan 1 s birthday. 

I didn ' t even have tinl3 t o awaken Ivan, she went so fas t . 

Swift, then, the attack by which she died. Not the customary siege 

of short breath, tha jolting coughs and lung convulsions, the air-short 

fatigue, that she had ridden out so many times before. Not the open mayhem 

of asthma. Instead on her death certificate, immediate cause is given 

as an overstretching of the cardiac muscle+.-which was to sav, a heart 
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,··:.:) condit1.ono Nowhere ever written, then or since, was the simultaneous fact 

of earth: tlE acrobat heights of Montam earth that kept her so alive, 

until they killec\her. 

Nobody got over her. Doig or Ringer, those around me in my growing up 

stayed hit, pierced, by my mother's death in the mountain cabin. 

welcome 
My father was wrenched back and forth by how the return to Montana 

treacherously 
had been for Berneta1 and how~lllll••-.. •.- it struck her down; how 

risky the one last mountain summer turned out to be, how unsaveable his 

wife's health ultimately was. 

To my grandmother, her suspicton of "out there" was horridly proven, 

Beroota taken from her ln some remote visitless place. Having had to toughen 

herself against so much, Bessie Ringer now faced what would never go away, 

death of a daughter. 

For Wally, the reaction was a lifelong clutch at his sister's last letters, 

.the keeping o.f news which shot in just when it had become clear that he 

himself would survive the war. 

Always after, for all of them, it was not simply that Berneta had 

died youngo There was always the echo-plus of "out the re in the Sixteen 
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country," "up there on the mountain, 11 11 on Ivan's sixth birthday." A 

private family dialect of magnitude and conjunction and consequence. 

The Sixteen country held that magnified proportion for my mother; rer 
,,. 

manner of death held it for those who most loved her. 

On through that summer of 1945-, - the last of the letters in Wally's 

confusion, several by my 

grandmother and a pair by my fat her~Brittle and cracking a bit mor e 

each time I unfold them, they still manage to stab. So blue my grandmother 

l ets da,.rn onto too page, seems all I do is cry & cry some more. My 

deadweight 
father tries to corwey the ~ P&g of time on him nGl. No om can 

understa.r:d it that hasn't been through it. The days are weeks arrl the 

weeks are· months for m. Then, sad dream going into nightmare, tteir 

" 
lines turn and spit sour toward each other. 

I haven't seen your mother for a long tine, Wally. 

Wallace dearest, I haven't seen Charlie or Ivan since we la.id Berneta 

away. 

She never cones around to see I van. 
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I 1ve got no way to go see them. Then I haven't tl-e heart to go where 

Charlie is anyway. 

She could have cone nearer giving Ivan mother love than arry other 

person in the world. 

Got a letter from Charlie yesterday in answer to the one I wrote 

arrl asked him if I could help them i~n any wa • But he ave me to understand 

th.at I wasn't fit to help take care of Ivan. The only way he can think 

of me is with pity arrl regret. 

I feel bad to think soo an:i I can't get along. 

He knows he can hurt me through Ivan. 

I shall try so hard to bring Ivan up to be the kind of son his 

mother would wish. 

I •11 write Ivan but I 111 not write him. 

I t took my father and my grandmother five more years to quit their 

grievous scrap, but that was a lot better than never. 
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in the last twist of all, they turned together to raise me. When 

my father faced himself in the glass door of a phone booth in White 

Sulphur Springs ~ night in 1950 and went through with the long-distance 

call to the Norskie country, he closed down tte war that ha:l begun over 

Berne ta an::l continued over Berneta 's child. As my gra.nimother managed 

t o swallOW' away as much grudge as s oo heard being swallowed at the other 

end of the line, she volunteered herse]f yet another tine into a sh ortsided 

situation, never to be a wife nor even a love r , not the mother of' ma yet 

something beyorrl parent. From toon on, tl:e cook during heying or calving 

or lambing at the railcP..es where my father worked was Bessie instead of 

Berneta, t~ couple who would throw themselves and their moocles into 

sheep deals were Charlie arrl his mother-in-law instead of his young wife. 

I grew up amid tooir storms, for neither of these two was ever going to 

know the meaning of pallid. But as their truce swung and swayed and held, 

1'tY growing-up felt not motherless but tribal, keenly dimensional, full of 

alliances untranslatable but ultimately gallant (no, she's not my mother, 

she's ••• no, he's my father, not my grand-) and loyalties deep as they were 

complex. So many chambers, of those two and of myself, I otherwise would 
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have never known. 
·· ... ·.· 

In the eventual, when I had grown and gone, my grandmother and father 

stayed together to see each other on through life. April 6, 1971: his 

time came first, from emphysema which was the cruel lung reprise of my 

mother's fate. October 24, 1974: my grandmother remained sturdy to her 

final instant--one mercy at last on these people, her death moment occurred 

in the middle of a chuckle as she j eked wi. th a friend driving her to a card 

party at the Senior Citizens Club. 

Their twenty-one years together, a surprising second life for each, 

I've long known I was the beneficiary of. The letters teach me new, though, 

how desperately far they had to cross from that summer of grief. Theirs 

was maybe the most durable dreaming of all, that not-easy pair; my father 

and my grandmother, and their boundaryless memory of my mother. 

And I see at last, past the curtain of time which fell prematurely 

between us, that I am another one for whom my mother's existence did not 

end when her life happened to. Summoning myself--summing myself--is 

no less complicated, past fifty, than it was in the young-eyed blur at 

those howling Montana gravesides. Doig, Ivan, writer: independent as a 
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mule, bleeder for the West's lost chances, exile in the Montana diaspora 

from the land, second-generation practical t hrower of flings, emotionally 

skittish of opening himself up like a suitcase, delver into details to the 

point of pedantry, dreamweaver on a professional basis--some . of me is 

indisputably 11\Y father and my grandmother, and some I picked up along the 

way. But another main side of myse~ recognize with wonder in the 
J 

reflection of my mother's letters. It turns out that the chosen world 

where I strive to live full slam--earth of alphabet, the Twenty-Six country--

had this earlier family inhabitant who wordworked, cast 

-.. _ }l~rg . -
a sly eye at the human ; said onto paper her loves and her fears 

and her endurance in between; most of all, from somewhere drew up out of 

herself the half hunch, half habi.t--the have-to--of eternally keeping score 

on life, trying to coax out its patterns in regular report, maki.q; her words 

persevere for her. Be~ta Augusta Maggie Ringer Ik>ig, as distinct as 

the clashes of her name:tf Ivan is fine growing like a weed, her pen 

closes off its last letter ever, June 191 1945. You don't need to worry 

about him forgetting you, he remembers his Uncle Wally arrl knows what ship 

you are on. He' 11 probably have a million questions to ask when you get back. 



A million minus one, now. The lettered answer of origins, of "Who 

first began on our family oceans of asking. As I put words to pa ges, 

I voyage on her idlk. 
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